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Biographies 

Jim Clark was born in Byrdstown, Tennessee, and 

educated at Vanderbilt University, the University of North 

Carolina at Greensboro and the University of Denver. He is the 

Elizabeth H. Jordan Professor of Southern Literature and Dean 

of the School of Humanities at Barton College in Wilson, North 

Carolina. His books include Notions: A Jim Clark Miscellany,; 

two collections of poetry, dancing on Canaan's Ruins and 

Handiwork; and he edited Fable in the Blood: The Selected 

Poems of Byron Herbert Reece. 

Don Cusic is the Curb Professor of Music Industry History 

at Belmont University. He is the author of 28 books, including 

Discovering Country Music, The Beatles and Country Music, 

Elvis in Nashville and biographies of Roger Miller, Eddy Arnold 

and Gene Autry and the lyrics books of Hank Williams, Johnny 

Cash, Merle Haggard and Willie Nelson. He is the editor of 

the International Country Music Journal and co-chair of the 

International country Music Conference. 

Linda J. Daniel received a Doctor of Education degree from 

the University of Toronto with a dissertation entitled "Singing Out! 

Canadian Women in Country Music. She was published in The 

Women of Country Music: A Reader and has presented several 

papers on Canadian country music artists at the International 

Country Music Conference. 

Curtis W. Ellison directs the Michael J. Colligan History 

Project, a public history program of Miami University Hamilton. 

Emeritus Professor of History & American Studies, he directed 
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the William Holmes McGuffey Museum and served as Dean 

of Interdisciplinary Studies and interim deal of Education & 

Allied Professions and of the School of Fine Arts. He teaches 

"Appalachian Cultures and Music" and chairs the Miami Regionals 

Appalachian Studies Committee. He published Country Music 

Culture: From Hard Times to Heaven in 1995 and co-edited 

Donald Davidson's previously unpublished novel The Big 

Ballad Jamboree in 1996. He was lead writer and editor of the 

illustrated history Miami University, 1809-2009: Bicentennial 

Perspectives. He is active in local history organizations and lives 

in Oxford, Ohio. 

Fred Hoepter is an aficionado of country, western, and 

folk music and curious about its origins since his teen years, Fred 

Hoeptner first comprehended that it merited scholarly study after 

meeting late folklorist and author Archie Green, who encouraged 

his interest. In 1959 he joined with Bob Pinson on one of the 

first expeditions to find and interview early vernacular recording 

artists. In 1962 he joined with Green and others in founding 

the archival John Edwards Memorial Foundation housed at 

UCLA, the initial effort to attain acceptance of the country genre 

by academia. 

Patrick Huber is a professor of history at Missouri 

University of Science and Technology and the author or editor 

of six books, including the award-winning Linthead Stomp: The 

Creation of Country Music in the Piedmont South (2008) and 

The Hank Williams Reader (2014). His most recent book, The 

A&Rchitects of American Roots Music: The Record Producers 

Who Created Hillbilly and Race Music (co-written with Brian 

Ward), will be published in 2016. 
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History, and Theory Department at Westminster Choir College
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Ph.D. in music theory from The Ohio State University. His most 

recent research deals with narrative time in country music 

Ed Morris was a reporter and editor for Billboard from 1981 

to 1995. He is now a senior writer for the Viacom website CMT. 

com. He was the print journalist of the year for the International 

Bluegrass Music Association and the 2002 recipient of the 

Charlie Lamb Award from the International Country Music 
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Ted Olson teaches Appalachian Studies at East Tennessee 

State University. He co-edited the book _The Bristol Sessions: 

Writings About the Big Bang of Country Music_ with Charles K. 

Wolfe, and he collaborated with Tony Russell in collecting and 

curating for Bear Family Records all the extant recordings from 

the three major location recording sessions held in East Tennessee 

during the 1920s and 1930s. 

Nolan Porterfield is the author of Jimmie Rodgers: The 
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include the Ph.D. degree from The University of Iowa. 

Tony Russell is a historian of old-time country music, 

author of the standard discography, Country Music Records 

1922-1942 (the Belmont University/ICMC Best Book in Country 

Music 2005), and the essay collection Country Music Originals: 

The Legends and the Lost (ARSC Best Research in Country 
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• 2008) He founded and edited the magazine Old Time
Music • . 
Music (1971-89), and has written extensively for �any J�ur�als

tl·y music blues and J·azz. He has received L1fet1me
on coun 
Achievement Awards from both the ICMC (2005) and the

ARSC (2015).
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Location Recording Sessions 

in Concept and in Practice, 

Beyond Bristol: 

The 2015 International Country 

Music Conference Keynote 

Panel Roundtable. 

Panelists: Ted Olson, Patrick Huber, Nolan Porterfield, and 
Tony Russell 

"This is where it came from, this is what it's about, this is 
what it was meant to be": An Introductory Essay 

by Ted Olson 

On Tuesday, May 12, 2015, Sony Music released a tribute 
album to the 1927 Bristol sessions entitled Orthophonic Joy:

The 1927 Bristol Sessions Revisited, featuring renditions of 
those 88-year old records performed in a Nashville studio by 
contemporary musicians (several of them country/bluegrass/rock 
music "A-listers"). A few days later, on Saturday, May 16, arts 
administrator Victor Barbee said the following during an interview 
broadcast on National Public Radio's Weekend Edition Saturday 
program: "You have to teach them to have respect for the past and 
use the past to get to the future. They have to understand that you 
don't learn something and make your changes to it and then teach 
it to somebody and let them make their changes and then teach it 
to somebody and make their changes. You always try to go back 
to the original source and go, this is where it came from, this is 
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what it's about, this is what it was meant to be. You don't take a 

Shakespeare play and change the words. You say them differently, 

you express them the way you want to, but you don't say, I think it 

would read better to say it like this . . . .  Learn where it started and 

then go from there." 

Barbee was not commenting on Orthophonic Joy, though 

he might have been. Earlier that week, on May 10, the album's 

producer Carl Jackson, speaking publicly about Orthophonic 

Joy on WSM's program "The Eddie Stubbs Show," apparently 

misattributed West Virginia singer-songwriter and fiddler Blind 

Alfred Reed's classic train song "The Wreck of the Virginian." 

Reed's grandson Denny Reed and his partner Jane Kelley, 

listening to that WSM broadcast in Nashville, avow that they 

heard Jackson state that "The Wreck of the Virginian" -recorded 

in Bristol on July 28, 1927, and covered on Orthophonic Joy by 

Glen Campbell's daughters, Ashley and Shannon-was written 

by another participant in the Bristol sessions, B. F. Shelton, a 

traditional banjo player and singer from eastern Kentucky whose 

1927 recordings bore virtually no similarity to Reed's. From 

the Reed family's perspective, such treatment of their beloved 

ancestor-one of only three 1927 Bristol sessions musicians to 

receive an extended contract from Victor Records A & R producer 

Ralph Peer for further recording beyond Bristol-brought painful 

reminders that, for their family, the aftermath of the Bristol sessions 

yielded not recognition or glory but marginalization, neglect, and 

even exploitation. 

Victor Barbee, though, was not commenting on Orthophonic 

Joy or on any kind of music. He-as associate artistic director 

for the American Ballet Theater, which in 2015 was celebrating 

its 75th Anniversary-was referring to ballet and bemoaning the 

tendency of some dancers to lack sufficient familiarity with that 

artform's complex traditions. Despite their different intention, 
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Barbee's words might serve as a cautionary note for those who

would enter lightly into the realm of reinterpreting "classic"

American recordings from the 1920s and 1930s. Some people

might deem Barbee's stance to be elitist, and others might question

the appropriation of Barbee's ballet aesthetic in the interpretation

of early commercial records of "hillbilly" or "race" music.

Nonetheless, as anthropologist Stephen William Foster asserted 

in his book The Past is Another Country: Representation, 

Historical Consciousness and Resistance in the Blue Ridge, there 

exists a profound gulf between traditional rural values and modern 

urban-influenced values. It can be argued that _Orthophonic Joy_ 

suffers from downplaying that gulf. Despite some stellar individual 

performances, the album provides insufficient historical context 

and thus falls short of advancing an authoritative interpretation of 

those recordings' comparative significance. For its title, Foster's 

book paraphrased a sentence from British author Lesley Poles 
Hartley's 1953 novel The Go-Between-"The past is a foreign 
country; they do things differently there" -and in so doing Foster 
underscored the importance of understanding tradition before 
attempting to recreate it. However much contemporaries may try to 
find consolation from alienation and rootlessness by appropriating 
and believing the adage that (rephrasing one of country music's
most frequently asked questions as a statement) that "the circle
will be unbroken," and however many reissues of old records or
new reinterpretations of historical material may enter the market,
the lost world that generated those records cannot be so easily
reanimated as many people today seem to think. 

The aesthetic heard on commercial as well as documentary 

recordings from the 1920s and 1930s is profoundly different

even when remastered and otherwise enhanced for contemporary 

ears-and uninitiated listeners do not always know what to listen 

to or what to listen for. Part of the problem has been a general 
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lack of context and a dearth of available documentation from that 

lost world. Most commercial recording acts active during the 

1920s, after all, disappeared from view after the Great Depression 

obliterated record sales, with very few acts from that era (Jimmie 

Rodgers and The Carter Family, to name two obvious examples) 

becoming widely recognized because their records were deemed 

more accessible and more saleable by the companies that recorded 

them. In recent years, however, the playing field has been 

somewhat leveled, and, thanks to the efforts of music historians 

and higher standards for historical reissues, certain 1920s acts 

have been brought back from relative neglect (Ernest Stoneman, 

Charlie Poole) or from obscurity (Blind Alfred Reed) to stand, at 

least in some circles, beside canonical figures like Rodgers and the 

Carters. And while certain stories related to 1920s-era "hillbilly 

music" have been told and told again (the Grand Ole Opry, the 

1927 Bristol sessions), new narratives about other venues, events, 

and musicians (such as several previously forgotten "location 

recording sessions," the 1928 Bristol sessions, the 1928 and 

1929 Johnson City sessions, and the 1929 and 1930 Knoxville 

sessions) are now being constructed based on recent or ongoing 

research. These new narratives offer significant revelations about 

early country music. For instance, while recent media attention on 

1920s-era location recording sessions has been directed toward the 

1927 Bristol sessions, Ed Ward, a music historian affiliated with 

National Public Radio's "Fresh Air" show, tweeted in response to 

the 2013 release of Bear Family Records' Johnson City sessions 

boxed set: "Johnson City Sessions: lots more fun than the Bristol 

Sessions. Fewer stars, more insight into a vanished world." 

Insight being the goal of research, the story of early country 

music-and the story of the first frenetic period of commercial 

recording in general-is being revised by insightful scholars. It is 

vital to study and celebrate other location recording sessions from 
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the 1920s and 1930s because longstanding and widespread focus 

on the 1927 Bristol sessions has led to a monochromatic portrayal 

of country music's early years. Now that genre-expanding research 

is underway, the circle will indeed be unbroken, but, significantly, 

it will be a much larger circle than previously acknowledged.

For the 2015 International Country Music Conference's 

keynote panel on early country music's various location recording 

sessions (held on the campus of Belmont University on the evening 

of May 21, 2015), three esteemed panelists-Patrick Huber, Nolan 

Porterfield, and Tony Russell (mentioned here in alphabetical 

order by last name, though this was also the order in which they 

presented on the panel, as readers will note below)-explored the 

phenomenon of 1920s- and 1930s-era location recording sessions; 

these panelists also discussed the various ways that, during the 

early years of commercial recording, record companies sought 

out musical talent wherever it could be found. While focusing 

on the musical styles, repertoire, and key recording acts that 

formed the core of "hillbilly music," the three ICMC keynote 

panelists, recognizing that location recording sessions were also a 

primary method for the commercial recording of music from other 

American subcultures, also referred to the impacts of location 

recording on other music genres. The essays in the following 

roundtable article were modestly revised from their original May 

2015 oral presentation form (I served both as organizer of the 

keynote panel and as editor of this roundtable article). 

During the 1920s and 1930s, location recording sessions 

(conducted by such record company A&R fartists and repertoire] 

producers as Ralph Peer, Frank Walker, and Richard Voynow) 

differed from documentary field recordings ( overseen by such 

documentarians as John A. Lomax, Alan Lomax, and Herbert 

Halpert) in that the primary purpose of the former approach to 

recording was to obtain commercially viable releases while the 
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primary purpose of the latter was to do ument music and culture. 

But the two recording approaches sometime resulted in crossed 

purposes-so much so that location recording sessions often 

offer compelling documentary portrayals of music and culture in 

the places where those recordings were made during the 1920s 

and 1930s, while certain documentary field recordings famously 

launched long recording careers of several noted musicians, 

primarily in the blues field. 

Ironically, today, nearly a century after a few "stars" were 

"discovered" by A&R producers and a few fortunes were made 

(primarily for the discovers rather than for the discovered), and 

nearly a century after countless other to-varying-degrees-talented 

musicians went back to their regular lives in rural or urban 

settings, a major incentive for investigating location recording 

sessions is to uncover documentary evidence of Ward's "vanished 

world." It is of course significant what location recording sessions 

conducted in various Southern and Appalachian cities during the 

1920s and 1930s reveal about country music's early years. But 

equally fascinating is what those sessions reveal about America 

and Americans generally during the Jazz Age and during the Great 

Depression. Toward this end, then, there is no less wonderment in 

long-forgotten records by Jack Jackson and by The Perry County 

Music Makers than in celebrated releases by Jimmie Rodgers and 

The Carter Family. All records from that era-however skilled 

or perfunctory in terms of artistry-offer windows into vanished, 

almost mythic worlds. Listeners, though, need to understand that 

the past is indeed "another country"; we today should approach 

each record from that era with the same heightened degree of 

attention commonly directed toward favorite recordings by 

canonical musicians. 

The three scholars in this keynote roundtable have all learned 

from old recordings long before such an activity became widely 
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possible or socially popular. These scholars are guiding lights 

toward understanding what Charles K. Wolfe once referred to as 

the great prewar folk revival-when the technology of the present 

transformed the music of the past into the culture of the future. 

But, as these scholars make manifest in their papers, to achieve 

a vital and viable culture of the future, we must continually 

revisit and reinterpret the past. Hence, Victor Barbee's comments 

about ballet are entirely applicable to describing our present-day 

predicament regarding country music's early years: "You always 

try to go back to the original source and go, this is where it came 

from, this is what it's about, this is what it was meant to be." 
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Before "The Big Bang of 

Country Music": 

Recording Hillbilly Music on 

Location Prior to the 1927 

Bristol Sessions 

by Patrick Huber 

Except for the still-mysterious death of Hank Williams, no 

event in the history of country music has attracted more scholarly 

attention than the historic 1927 Bristol sessions, which the Victor 

A&R man (Artists and Repertoire) Ralph Peer supervised in 

downtown Bristol, Tennessee, between July 25 and August 5, 

1927 .1 Touted as "the Big Bang of Country Music," this landmark 

event has acquired legendary stature in country music history 

(chiefly because it launched the recording careers of both the 

Carter Family and Jimmie Rodgers), and, in recent decades, a 

series of critically acclaimed books, articles, boxed sets, and 

museum exhibits has chronicled the Bristol sessions and their 

importance in the development of modern country music.2 The 

1927 Bristol sessions rank as the most famous example of what are 

today variously called "location recordings," "field recordings," 

"'remote' recordings," or '"road' recordings."3 In truth, however, 

commercial hillbilly music was already at least four years old at 

the time of the Bristol sessions, and record companies had already 

conducted nearly three dozen such sessions in other southern cities 

before Peer arrived in Bristol. Peer, in fact, had supervised several 

of these earlier sessions himself.4 

Although record companies staged comparatively few 

location-recording sessions in the four years leadi ng up to the 
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1927 Bristol sessions, the period between June 1923 and July 

1927 saw the establishment of location recording as an almost 

industry-wide practice in the acquisition of hillbilly recordings. 

If not for the nearly three dozen location-recording sessions 

staged during this period, the historic Bristol sessions may not 

have happened or at least happened as they did. This, of course, 

is not to deny or diminish the significance of that milestone event 

in country music history. It is rather to remind ourselves that 

the 1927 Bristol sessions were relatively unexceptional, as Tony 

Russell notes, in respect to their "planning and execution," and, 

furthermore, were part of a longer, older pattern of southern 

location recording that stretched back to June 1923 .5 Early 

location-recording sessions did far more than allow record 

companies to identify and record new talent and material with 

which to expand their hillbilly catalogs. They also established 

several important industry practices that profoundly shaped 

this commercial music genre then still in its infancy. Early 

location-recording sessions came to define hillbilly music as a 

southern and, despite the industry 's advertising and marketing 

claims, an urban and carefully constructed music, complete with 

a regionalized identity, a fabricated history, and a cluster of 

iconic imagery that made this musical genre both distinctive and 

commercially appealing. 

Location-recording sessions have attracted scholarly attention 

in large part because the advent of their routine usage coincided 

with record companies' initial recognition of the commercial 

potential of hillbilly music.6 In mid-June 1923, Ralph Peer, then 

working as an A&R man for Okeh Records, supervised a series of 

recordings using special portable equipment in a makeshift studio 

set up in a loft on Nassau Street in Atlanta. There, he recorded a 

handful of local and regional artists, including, most famously, 
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Fiddlin' John Carson, a colorful fiddle champion and radio 

entertainer who waxed two sides, "The Little Old Log Cabin in 

the Lane" and "The Old Hen Cackled and the Rooster's Going 

to Crow." The modest but surprising sales of Carson's debut 

recordings awakened Peer and his superiors at Okeh Records to 

the prospects of marketing similar grassroots music to southern 

record buyers, and thus signaled the dawn of what soon became 

known as commercial "hillbilly music.''7 

Okeh 's 1923 Atlanta sessions marked that label's first location

recording venture, but it represented only one in a long series of 

what were then called "recording expeditions" that extended back 

more than two decades. Since the turn of the twentieth century, 

international record companies had dispatched their staffs to 

Western Europe, Russia, the Far East, Mexico, and Latin America 

to record singers and musicians using portable equipment.8 Within 

the United States, location recording began at least as early as 1908, 

but before the 1920s such events were relatively rare.9 Beginning 

in 1921, though, they became more common, and by the time Peer 

arrived in Atlanta in June 1923, record companies had already 

made several dozen location recordings, chiefly of popular dance 

orchestras, in such far-flung cities as Chicago, Kansas City, and 

San Francisco.10 Nor was Okeh's Atlanta expedition even the first 

such location recording held in the American South, as is often 

claimed. That notable event actually occurred fifteen years earlier, 

in 1908, when Victor, Columbia, and Edison all sent recording 

crews to Hot Springs, Virginia, to make commercial recordings 

of speeches by Republican presidential nominee William Howard 

Taft while he was vacationing there.11 

Still, Okeh 's 1923 Atlanta sessions remain significant for 

a number of reasons. Not only did this event uncover a new 

market for hillbilly records, but, more generally, it established the 
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successful formula of recording locally popular artists in important 

trade centers and then marketing the resulting discs to record 

buyers in those areas. The occasional recording expeditions to the 

West Coast and Midwest before June 1923 were singular events 

and not part of a rationalized industry strategy. But the Atlanta 

sessions inaugurated the routine practice of record companies 

making commercial recordings on location in order to record 

a diverse assortment of artists and material unobtainable in the 

New York City area where most of the nation's record companies 

maintained permanent studios during the 1920s.12 By November 

1923, only four months after the historic Atlanta sessions, Peer 

and his engineering crew had already visited Chicago twice and 

St. Louis and Detroit once each to record dance orchestras, jazz 

bands, and ethnic groups for Okeh's expanding library, and, 

over the next eight years, Okeh continued to expand its location

recording program.13 As The Talking Machine World remarked in 

July 1924, Okeh officials "established some time ago a policy of 

taking recording outfits at regular intervals to different sections of 

the country, and they have made very successful trips to Atlanta, 

New Orleans, Cincinnati, Cleveland and Chicago. The early 

part of August an expedition will probably leave for Atlanta for 

additional recordings in that city." 14 

Initially, location-recording sessions were designed to cater 

to consumer markets in particular cities, based on the premise 

that recordings of locally popular artists would sell briskly 

within the artists' own communities. But record companies also 

began marketing such records more broadly, and, in the case of 

hillbilly music, chiefly to rural and small-town consumers in the 

American South and much of the Midwest. As a March 1924 

Talking Machine World article reported, Okeh's "recording 

expeditions ... to various trade centers have proved so successful 

that several members of the company's recording staff are now 
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in New Orleans making a series of records in co-operation with 

the Junius Hart Piano House .... [l]t is expected that they will 

return with a number of records particularly adaptable for sale 

throughout the South."15 Within a few years, location recording

became an almost industry-wide practice within the emerging 

genre of hillbilly music and would remain so, as Tony Russell 

notes in his essay in this journal, until World War II. 

Location-recording sessions usually ran for one to two weeks 

in each city, during which time an A&R supervisor and a team of 

one or two engineers recorded dozens of wax masters in temporary 

studios set up in hotels, warehouses, auditoriums, radio stations, 

and other makeshift spaces. Record company personnel often 

relied on established networks of regional distributors and dealers 

to scout and assist in the recording of hillbilly and race talent, and, 

in some case, local officials had already auditioned and approved 

prospective artists in advance of a recording crew's arrival. Once 

the sessions at a particular location concluded, the crew crated and 

shipped the finished wax masters to the company's pressing plant, 

loaded up their recording equipment and unused supply of masters, 

and headed to the next city on their itinerary.16 Besides hillbilly 

music, a wide range of other kinds of music were also recorded 

at these same sessions, including blues, gospel, jazz, and foreign

language selections, depending on the location.17 "The record 

expedition of the Okeh Phonograph Corp. which recently invaded 

Atlanta and Southern points to gather new artists for Okeh records, 

has returned and reports a successful trip," reported an April 1927 

Talking Machine World article. "Among these are many artists 

of rare talent whose records will be released at an early date to 

supplement the hill country and race record catalog [ sic] ." 18 

In the four years preceding the 1927 Bristol sessions, several 

record companies launched location-recording programs in 
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their efforts to secure new recordings for their hillbilly catalogs. 

Collectively, between June 1923 and July 1927, these companies 

(Okeh, Columbia, Victor,and Gennett) staged thirty-three recording 

expeditions in search of hillbilly music, most of which occurred 

after 1925, when the adoption of electrical recording technology 

greatly improved the acoustical quality of the recordings made 

outside fully equipped permanent studios (see Table 1). These 

recording expeditions covered nine states and ten cities, among 

them the midwestern sites of St. Louis, Cincinnati, and St. Paul 

(see Map 1).19 Altogether, these thirty-three expeditions yielded 

a total of 868 masters, which, counting multiple releases on 

record companies' major flagship labels and their subsidiaries, 

resulted in the issue on the U.S. market of 916 sides classified as 

hillbilly music (see Table 2). Despite all this activity, however, the 

substantial majority of hillbilly masters continued to be produced 

in permanent northern studios, particularly in New York City, 

Chicago, or, in the case of Victor and Gennett, in Camden, New 

Jersey, and Richmond, Indiana, respectively. It was not until 1927 

that companies for the first time recorded more hillbilly masters in 

makeshift studios on recording expeditions than in their permanent 

facilities (see Table 3). This shift marked the beginning of the 

first high tide of location recording within the hillbilly recording 

industry, a trend that would continue for the next three years, 

before the effects of the Great Depression sharply reduced and 

then, after February 1932, prompted a two-year interruption of all 

location-recording activities .20

Record companies came to rely so heavily on location 

recording during the late 1920s because it offered several distinct 

advantages over recording in permanent northern studios. For one, 

such sessions enabled companies to record an almost-constant 

parade of new talent through the use of open auditions, which 

were often held in conjunction with sessions. Since the release 
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of Fiddlin' John Carson's first successful record in August 1923,

the number of doubled-sided hillbilly discs issued had increased

from 320 in 1924 to 640 in 1926, but, as more companies entered

this specialized market, record releases skyrocketed. By 1927,

approximately 1,700 new hillbilly records were being issued-an

average of thirty-two releases a week. However, as Charles K.

Wolfe has noted, most of the singers and musicians who appeared 

on hillbilly records prior to 1933 "were basically amateurs who,

though often highly gifted and innovative folk artists," possessed

a limited repertoire of only two to four marketable selections and 

who, as a result, "recorded just a handful of sides."21 As Frank 

B. Walker, the A&R man who supervised Columbia's race and

hillbilly catalogs, explained: "It was a culling job, taking the best 

of what they had. You might come out with only two selections or 

you might come out with six or eight, but you did it at that time. You 

got everything that you thought they were capable of doing well 

and would be salable, and that was it."22 Thus, in order to replenish 

their hillbilly catalogs, record companies were forced to locate and 

record new artists constantly, especially after 1926, when A&R 

men became far more selective about material and often recorded 

only original, copyrightable songs. Location recording came to be 

seen as the best way to access new talent and material. At the same 

time, this practice also allowed record companies to reduce their 

overreliance on established artists (particularly the New York City 

studio singers known as "citybillies") and to produce larger and 

more diversified catalogs in order to appeal to a broad range of 

record buyers. 

Although little documentation about the comparative costs of 

studio versus location recording exists, the widespread reliance on 

recording expeditions suggests that record companies also found 

it to be more economical to record hillbilly musicians and string 

bands, particularly untested new acts, on location in southern 
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•ct stern cities rather than transporting the artists northand m1 we 
·d 1· 11 permanent studios in New York City or Chicago.23 

to reco1 

Location recording allowed companies to expand their catalogs

quickly by recording as many as 150 to 200 masters of a wide 
variety of musical genres, including blues, jazz, gospel, and 

Mexican and other foreign-language ethnic selections, at a single 

location, within the span of a couple weeks. Moreover, A&R men 

assumed that location-recording sessions created better conditions 

under which to record grassroots artists, whom they believed 

would be more comfortable and relaxed and, therefore, more 

likely to produce better performances in their local surroundings.24 

Recording expeditions did require extensive, months-long planning 

and entailed a host of complicated logistical considerations. 

However, even with the overhead costs of travel, room, and board 

for recording staff, recording fees for artists, rental payments for 

suitable recording spaces, and the transportation costs of recording 

equipment and wax masters, such recording expeditions were 

apparently quite profitable. 

Prewar recording expeditions also profoundly shaped the 

scope and content of recorded hillbilly music. First, the expeditions 

conducted during the formative period between June 1923 and 

July 1927 defined hillbilly music as a distinctly "southern" 

phenomenon.25 During this period, A&R men and their recording 

engineers visited cities in the mountains of Southern Appalachia 

on one occasion and in the borderlands of East Texas three 

times in search of talented hillbilly musicians. But, for logistical 

reasons, these crews focused on the closer and more accessible 

metropolitan centers of the Southeast and, to a lesser degree, the 

Midwest. A&R men and recording engineers recorded hillbilly 

music in St. Louis on six separate occasions before July 1927, 

although a total of only forty such masters were produced during 

these sessions. Recording crews also made hillbilly recordings in 
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Asheville, Dallas, Houston, New Orleans, Memphis, and, in the

case of Gennett, in Birmingham, Cincinnati, and St. Paul. But,

as the statistics in Table 4 reveal, Atlanta ranked as by far the

most important location-recording center during this period. With

a population of more than 370,000 in its greater metropolitan

area by 1930, Atlanta boasted a number of attractive features

that made it an ideal recording site, among them its accessibility

to New York City by automobile and railroad, its concentration

of musical talent, and its two major radio stations that featured 

local hillbilly music programs. Dozens of white North Georgia 

acts, including Fiddlin' John Carson, Gid Tanner and His Skillet 
Lickers, and Smith's Sacred Singers, as well as local blues and 
gospel artists, recorded at sessions in the city. Atlanta, in fact, 
emerged as such an important recording center for hillbilly as well 
as race artists that, by July 1927, both Victor and Columbia had 
actually set up fully equipped permanent recording studios there.26 

The seventeen recording expeditions to Atlanta before the 1927 
Bristol sessions accounted for more than half of all hillbilly music 
location-recording ventures conducted during this period, and 
made Atlanta, in the words of Charles K. Wolfe, "the Nashville 
of the day."27 

As a result of so many location-recording sessions being 

conducted in Atlanta, North Georgia artists were disproportionately 

represented in many hillbilly catalogs, especially Columbia's 

15000-D "Familiar Tunes-Old and New" series, whose 782 

double-sided releases between 1924 and 1932 made it the single 

largest hillbilly records series of any company of the period.28 

To be sure, some singers and musicians from outside the Atlanta 

area did record at sessions there, but the overwhelming majority 
appear to have resided in the city or within approximately a 

one-hundred-miles radius.29 In concentrating on Atlanta and 

other southeastern cities, record companies largely ignored the 
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vibrant fiddling and string band traditions found, for example, in 

the Midwest and New England, or even in other regions of the 

South, such as the Arkansas Ozarks.30 A fuller discussion of why 

record companies focused their location-recording activities in 

Atlanta and other southeastern cities is beyond the scope of this 

brief essay.31 But Okeh's successful 1923 recording of Fiddlin' 

John Carson in Atlanta almost certainly inspired Columbia to 

search for similar artists there in early 1924, and no doubt these 

precedents, along with the perceptions of an emerging market for 

these records in that and other cities across the South, contributed 

to Atlanta's dominance of the location-recording scene before 

1933. Ultimately, by staging their location-recording sessions for 

hillbilly music primarily in Atlanta and other southeastern cities, 

A&R men played a significant role in defining this musical genre 

as a distinctly "southern" musical expression for contemporary 

record buyers as well as, later, for modern-day music scholars. 

Second, the location recordings made between June 1923 and 

July 1927 also reveal that, from its inception, much of recorded 

hillbilly music was essentially modern and urban. Record companies 

employed tate-of-the art technology, including electrical 

recording equjpment and microphones, to record the supposedly 

traditional white folk music of the American South, and then used 

progressive marketing practices and modern advertising appeals to 

sell the resulting records to consumers. Ftuthermore although it 

often retained a close connection to older rural musical traditions, 

from which it originally derived and from which it continued to 

draw inspiration, hillbilly music was fundamentally the product 

of a modern, urban South. Whatever the geographical derivation 

of the artists and music recorded, location-recording sessions 

were conducted principally in large cosmopolitan southern cities. 

Indeed, although it challenges one of the principal myths about 

the origins of this music, many of the artists who recorded at these 
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southern sessions were not rural dwellers but longtime residents of

these cities and surrounding towns.32 

Third, recording expeditions also highlight what I have

referred to elsewhere as the "constructed" or "invented" nature of
recorded hillbilly music and how the very process of recording,
especially at location-recording sessions, shaped this genre.33 

From a historical perspective, recording expeditions preserved
a rich assortment of local music traditions and styles circulating
in particular geographical regions of the American South. Such
sessions also captured musical selections by dozens of artists
who almost certainly would have otherwise gone unrecorded
and, consequently, remain unknown today. This was particularly
true of southern string bands, only a handful of which recorded
before 1926. But location-recording sessions preserved only what
the A&R men in charge of these sessions deemed marketable or
otherwise appropriate for their firms' hillbilly catalogs. Moreover,
as Charles K. Wolfe has noted, the recording policies and practices
followed by such officials at these location-recording sessions
certainly did not produce a complete or even a balanced portrait of
white vernacular music as it then existed in the American South.34 

Significantly, location-recording sessions illuminate the
crucial but still understudied role of A&R men and the talent
scouts who assisted them in various ways at these sessions. More
specifically, these sessions provide tantalizing glimpses of how
A&R men fundamentally shaped commercial hillbilly music,
including through their choices of sites for recording sessions,
artists and selections to record, take selections, and record series

' 
35 assignments. At least by 1926,A&R men came to these recording

sessions with relatively well-formed ideas of the kinds of artists
and material they were seeking.36 lndeed,A&R men influenced the
scope and sound of hillbilly music in so many ways that it simply
cannot be considered a pure, unmediated expression of southern
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culture. Who and what was recorded, along with how these records 

were advertised and marketed, profoundly shaped contemporary 

consumers' and, decades later, scholars' understandings of this 

important genre of American music. Significantly, all those 

forgotten artists and musical pieces rejected by A&R men at these 

same sessions have, by their omission, also contributed to our 

understandings of this music. 

From their rather primitive origins in June 1923, recording 

expeditions within the hillbilly music field evolved into carefully 

planned and orchestrated ventures over the next four years. 

This formative period established the tried-and-true methods of 

arranging, organizing, and staging location-recording sessions that 

were widely used throughout the industry by the time Ralph Peer 

arrived in Bristol in late July 1927. Although record companies 

continued to send mobile recording crews into the South to secure 

recordings of hillbilly music until World War II and would go 

on to stage two-and-a-half times as many location-recording 

sessions between July 1927 and February 1932 than between 

June 1923 and July 1927, the first four years of location recording 

established several important industry practices that shaped and 

defined many of the distinctive characteristics of what we think 

of as prewar country music, particularly its "southernness." By 

the time of the 1927 Bristol sessions, record companies had also 

established Atlanta, New Orleans, and Dallas as the principal 

southern recording centers for hillbilly music. Before World 

War II, recording crews returned again and again to these cities, 

sometimes twice a year, to record local white grassroots artists and 

string bands. Only one other city, Memphis, the site of a single field 

session of this music prior to the Bristol sessions, would emerge 

as a principal recording center for hillbilly music by 1932. If, as 

Charles K. Wolfe has argued, by the late 1920s, location recording 

"had emerged as the best way to find and document grassroots 
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talent," then the foundation for that successful enterprise was laid
between June 1923 and July 1927, with the now-legendary 1927
Bristol sessions being only the most famous product of what, by
then, were the well-established methods and practices of location
recording in southern cities.37 

Certainly, many questions regarding recording expeditions
and the practice of location recording remain unanswered, and
much research stilI needs to be done. More studies are needed 

'

for example, of both specific location-recording sessions and of
such sessions as a comprehensive whole, especialiy accounts that
examine, as Tony Russell commendably does in his 2007 Popular
Music article, the recording of not only hilibilly music but also
other musical genres at these same sessions.38 We also need more
studies of A&R men, particularly their recording policies and
practices, because it was at this initial stage of the production
process that record companies primarily shaped and defined
hillbilly music. That is why I was so delighted to participate in the
2015 International Country Music Conference's keynote panel and
to contribute to this special journal forum drawn from that panel
devoted to prewar location-recording sessions. I hope these essays
wilI serve to reinvigorate and advance the study of such events
that continue to attract the attention of so many of us engaged in
country music studies. 
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Map 1. Location of Recording Expeditions for Hillbilly Music,June 1923-July 1927 

& 

�our�e: Compiled from Tony Russell, Country Music Records·Discography, 1921-1942, with editorial research by Bob p· . mson,assisted by the staff of the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum(New York: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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Table 1. Company Totals of Hillbilly Recordings 1925 
Made on Location, June 1923-July 1927 oKeh ca. January 8-10 Atlanta 15 15 

Columbia January 27-31 Atlanta 23 26 
Recorded U.S. Releases OKeh March St. Louis 8 8 

Label Sessions Masters (Sides)* Victor March 17 Houston 2 2 

OKeh 19 398 360 oKeh April 13-ca. 22 Atlanta 15 13 
Columbia 7 350 331 OKeh ca. July 1-7 Atlanta 36 36 
Victor 4 36 37 OKeh August 25-September 1 Asheville 42 36 
Gennett 3 84 188 Columbia September 23 New Orleans 2 0 
Total 33 868 916 Columbia September 29-October 3 Atlanta 28 27 

OKeh ca. October 19-21 Dallas 13 11 
*Includes some sides originally released after July 1927 OKeh ca. October St. Louis 8 8 

Source: Compiled from Tony Russell, Country Music Records: A 26-early November

Discography, 1921-1942, with editorial research by Bob Pinson, Victor December 3 St. Louis 4 6 

assisted by the staff of the Country Music Hall of Fame and 
1926 Museum (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
OKeh March 11-17 Atlanta 21 21 
Columbia April 17-24 Atlanta 51 61 

Table 2: Location Recording of Hillbilly Music, OKeh April 23 Atlanta 4 4 
June 1923-July 1927 OKeh May St. Louis 2 2 

U.S. OKeh October 26-November 4 Atlanta 32 32 
Releases Columbia November 1-6 Atlanta 80 72 

Comean}'. Date Location Masters (Sides)* 

1923 1927 

OKeh ca. June 14 Atlanta 2 2 Victor February 16-21 Atlanta 26 27 
Victor March 1 Memphis 4 2 

1924 OKeh March 14-23 Atlanta 90 83 
OKeh March 15-ca. April 1 Atlanta 26 24 Columbia March 26-April 7 Atlanta 156 137 
OKeh August 26-ca. 28 Atlanta 30 30 Columbia April 12-13 New Orleans 10 8 
OKeh October 18 Dallas 2 2 OKeh April 26-29 St. Louis 14 13 
OKeh November 28 St. Louis 4 4 OKeh June 1-4 Atlanta 34 16 
Gennett ca. December 16 Cincinnati 2 3 
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Gennett 

Gennett 

Totals 

ca. June 3-30 

July 8-August 30 

St. Paul 

Birmingham 

15 32 

67 153 

868 916 

*Includes some sides originally released after July 1927

Source: Compiled from Tony Russell, Country Music Records: 

A Discography, 1921-1942, with editorial research by Bob 

Pinson, assisted by the staff of the Country Music Hall of Fame 

and Museum (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004). 

Table 3. Hillbilly Masters Recorded in Permanent Studios 

versus on Location, 1923-1927 

Recorded Recorded 

Year in Permanent Studios on Location 

1923 70 2 

1924 294 64 

1925 482 196 

1926 486 190 

1927 659 941 

Totals 1,991 1,393 

Sour : Compiled from Tony Russell ounlly Mu ic Record.s:

A Discography 1921-1942, with eclitoriaJ research by Bob Pinson 

a sisted by the staff of the Country Music Hall of Fame and 

Museum (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004). 

Table 4. Recording Expeditions for Hillbilly Music, June 

1923-July 1927 

Atlanta 

St. Louis 

Number of 

Expeditions 

17 

6 

Years 

Visited 

1923-1927 

1924-1927 
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Dallas 2 1924-1925 15 

New Orleans 2 1925, 1927 12 

Cincinnati 1 1924 2 
Asheville 1 1925 42 
Houston 1 1925 2 
Birmingham 1 1927 67 
Memphis 1 1927 4 
St. Paul 1 1927 15 

Source: Compiled from Tony Russell, Country Music 

Records: A Discography, 1921-1942, with editorial research by 

Bob Pinson, assisted by the staff of the Country Music Hall of 

Fame and Museum (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004). 

Table 5: Hillbilly Recordings Made on Location, 1923-1932 

All Hillbilly 

Recordings 

Hillbilly 

Recordings Made 

on Location 

Percent of Total 

Recorded 

Masters 

11,317 

4,854 

43% 

U.S. Releases 

(Sides)* 

22,566 

4,803 

21% 

*Includes some sides originally released after 1932

Source: Compiled from Tony Russell, Country Music Records: 

A Discography, 1921-1942, with editorial research by Bob 

Pinson, assisted by the staff of the Country Music Hall of Fame 

and Museum (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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Table 6: Hillbilly Recordings Made on Location, 1927-1930 

All Hillbilly 

Recordings 

Hillbilly 

Recordings Made 

on Location 

Percent of Total 

Recorded 

Masters 

7,729 

4,022 

52% 

U.S. Releases 

(Sides)* 

15,444 

3,870 

25% 

*Includes some sides originally released after 1930

Source: Compiled from Tony Russell, Country Music 

Records: A Discography, 1921-1942' with editorial re
_
search by 

Bob Pinson' assisted by the staff of the Country Music Hall of 

Fame and Museum (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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The 1927 Bristol Sessions: 

''A Sort of Shorthand Notation" 

by Nolan Porterfield 

Long ago, I was asked to contribute a chapter for the 1988 

publication entitled Country: The Music and The Musicians. 1 It 

turned out to be a rather hefty coffee-table book-measuring 12 

inches by 6 inches, two inches thick, with 595 pages and weighing 

6-and-a-half pounds.2 My chapter was entitled "Hey, Hey, Tell 

'Em 'Bout Us: Jimmie Rodgers Visits the Carter Family." On 

page 17 of the volume, there is the following: 

Music historians fond of dates and places have 

a special weakness for "Bristol, August 1927 ." As a 

sort of shorthand notation, it has come to signal the 

Big Bang of Country Music evolution, the genesis of 

every shape and species of "Pickin' -and-Singin" down 

through the years. 

For good or bad, I have been labeled as the originator of 

the phrase "The Big Bang of Country Music," with reference to 

Victor Records' location recording sessions in Bristol from July 

25, 1927, to August 5, 1927. Apparently the Big Bang was in no 

hurry-the Bristol sessions lasted eleven days. 

And ... although I didn't intend to do it .. . I left myself some 

wiggle room, writing that the Bristol sessions constituted "a sort 

of shorthand notation," which "has come to signal" the Big Bang, 

etc. (Note the passive voice . .. intentionally or otherwise, it was 

"IT" who pronounced this judgment ... not me. 

I also wrote that the idea of the Big Bang of County Music 

is "oversimplified." That wasn't enough to satisfy those ardent 

supporters of Fiddlin' John Carson, Uncle Dave Macon, Vernon 
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Dalhart, and others who had made "country music" records before

the Bristol sessions. Fans and even scholars ... almost immediately

raised the alarm, pointing out-more or less correctly-that string

band music and down-home singers had been recorded long before 

the Bristol sessions .3 

Be that as it may ... my chapter in Country: The Music and 

The Musicians was mostly devoted to Jimmie Rodgers, the Carter 
Family, and their recordings of "Jimmie Rodgers Visits the Carter 
Family" and "The Carter Family and Jimmie Rodgers in Texas." 

Beyond that business about the Big Bang, I made no mention 
of others who recorded in Bristol at those July and August sessions 
... B. F. Shelton, Blind Alfred Reed, Alfred G. Karnes, the gospel 
group Alcoa Quartet, and many more whose recording careers and 
place in country music history began and continued beyond the 
Bristol sessions. As Tony Russell, eminent historian of country 
music, points out: 

... in the brilliant glare of Bristol's most famous discoveries 
one can all too easily be blinded to what else happened there. 
Jimmie Rodgers and the Carter Family recorded, between them, 
eight sides, but the Victor crew took home nearly eighty-by 
stringbands, gospel quartets, banjoists, church groups, all sorts.4 

The sessions began with Ernest Stoneman 's Dixie 
Mountaineers-six sides in 13 takes-on July 25, 1927, followed 
by Ernest Phipps and His Holiness Quartet-also six sides the next 
day, in fewer takes. Issued on the Victor label, these recordings 
are highly valued by record collectors today. 5 

On the next day, Uncle Eck Dunford, accompanied by a 

Stoneman group, recorded four sides, and that same day the 
Blue Ridge Corn Shuckers, recorded "Old Time Corn Shuckin," 
accompanied by Eck Dunford's fiddle and square dance calls 
interspersed with Ernest Stoneman performing hillbilly comedy. 
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The following day,July 28, brothers Charles and Paul Johnson 

recorded six sides, one of which was never issued. Earlier, the

Johnson brothers had appeared at the Johnson City, Tennessee,

Tri-State Fair in June 1927, where they met Jimmie Rodgers, who

was impressed by the fact that they had already recorded for Victor

in Camden. They probably told Rodgers about Peer's vague plans
for a recording trip through the region. 6 

The soon-to-be Singing Brakeman, eager to record, was thus 

alerted to the possibility of a Victor agent in the area and was

ready to dump the Jimmie Rodgers Entertainers when he heard

that Ralph Peer would be recording in Bristol. Thus two essential

ingredients came together for the now-famous Bristol sessions.7 
Following the Johnson brothers on July 28, Blind Alfred 

Reed, from Hinton, West Virginia, recorded four titles, singing 

and playing his own fiddle, accompanied by his neighbor Arthur 
Wyrick on guitar.8 Like the Ernest Phipps 78s, these records, 

released on Victor 20836 and Victor 20939, are exceedingly rare 

today and bring high prices from collectors. 
B. F. Shelton, a barber from Corbin, Kentucky, recorded four 

sides at Bristol, accompanying himself on the banjo. One of those 

records, Victor 35838, pairing "Pretty Polly" with "Darling Cora," 
sold for a hundred and fifty dollars in 197 5 -forty years ago! 

Ernest Phipps and Alfred G. Karnes were both Pentecostal 
preachers from the Corbin, Kentucky area.9 Karnes recorded six 
titles during the Bristol sessions, possibly accompanying himself 
on the harp guitar. I have seen pictures of a harp guitar, and I have 

watched video of a musician playing one, but a harp guitar isn't 
easy to describe. The idea is to add extra bass strings above the 
normal six- or twelve-string keyboard. The number of those extra 

bass strings seems to vary widely; I've seen as many as twelve, 
but the usual number is about seven. 
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In any event, Karnes achieved a strangely beautiful sound on 

two sides, "Where We'll Never Grow Old" and "I'm Bound for 

the Promised Land." In December 2012, that 78 RPM record sold 

for a hundred dollars. 

Karnes 's last recording date during the Bristol sessions was 

Friday, July 29. No artists were recorded until after the weekend, 

when operations resumed on Monday, August 1. On that day, the 

Carter Family recorded for the first time- six sides, all released on 

the Victor label, and later on Bluebird, Victor's dime-store label. 

Henry W hitter, an old hand from Peer's days at Okeh, recorded 

two sides on Tuesday, August 2nd, followed the next day by the 

Shelor Family, sometimes billed as Dad Blackhard's Moonshiners, 

who recorded four sides. 

As most of the universe knows,August 4, 1927, was the date 

of Jimmie Rodgers's first two recorded sides. It's worth noting 

that "The Soldier's Sweetheart " required four takes and "Sleep, 

Baby, Sleep" three takes, while the Tenneva Ramblers (formerly 

known as the Jimmie Rodgers Entertainers) . . . recording 

later that day, required only two takes for each of their three 

tunes ... and it's almost certain that one of those takes was merely 

a "backup," in case there was a flaw in the first take. 

Seven other solo performers or groups recorded during the 

Bristol sessions, but several of their efforts were never marketed, 

on the Victor label or any other. Who remembers El Watson? J. 

P. Nester? The Bull Mountain Moonshiners? The West Virginia

Coon Hunters? The Tennessee Mountaineers? Mr. and Mrs. J.

W. Baker? (However, one of the Bakers's tunes can be heard on

YouTube. Is there anything today that can't be seen or heard on

YouTube?)

I'd especially like to know what became of Red Snodgrass 

and his Alabamians ... who recorded only one tune ... and it was 

never pressed-never even assigned a Victor label number. 
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That's about all I know about the Bristol sessions ... and 

some I may have guessed at ... or ... just imagined.

1.
Paul Kingsbury and Alan Axelrod, eds. Country: The Music and

the Musicians. Abbeville Press, New York, 1988.

z.
Dimensions and weight verified, May 15, 2015.

3. See Robert Williams, "Errors in Published Commentary on the

Bristol Sessions" Hill Country Music Journal, Spring 1989, p.

74. Also, G. 0. Haker and Bob Randall, "Early String Bands," Old

Time Monthly, pp. 32-35.

4. Tony Russell, Country Music Originals: The Legends and the

Lost. Oxford University Press, 2007.

5. For all Victor's Bristol Sessons, see Brian Rust, The Victor Master

Book, Vol. 2. Allen Publications, Highland Park, NJ, pp. 144-146.

A brief biography of Ernest V. Stoneman, with commentary on

his work, appears in Russell, Country Music Originals. pp. 9-11.

6. My supposition is supported by Barry Mazor, Ralph Peer and

the Making of Popular Roots Music (Chicago Review Press,

2015), pp. 87-88.

7. For commentary on the Bristol recordings: Charles Wolfe,

liner notes to The Bristol Sessions: Historic Recordings from

Bristol, Tennessee, The Country Music Foundation, 1987.

Details of Rodgers's participation in the Bristol sessions: Nolan

Porterfield, Jimmie Rodgers: The Life and Times of America's

Blue Yodeler, University of Illinois Press, University Press of

Mississippi, 1997, 1992, 2002, pp. 109-113. Barry Mazor's

account of the Bristol sessions, in Ralph Peer and the Making of

Popular Roots Music (Chicago Review Press, 2015) is sporadic

and deals essentially with Ralph Peer. Apparently, Mazor was

intent on focusing on the roles of Peer, Jimmie Rodgers, and the

Carter Family. His book, Ralph Peer and the Making of Popular

Roots Music, does not mention Alfred G. Karnes, Ernest Phipps,

or any of the other performers who recorded at Bristol.
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8. Blind Alfred Reed, "amateur performer and composer"

who wrote "The Wreck of the Virginian/' had caught Peer's

attention earlier. See Porterfield, Jimmie Rodgers, p. 106.

9. Ernest Phipps and Alfred G. Karnes," Encyclopedia of

Appalachia, 2015. Apr 11, 2015 <http://www.www.

encyclopediaofappalachia.com/entry.php?rec=l 70>
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Aftershocks: Location 

Recording after the Bristol 

Sessions 

by Tony Russell 

The 1927 Bristol sessions have left a long echo, one that 

resonates all the way down to the present. The legacies of Jimmie

Rodgers and the Carter Family stand like fingerposts to two

different ways of making country music. But that was not how it 

was perceived at the time. 

The immediate consequence of the Bristol sessions and their 

discoveries was simple and straightforwardly commercial: copycat 

sessions, by Columbia in 1928 and 1929, and by Brunswick 

in 1929 and 1930. Both companies understood Ralph Peer's 

strategy. Bristol opened up southern Appalachia; it was reachable 

from seven states. If you were looking to record mountain music, 

somewhere in east Tennessee was an obvious hub. 

But for a rival simply to follow Peer's initiative and set up 

in Bristol itself would have been unimaginative. Conceivably, it 

might even have been considered a breach of business etiquette. So 

Frank Walker of Columbia chose nearby Johnson City, and Dick 

Voynow of Brunswick ventured just a little farther, to Knoxville. 

As we know, neither Walker nor Voynow succeeded in 

unearthing another Jimmie Rodgers or Carter Family. But it is by 

no means clear that that is what they were trying to do. One might 

think, with sales of Rodgers's "Blue Yodel" creating a nationwide 

symphony of ringing cash registers through the spring and summer 

of 1928, that Columbia and Brunswick would have auditioned 

anyone who could play guitar and yodel. In fact, Walker recorded 
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just four blue-yodel numbers each by Jack Jackson and Fred 
Richards, while Voynow could only recruit a vaudeville blackface 
entertainer named Cal West, whose "Yodel Blues Part 1" was 
actually the old comic song "Oh Where, Oh Where Has My Little 
Dog Gone?" If recording these artists was supposed to challenge 
Rodgers's burgeoning status as "America's Blue Yodeler," the 
gambit was feeble. Nor was there any serious attempt to replicate 
the family harmony of the Carters. In fact, Walker and Voynow
and this is broadly true also of Ralph Peer-spent more of their 
time in East Tennessee on string bands and Holiness Church gospel 
groups: two of the kinds of old-time praxis that Rodgers and the 
Carters would before long be elbowing towards the margins of 
what was not yet called country music. 

After two sessions each, Bristol, Johnson City, and Knoxville 
were abandoned. The major Southern recording centers continued 
to be Atlanta and Memphis. In the first heyday of location 
recording, the four years from the beginning of 1927 to the end of 
1930, more than 2,500 recordings were made in Atlanta, and some 
1,100 in Memphis. The accumulated total of the Bristol, Johnson 
City, and Knoxville sessions was less than 450.

But if the EastTennessee cities were dropped like unsatisfactory 
girlfriends, there were plenty of other venues offering their charms 
to the men from the No1th. In that four-year heyday, there were 110 
location sessions, three-quarters of them involving hillbilly music, 
and 32, fewer than a third of them, taking place in Memphis or 
Atlanta. Some were held in locations that had been used before, 
like New Orleans or Birmingham. Others were speculative trips to 
sites that would never be revisited: Indianapolis, Winston-Salem, 
Louisville; Richmond, Virginia, and Savannah, Georgia; and 
indeed Nashville. 

Why were these locations discarded after just a single visit? 
One possible explanation is their lack of diversity. Winston-Salem, 
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w11ere Qkeh Records spent ten days io September 1927 was a rich

source of olcl-time music, but tw·ned up n blues or jazz. Victor's

June 193J session in Louisv.ille by contrast was replete with

blues and jazz but elicited very I ittle local hiJlbLily talent.

To make good use of its time in a location a company 

would plan to stock not just one catalog but three: in the trade

terminology of the day, "old time," "race," and "popular." This

is why Atlanta was the premier-league fixture on every record

company's calendar, routinely visited by a recording crew every

spring and fall. On any given day, the technicians might be setting 

up for the Skillet-Lickers, or the blues-singer Barbecue Bob, or 

the best-known local danceband, Warner's Seven Aces. 
The high-water mark of pre-Depression location recording 

was 1928-29. In those two years there were 63 sessions. 
(Where these statistics differ from Patrick Huber's, it is because 

I consider all location sessions-by which I mean all sessions 

outside New York, Chicago, or Los Angeles-and all the 
recordings made at them, not just the hillbilly material. I have 
also included in my totals recordings known to have been made 

but not issued.) 
Hardly a month went by in 1928 and 1929 without a recording 

team showing up somewhere.At times, they were lining up behind 
each other. On October 22, 1928, as Victor packed their equipment 
after twelve days in Atlanta, somewhere else in town Columbia 
were unpacking theirs. For a few days during September 1929,

while Victor were recording in Memphis's Municipal Auditorium, 
a crew from Brunswick were similarly engaged just a few blocks 
away at the Peabody Hotel. 

The location-recording business was still buoyant in 1930,

when there were 21 sessions, but from then on it was deflation 
all the way: in 193 I, seven sessions; in 1932, three; and in 1933,

none at all. With record sales at an all-time low, there was barely a 
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budget for recording even in the established studios in New York

and Chicago, and none whatsoever for road trips. 

By 1934, however, business was picking up, and the new 35_ 

cent labels, Victor's Bluebird and Brunswick's Vocalion, again 
looked South. Their old rivals Columbia and Okeh had gone 
under, a few years before, but there was a new kid on the block, 
the pushy, British-partnered Decca Records. The new "Big Three" 

engaged in just eight location sessions in 1934, but they made 

at least 774 recordings, probably more. The following year was 

slightly better, a dozen sessions generating at least 950 recordings, 

but in 1936 location recordings almost doubled, and in 1937 they 

jumped again, to more than 2,350-the highest annual production 

figure in location-recording history. 

These trips were more productive than their predecessors 

because they were more pragmatically planned. The method now 

was to settle down in one or another of a small roster of hubs, and 

record steadily, perhaps eight or ten hours a day, for up to three 

weeks. The results were sometimes remarkable. In March 1936, for 

example, Decca spent 20 days in New Orleans and recorded 250 

masters; in 1937, Vocalion spent similar periods in Dallas (in June) 

and San Antonio (in October-November) and each time recorded 

even more. Bluebird worked still harder: in San Antonio in October 

1936, they accumulated around 300 recordings in nine days. 

The labels were now stocking not just three catalogs

"race," "popular," and "hillbilly," as it was now called-but five. 

Locations in Texas and Louisiana gave them access to Cajun 

music and, crucially, Mexican music. Music historians have had 

little to say about it, but in the Southwest, Mexican business 

was colossal. Bluebird, Vocalion, and Decca recorded at least as 

much of it as they did hillbilly, and considerably more than they 

did of "race" music. The San Antonio Light liked to run pieces 
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about the visiting recording men such as Bluebird's Eli Oberstein,

Vocalion's Ralph Perez and Robert Pampe, and Decca's Dave

J{aPP
· It mentioned their hillbilly interests only briefly, and their

dealings with black music scarcely at all; but it loved to share with

its readers the news that San Antonio was the world headquarters

of the polka and the ranchera, the corrido and the cancion.

"Almost everybody," wrote Amy Freeman Lee in the Light

on September 17, 1939, "is familiar with the haymarket plaza

and its chili queens and Mexican musicians in native costumes,

for because of its picturesqueness, it is one of the favorite tourist 

haunts. It is not generally known, however, that these strolling

musicians play a large part in one of the most unusual industries 

of the city, phonographic recording. San Antonio is the center 

for the recording of Mexican music, a commercial venture using 

the material of genuine culture and growing steadily over a long 

period until it has reached the size and importance of a major 

musical industry. 

"Twice each year the chief photograph [sic l companies, Victor, 

Decca and Brunswick, send technicians and sound equipment to 

make records of Mexican music. Each of these companies has a 

special series that is devoted entirely to this type of music ... In 

San Antonio the records are made in the old KMAC Studios in the 

Bluebonnet lsic I Hotel, the former KONO Studios in the Milam 

Building, and in the Concert Hall of the Texas Hotel, because these 

rooms have the necessary draped walls and sound proofing ... 

"Many of the outstanding Mexican artists are native San 

Antonians. Lydia Mendoza, who sings and accompanies herself 

on the guitar, has the distinction of being the most popular artist in 

the low-priced record field." 

The paper's columnist Jeff Davis had reported three years 

earlier that Mendoza's Bluebird records "sell to Spanish-speaking 
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peoples all over the United States. In Cuba, Mexico, Central 
America and South America, Mendoza outsells all American 
singers 3 to 1 ... She recorded 10 songs the first day the studio was
set up and eight songs the following day, and these still will not be
enough to last the Mendoza public for the six months before the 
crew comes here to record again." (San Antonio Light, October 
21, 1936) 

Another regional star, also on Bluebird, was the accordionist 
Narciso Martinez, "El Huracan de! Valle." On September 13 ,
1937, he logged a three-and-a-half-hour session at the Blue Bonnet 
Hotel, in which he recorded an astonishing 30 numbers. As far as 
I know, this is the most extensive day's work by a single artist in 
location-recording history. 

Bluebird did have an advantage over its rivals in that much of 
its hillbilly, "race," Cajun, and Mexican product was also licensed 
to Montgomery Ward's house label, the records thereby reaching 
many customers who could not get to music stores but could, and 
did, buy by mail-order. It is worth mentioning, too, that a substantial 
number of Bluebird's location recordings of hillbilly music were 
never released on Bluebird at all, but only on the store label. This 
may tell us something interesting about the regional marketing of 
regional talent, but at present we really don't know what. 

As Patrick Huber has pointed out, even after one reckons 
material and running costs-and, it should be added, the fees 
paid to the artists, generally modest though they were-location 
recording was profitable work. The Lockhart [Texas I Post

Register of January 24, 1935 quotes Brunswick's Don Law saying 
that Mexican sales were 40 per cent of his company's business in 
Texas, and in 1934 "amounted to over half a million records." 

We have no sales figures for individual Mexican records, 
but we do have a few for location-recorded hillbilly discs of the 
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. a.ucl some of them are impressive. Maple On The Rill' by
urri�, r's Mountaineers rec rded by Bluebird in Atlanta in 1935r,.i1a1 ne 

Ported about two years later to have sold 65 000 copies andwas re 
�onroe Brothers' "What W uld You Give In Exchange' 

the · 
·cled i.J1 harlotte m 1936 nearly as many. 

reCOI . . 
Since Bristol 1927, the volume of location recording had 

grown rapidly. Before �at, _there had been app�·oximately 64

l ·1011 sessions, proclac111g, 111 all genres, someth111g over 2, 000ca 
,·ecording . After Bristol, and up to the time Location r cording 

was suspended in L941 there were 181 location se sions, and the 
total number of recordings was more than 17,500 . 

From the mid-Thirties on location recording was concentrated 
in five cities in the Southwest, San Antonio, Dallas, Houston, Fort 
Worth, and New Orleans, and two in the Southeast, Charlotte 
and Atlanta. San Antonio and Dallas between them turned out 
more than 5,000 recordings in the Thirties, and almost another 
1,500 were made in New Orleans, Houston, and Fort Worth. 
Atlanta, however, was curiously less important than it had been 
in the Twenties. From 1936 to 1938, no sessions were held there 
at all; the entire Southeastern talent-base was processed through 
Charlotte-or, for a couple of Bluebird sessions in September 1938 
and February 1939, and for reasons connected with the Musicians' 
Union, across the state line in nearby Rock Hill, South Carolina. 
A glance at the Bluebird catalogs of this period will explain this 
Piedmont bias: recording manager Eli Oberstein was focusing 
sharply on artists well known through regional radio, in particular 
Charlotte's WBT, and especially the Crazy Water Barn Dance, a 
country music showcase as significant as Nashville's Grand Ole 
Opry or Chicago's National Barn Dance. 

This awareness of a Southeastern market was shared by 
Bluebird and Decca (who also held a session in Charlotte, in June 
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1938), but only fitfully by Vocalion, who focused on Texas, with its 
Mexican talent and its prolifically recording Western Swing bands 
like Bob Wills' Texas Playboys and the Light Crust Doughboys, 
But for a few years Vocalion did revive the vagabond spirit of earlier 
days, making one-off forays to locations that hadn't been used for 
ages, such as Jackson, Mississippi, Birmingham, Alabama, and 
Memphis, and also to cities that no one had ever thought to visit 
with recording equipment before: Augusta, Georgia; Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi; Hot Springs,Arkansas; Columbia, South Carolina. 

It is hard to know why. Did the Vocalion recording director 
Art Satherley's keen nose for undiscovered talent really twitch at 
the prospect of recording people who might be known, at best, 
as local radio personalities on not very powe1ful stations? And, 
in the case of the black musicians, probably not even that? That 
said, these trips did bring to light many artists whom connoisseurs 
of vernacular music would be sorry never to have heard: in 
Memphis, the black street singer Little Buddy Doyle and the Swift 
Jewel Cowboys; in Birmingham, a hot stringband called the Dixie 
Ramblers and a blues-singer and guitarist who called himself 
Peanut the Kidnapper; in Hattiesburg, the Mississippi Jook Band 
and the Laurel Firemen's Quartette. 

If you judge by the artists' subsequent fates, or by the rarity 
of their records, most of the talent Satherley found out in the sticks 
did not commercially amount to much. The same is true of a good 
many of Bluebird and Decca's "discoveries." But that, after all, is 
the First Law of the music business: only IO per cent of the talent 
you record will make you any money. The trick is finding out 
which 10 per cent. 

For me, the gambles that failed to come off are as fascinating 
and informative as those that did, though this is a judgment I 
would not expect to have been shared by Satherley, Oberstein, or 
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P They one assumes set out for every location session with
r<.aP · · 
0 e hope of findjng a game-changer, or at least a money-maker.

f�·oO'l time to time they did, but it was still to some extent a matter

of cbance. If Dallas had not been on Vocal ion's recording route

m·ap ill L935, it is conceivable that we might never have heard Bob

Wills. If Sa11 Antonio bad not been on it in 1936 it is likely that we 
would uever have heard Al Dexter-or Robert Johnson. 

PaJt purposeful part serendipitous, tbe aJmost two decades 

of location recording, the nearly 250 sessions, are a detailed 
and extraordinary account of American business absorbing 
and reshaping American vernacular music. Without them, our 
sound archive of that era would be immeasurably poorer: less 
representative, less diverse, and less resonant through the decades 
that followed. 

NOTE 

My primary sources for this paper have all been cited by 
Patrick Huber in his Notes. My computations of the number and 
genre of recordings made at location sessions, both at individual 
sessions and collectively, are drawn from research that is still in 
progress and not yet suitable for publication. 
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Goebel Reeves and 

Jimmie Rodgers: The 1925 

Barnstorming Episode 

By Fred Hoeptner 

Meeting Goebel Reeves 

In 1925 Goebel Reeves and Jimmie Rodgers participated in an 

adventure that served as an important part of the apprenticeship for 

both when they were first feeling their way into the entertainment

business. Thus far little more than speculation has been possible 

about this episode. Now I can fill in many of the blanks and 

separate truth from fiction. 

I interviewed Reeves, 

known as "The Texas Drifter," 

in 1957 at the request of John 

Edwards, the late Australian 

record collector and self-taught 

authority on early country 

music. Edwards had recognized 

Reeves's importance as a singer 

of vernacular songs and, through 

a correspondent, had obtained 

his address and written to him. 

From 1929 through 1938 Reeves, 

accompanying himself on guitar, recorded and performed on radio 

and stage numerous examples of songs and poems reflecting the 

lonely life of the hobo and the cowboy. His pleasing tenor or high 

baritone voice, unique trilling yodel, and charismatic recitational 

style resonated with kindred audiences. Although raised in 
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relatively privileged circumstances (his father was a member of
the Texas state legislature), Reeves chose an itinerant lifestyle. Be
remains an historic icon for today's followers of the hobo mystique.

Reeves 's name has been associated with that of Jimmie
Rodgers, singer and guitarist later to gain fame as "America's
Blue Yodeler." Rodgers is celebrated as laying the foundation for
commercial country music with his 110 issued songs recorded
for RCA Victor between 1927 and 1933 before his death from
tuberculosis. Author and historian Nolan Porterfield profiles
Rodgers 's hardscrabble early years as a railroader and his happy
go-lucky later life as an entertainer in his ground-breaking 1979
biography Jimmie Rodgers: The Life and Times of America's

Blue Yodeler. 

Reeves had no telephone, so one evening in August, 1957
I drove to his address in Bell Gardens, a rural suburb of Los
Angeles, where stood a small wooden-frame house. An elderly
man, of medium height and slender stature, came to the door.
Acknowledging that he was indeed the Texas Drifter, he invited
me in and conducted me through his home and small "museum"
of mementoes and scrapbooks. I soon determined that he was a
bachelor living alone who still wrote poetry as a hobby. Obviously
impressed by the letter from Edwards and the fact that someone
in Australia would be this interested in him, he readily agreed to a
taped interview that I would send to Edwards.

Goebel's Tale 

When I returned for the interview Reeves was friendly
and responsive. He recited numerous autobiographical tales but
affected a compelling recitational style that evoked an entertainer
and storyteller who would never let facts stand in the way of a
good yarn. Obviously he had honed his delivery before many
an audience. He would often excuse his not discussing a certain
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t r on the grounds that it wasn't really uited to a story. Themat e 
thenticity of much of what be said seemed improbable. 

au one of Reeves s tales involved a relationship with Jimmie

odgers, whom Goebel called his close friend. The year was 1925,

:hen both Reeves and Rodgers were novices just learning the

business of entertaining. He explained, "I had a Model T with an

Anheuser-Busch body, sides that let down broadside, and curtains

that went over it making a double bed each side. If you ever tried

to spend all night in it you could freeze to death." According

to Goebel's story, he had driven it to New Orleans where he

encountered Jimmie Rodgers and guitarist Lucien "Piggy" Parks
busking for tips on Barone Street "and looking both ways for the

cops." Goebel interrupted his narrative to ask me, "Did you ever
hear Piggy Parks play?" I answered that I had not, and Goebel
responded, "He was one of the best guitar pickers I ever saw
in my life. Whenever things got dull and conversation got low,
Piggy would put his hand up to his mouth and make a noise like
an old mother pig and a whole lot of baby ones." Resuming his
story, Goebel related that he listened to Rodgers and Parks for a
while. Soon they shoved a derby at him demanding, "If it's worth
listening to, it's worth something." "Do you want to make $5 per
day?" Reeves retorted. "Sure, who's going to pay me?" was the
abrupt response. Goebel answered, "Well-me." Rodgers and
Parks enthusiastically accepted his suggestion that they organize
and barnstorm. They toured through the eastern U.S. presenting
three-man shows. "We nailed a lot of things on [the vehicle]
souvenirs, sign plates, license plates, and things you pick up along
the road. We'd travel to towns and pass the hat in barber shops
or anything bigger or smaller-we didn't miss a bet. We made
enough to eat on, but not much more," recalled Reeves. They
returned to New Orleans having acquired a monkey along the way.
"I was petting the monkey and not watching where I was going .. .
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and so this car got too close to the curb and there was a little old
telephone pole that leaned out into the street. It and the body of the
car connected. r never saw uch a wreck in my life. We just got out
and picked up what we wanted to use and walked away and lett 
it. The la t time l saw the monkey it was on the econd story of a 

nearby rooming house. We [agreed to goj our separate ways ... I 

told them 'I'm going back to sea and I went to Europe.' 

Later during the interview the drifter added d tails about an 
incident that occurred dwing the tour. When I asked about his first 
experience with radio broadcasting,he responded that it wa during 
their visit to Chattanooga, Tennessee. "I think the fir twas Jimmie 
Rodgers, Piggy Parks, and I on a little-well, it was supposed to 
be five or ten minutes, but we stayed on two or three hours

WDOD in Chattanooga, Tennessee." I asked if that was Jimmie's 

first radio experience also, and he responded affirmatively. This 

must have been during the late summer of 1925, sometime after 

WDOD's sign-on date April 13. Goebel continued, "It was a mess, 

but we had a lot of fun. Jimmie'd announce one, I'd announce one, 

and Piggy'd announce one. Piggy would put both hands up Ito 

his mouth.I and go "aaaawww," you know, making a noise like a 

bunch of pigs and a mama pig and that would kick us off the air. 

We had one of those two-button Western Electric carbon mikes, 

you know. The engineer would stick his head out of the booth-all 

the studios then were quilted. We'd wipe the sweat out of our eyes 

and try to see what he looked like. He'd say, 'Beat the microphone, 

we're off the air.' We'd beat the dust out of the microphone. He'd 

say, 'We're on now, go on.' We'd start out where we left. Oh, them 

were the days, brother. But it didn't make any difference because 

the sets they had were those old regenerative superhetrodyne !he 

whistles_l. They'd whistle and howl. You couldn't tell whether a 

fine lady was playing a piano or a dog had a wildcat up a tree." 
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Hila's Tale 

After Goebel's death January 26, 1959, I was able to

. . iew his sister Hila Weathers and his propensity to fabricate
inteiv . 

verified. Her description of his childhood m the northernwas 
S town of Sherman where her parents were among the town's 

Texa 
d·ng citizens replaced his romantic invention of being raised(ea 1 ' 

with the cowboys on a ranch in Pecos.
Fm1her, she reported that he had been fascinated by hobos 

· ce an encounter in Austin in 1915. Their father, IciI, had
Sill 

been elected to the Texas state legislature, and Goebel had been

appointed a page. One cold, drizzly night he wandered down a street

near the railroad yards in the new topcoat that his parents had just

given him for Christmas. "It was a good topcoat, because Mama and

Papa dressed him up in the finest clothes they could find," she said.

Ahead he noticed a shivering hobo, the first such drifter that he had

ever encountered under approachable circumstances. Urged on by

an inchoate empathy, Goebel caught up with him as they entered the

"jungle," the hobo encampment down by the tracks under the bridge.

Soon the hobo was regaling Goebel with tales of distant places and
songs of the hobo's life. Goebel was enthralled and returned home

coatless, much to his later dismay when he was severely disciplined.

Afterward, whenever he wished to taunt his parents, he 

would sing "The Hobo's Lul1aby," which he and Hila worked up 

as a duet to the tune of the old civil war song "Just Before the 

Battle, Mother," which had been recorded on an Edison cylinder 

just three years prior. Although Hila implied that he had learned it 

from that hobo, Goebel later claimed to have authored it: 

Go to sleep you weary hobo, 

Let the towns drift slowly by; 

Listen to the steel rails hummin', 

That's a Hobo's Lullaby. 
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Historians React 

I wrote several articles for specialty publications aimect 
mainly at record collectors summarizing the information that 
I had gleaned from the interviews. I downplayed Reeves's 
relationship with Rodgers as potentially spurious. It seemed to me 
just another of his windy tales, especially in light of his further 
claim, "I taught Jimmie how to yodel, and another mutual friend 
taught him to play the guitar." Even so, both Robert Shelton and 
Burt Goldblatt in their 1966 book The Country Music Story 

and Bill Malone in his 1968 Country Music, U.S. A. 

picked up on these articles and hinted at a relationship between 
Reeves and Rodgers. Malone even reported Reeves's claim "to 
have taught Jimmie Rodgers the yodeling style." 

Some years later Rodgers's biographer Nolan Porterfield 
requested information from me. In response I sent him a copy of 
the portions of the taped interview involving Rodgers and asked his 
opinion of the veracity of the episode. In a personal communication 
dated September 25, 1978, Porterfield replied, "Having accounted 
for much of Rodgers' whereabouts through the years, I'm fairly 
convinced that he did meet Reeves in New Orleans and barnstorm 
with him, however briefly, in the early twenties. There's still no 
really reliable source for this, but the broad outlines of Reeves' 
account fit with what is otherwise known, and I see no reason at 
this point not to believe its substance." In his biography of Rodgers 
Porterfield summarizes the barnstorming adventure with Reeves 
and Parks, describing their vehicle and practice of playing in bars 
and on street corners for gas money, but adds the caveat " ... if 
Reeves 's windy account can be trusted." But he dismisses Reeves 's 
claim to have taught Jimmie how to yodel as "wild exaggeration." 
The chronology of the tour not being known at the time, 
Porterfield cites it as occurring merely "in the early Twenties." 
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Jo an endnote he comments "The circumstances smrounding

Rodgers's association with Reeves remain clouded by many

uJlknown detaiJs."

Major Revelations 

,., 111ol -- 11 1111• s111:101.\:S I\IJY \\"l'I II 11,11u.1,·.-. I 1 ,, TOl rt l' \ H 1 -·011 111,, \ l<l,1;1) ,.�. SOLllll:I( IIOYS. I' � .� 

There the matter rested until 
October, 2006. In an effort to clear 
up some of the imponderables 
I visited the public library in 
Sherman, Texas, to look through 
the Sherman Daily Democrat 

for references to Goebel and his 
family. Searching through reels of 
microfilm, a headline in the May 
4, 1925 edition startled me. There 

,. was a news item headed, "Doing
µ Their Bit to Help the Vets

Sherman Boy with World's Tour 
Car for Disabled Soldier Boys" 

" received from the Topeka KS 

1111 .. , 

rl:: 

,, Daily Capitol. I will summarize 
the salient points. "The car is in 
Topeka today ... They are making 
their way by the sale of souvenir 
cards ... Sergeant Albert Carter has 
charge of the small company. He 
insists on cleanliness and claims 

(;()[•;H1•;1, itl•;1•;\'U' 
j,,,I a:il 'l'hr'• lnlll,,,l1q . .: 1:11\•·11 r1111J1 It, 1�1 ,.,:c 'J\1 p1'ha (l(;1n:,.;) ll;llly 1·.ipiluJ \,, u i'\n( io.:: ti l(•f' �l 111,f' . 1H 

that his men can mix anywhere. 
There were five of the tourists until recently when one was called 
home by the illness of his mother. The other three are Goebel 
Reeves of Sherman, Texas, "Piggy" Parks and Jimmy Rogers 
[sic I both of New Orleans. The latter two are singers and play 
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nearly any kind of stringed instrument. They are 'doing their stuff'
for Topekans on the avenue today ... The sympathy of American
citizens has carried these veterans 130,000 miles since 1921. .. The
means of the trip is a tattered and torn Ford. The body of the car
is built in the shape of a small saddle-roof house ... The exterior of 
the mansion on wheels has the appearance of a what-not shop . .. 
The veterans are mechanics as well and do all of their own repair 
work ... 'Our journey has taken us to every civilized country on 
the globe, and some not so civilized,' said Sergeant Carter. 'We 
have been in every capitol in Europe and have received character 
recommendations and laud for our cause from many officials."'' 

Subsequently another newspaper article smfaced dated April 

21, 1925 from the Lincoln, Nebraska Star reporting, "Former 

Service Men Make Tour." Claiming that it was the "last lap in 

an auto trip around the world," the article named the members 

of the party as Albert Carter, in charge; his brother Nick; Goebel 

Reeves of Sherman, Texas; "Piggy" Parks and Jimmy Rogers [sic] 

of New Orleans; and Bob Jackson of Long Beach, California. 

Salient points included claims to have left Boston June 29, 1921; 

to have visited "all the important capitals of the world, seventy

two countries, and forty-five states" and to have covered 131,051 

miles. "The auto in which the party lives has a specially built 

house body, folding beds, built-in cupboards and storeroom, and 

is fully equipped with every camp necessity." 

Of course, both the foregoing articles, larded with hype, 

present issues. For one, although Reeves was a veteran as I shall 

note later, Jimmie Rodgers was not. For another, both Goebel and 

Jimmie were elsewhere occupied in the years before 1925. For a 

third, the claim to have driven this car through every capital in 

Europe is dubious on its face. 

I copied the Democrat article to Porterfield, who responded, 

"it's now pretty clear to me that Goebel Reeves DID tour with 
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Jimmie Rodgers in 

1925 (a.k.a. 'Jimmy 

Rogers' -remember, 

he wasn't famous then, 

and his name was often 

misspelled even after 

he was famous). Here's 

the confirmation: m 

1997, I discovered 

a letter that Rodgers 

wrote sometime in 

early 1925, enroute to Cleveland, saying 'I am runing a worlds

tour car for disable soldiers, and going around the world, if I can 

hold up.' It's now pretty clear that the photograph in the picture 

section following p. 70 in my book depicts the T-model with the 

'small saddle roof home' ... " The photograph shows Rodgers and 

an unidentified person who, I feel certain, is Lucien Parks, with his 

left arm in the air, standing in front of the vehicle on a rural road. 

Thus was Reeves' tale verified in basic substance if not in detail. 

Subsequently I discovered another photograph of the 

expedition on page 10 of Barry Mazor's book Meeting Jimmie 

Rodgers.2 1 contacted Mazor who was unaware of the expedition, 

its organization and ostensible objectives, and did not know the 

names of the individuals depicted in the photo other than Rodgers, 

who is standing on the right with a mandolin. I advised him that 

the person standing on the left with a banjo-uke is undoubtedly 

Goebel Reeves, and that the person standing on Rodgers' right with 

a guitar is almost certainly Lucien Parks. The others are possibly 

Nick Carter, standing with guitar, and Albert Carter, sitting, with 

mandolin-banjo. Mazor generously sent me high definition digital 

copies of the two photos, and told me that their source was the 

scrapbook once maintained by Jimmie's wife Carrie and that 
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the photos had been taken in "the Miami area" in 1925 per her
handwritten note. 

In the high definition photos the expedition's practice of 

affixing signs to the body of the vehicle naming cities visited 

becomes evident. From California two cities stand out-Oakland 

and Alhambra, a town just northeast of Los Angeles. Also 

identifiable are cities in Texas-Austin, Buda, Dallas, Sealy, 

Wichita Falls; Florida-Coral Gables, Sarasota, St. Augustine, 

Tampa; and elsewhere-Brooklyn, Cleveland, Flagstaff, 

Kalamazoo, Mansfield (OH), Quincy, Topeka, and Wichita. 

Portents of the "World's Tour" 

A number of events in Goebel 's life had presaged his 

participation in the "World's Tour." As previously noted, he had 

served in World War I. Too young to join the army without the 

consent of his parents, he pleaded for permission. They finally 

relented, perhaps believing that the experience would settle him 
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((OWfl. He would later brag that he had been the younge t soldier

. the A.E.F. during World War I, having been sworn into the
Ill 

service in Denison, Texas, when only 15 year old by lying

about his age. Initially as igned as a bugler he was eventually

ordered to the front lines. According to his tale, which varied

in detail from time to time, the captain had called for men to

volunteer for a dangerous mission. He and a fellow trooper

were selected to occupy a forward observation post between the

Jines. After the two had gained the required position, a sudden

surge by the German troops cut them off from their own lines.

They were trapped in a wet, muddy hell hole as bursting shells

shrieked through the sky, lighting up the country for miles around 

while machine guns rattled deafeningly. During the maelstrom, 

Goebel was shot through the lung and, thanks to the heroism of 

his companion, evacuated. Hospitalized for months, he recovered 

and eventually was discharged. 

Goebel's parents welcomed him back to the family home in 

Sherman, but were probably distressed when he introduced his 

live-in female companion, 16-year old Mary Irene Hays, daughter 

of a Fort Worth grocery salesman.3 They soon moved to Big 

Spring where, for about a year, he was employed as a machinist 

for the railroad, but soon wanderlust prevailed. Goebel quit his 

railroad job, apparently left Mary, and in late 1921 or early 1922 

headed west to Hollywood. 

Goebel had a goal of breaking into the film business. There 

are several sources for this. First, according to the Long Beach 

(CA) Press on August 2, 1924, Goebel Reeves, truck driver, was 

seriously injured when his truck collided with an automobile in 

that city and he was rushed to Seaside Hospital. Second, he gave 

several interviews to Texas newspapers, first a short notice in 

19224 and later a more extensive one in 1929 .5 In the second of 
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these interviews he claimed to have been a cameraman and later
an actor in the film serials "Pearls of the Yukon" [sic, "Perils of the
Yukon"! and "Around the World in Eighteen Days" where he was
known as "Tex Reeves." However, the Internet Movie Database 
(IMDb) indicates no one associated with these films with the name 
"Tex Reeves." Apparently working at the studio he learned the 
names of the films under production, the stars, and some of the 
lingo and so was able to concoct a plausible story for the Dallas 
newspaper, a clear demonstration of the verbal facility that would 
become invaluable in his life as an entertainer. 

The "World's Tour" Scenario 

Based on the scraps of information now available, I will 
propose a scenario. As we have seen, apparently the closest that 
Goebel ever got to the movie industry in the 1920s6 was as a truck 
driver for Universal Pictures. Frustrated, and perhaps still suffering 
some effects from his automobile accident, when the World's 
Tour Car came through California, probably in the fall of 1924 or 
possibly the early winter of 1925, Goebel, already a hobo at hea1t, 
asked to join the tour and was accepted as a member. At the time 
Rodgers and Parks were probably not pa1ticipants. The tour turned 
east through Texas. Because Goebel 's tales usually possessed 
a modicum of truth, I would venture that Jimmie Rodgers and 
"Piggy" Parks probably joined in New Orleans. The two newspaper 
references also bolster this conclusion by referring to Parks and 
Rodgers as being from New Orleans. The tour turned north, arriving 
in Lincoln, Nebraska, by April 1925 and Topeka by early May. 
By May 24 the tour was in Columbus, Ohio, where the members 
appointed Jimmie Rodgers as manager, enroute to Cleveland. 

In the letter to his sister previously noted, Jimmie reveals 
some interesting insights relative to the tour. First, he relates 
how the night before last he had hemorrhaged (a symptom of 
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tlJe tLLberculosis that eventually killed him) but that he had since

irnproved. Then be refers to the World's Tour Car for Disabled

Soldiers and says he is "manager of the outfit now, and if I can

onlY hOld out l can make ome real money" (however, he doesn't
me any of the other entertainers except Parks). In addition tor1a 

implying that the tour was remunerative for it participants thi

statement also implie Jimmie's roJe a a leader. By this time

Jimmie had gained a level of experience probably superior to the

other participants having finished a h irt stint with Billy Terrell s

Comedians, a company of "small-time actors ... touring out-of-the

way hamlets and playing one-week stands under canvas." 7 Jimmie

had filled in between the acts to enthusiastic audience acclaim. He

had also played banjo and guitar with a trio at a part-time dance

job at a resort near his home town of Meridian, MS. In the letter he

reports "working only 4 boys now," having let one go for unstated 

reasons, thus reinforcing his managerial status. He states that "he" 

lobviously meaning the tour! will be going to Canada soon. He 

calls "Piggy" Parks "the Best Pal that I have ever had," implying, 

in context with Reeves's interview comments, that Parks was a 

harmonious influence within the group. 
After visiting Canada, 

the tour returned south 
arriving in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee m the late 
summer. Per Goebel 's 
testimony the tour for the 
first time decided to tackle 

the burgeoning entertainment phenomenon that was radio in 
1925. In this era Jive musical pe1formance was the programming 
mainstay. Extemporaneous programs including amateurs and 
professionals, often termed "frolics," were commonplace exercises 
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employed to fill seemingly insatiable blocks of time. WDOD had 
signed on the air only a few months earlier and was Chattanooga's 
only broadcast station. From studios housed on the top floor of the 
Hotel Patton, WDOD broadcast on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Friday, and Sunday nights. An "appreciation" card that Goebel 
kept in his scrapbook authenticates the tour's broadcast.8 While 
I could not find any specific reference to the tour's broadcast in 
Chattanooga newspapers, there were many references to John T. 
Carter as announcer, pianist, and later program director at WDOD, 
thus substantiating the gist of Reeves's tale. 

The tour then proceeded south into Georgia and Florida, 
finally reaching Miami. According to Porterfield, records of the 
Florida East Coast Railroad indicate that Rodgers signed on as an 
employee in September of 1925, so he apparently left the tour at 
that point. If Goebel 's story is accepted, the remaining members 
carried on to New O rleans where he wrecked the vehicle and they 
abandoned the enterprise. 

What was the significance of the "World's Tour" to the 
nascent careers of our two performers? Perhaps most importantly, 
Rodgers and Reeves had experienced a successful initial encounter 
with radio, the powerful medium that was destined to play a crucial 
role in the future careers of both. 

Beginning to realize that his medical condition would 
eventually preclude his continuing to perform the physical tasks 
required for railroading, at this time Rodgers was becoming 
increasingly committed to a life as a professional entertainer. As 
Porterfield notes, "Without being precisely aware of it, [ during 
this period I Rodgers was in fact serving his apprenticeship."9 

For Goebel Reeves, it was transformational, solidifying his 
inchoate urge to become a hobo entertainer. In my interview he 
recalled his reaction as follows: "We'd play and sing. I found out 
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d,ese wwn where it wasn't such a cattle country people would

kinda gather 'round. They'd li.ke you and they'd pitch coins to

ott. That done it, brother that done it. That made a profes ional
riabo out of me. I said 'This is .it.') 

And thus tJ1e journey of the 'world's tour car" became a 

momentous, if thus far forgotten, milestone in both their careers. 
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Endnotes 

1 Sherman Democrat May 4, 1925, p.4. 

2 Oxford University Press© 2009. 

3 As reported in the 1920 census enumeration Goebel and 
Mary were married, but I could find no evidence of a marriage 
license being issued at that time. On March 7, 192 7, a license 
was issued in Dallas County, with a wedding ceremony 
following on March 9 in Bexar County (San Antonio). 

4 Dallas Morning News Oct. 11, 1922: "Movie Actor Visiting his 
Home in Sherman. Goebel Reeves, a Sherman boy who has 
been successful in the moving picture industry in California, 
has arrived home for a short visit with his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. I.B. Reeves, arriving Tuesday morning from Universal City. 
In pictures Mr. Reeves is known as Tex Reeves." 

5 Dallas Morning News July 14, 1929: "He started in the movie 
game as a cameraman and cranked thousands of feet of films 
for Tom Mix and other well-known Western stars for a couple 
of years. One day an extra was needed and Reeves left his 
camera to take the job. He was successful at once and was cast 
in an important role after taking this small part." " ... he played 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

leads in several successful motion pictures under the name of

Tex Reeves. He will be remembered for his work with Laura 

La Plante in 'Pearls of the Yukon' and 'Around the World in 18

Days,' and others." 

Later Reeves played the minor part of Hank, a ranch caretaker

and sang several songs in the 1937 Reliable Pictures 

Corporation film The Silver Trail starring Rex Lease and Mary

Russell. 

Porterfield, p. 4 7. 

According to my 1954 interview with "ditty singer" �eg

Moreland in Dallas, "Duber" or "Doober" was a sobnquet that

Reeves had acquired in the 1920s.

Porterfield, p. 5 7. 
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Tex Morton: Australia's 

Country Music Pioneer 

by Andrew Smith 

On Tuesday, February 25, 1936, nineteen-year-old Robert 

Lane, calling himself "Tex Morton'', made his first commercial 

recordings for the Columbia Graphophone Company in Sydney, 

Australia. Accompanied by his own guitar, the teenager cut four 

songs: two about faraway Texas ("Texas in the Spring" and "Going 

Back to Texas") and two Swiss-styled yodeling songs ("Happy 

Yodeller" and "Swiss Sweetheart"). His style leaned heavily on 

American country music of the day - his singing, with traces of an 

American accent, had clearly been influenced by Jimmie Rodgers; 

his guitar playing was simple but effective; and his yodeling owed 

much to Rodgers and also to the Alpine style of Englishman Harry 

Torrani. Despite these influences, the recordings were far from 

derivative; instead they projected a vitality and energy that would 

mark them as a watershed in the fledgling Australian country 

music industry. 

In the ensuing years, from 1936 until 1943, Morton recorded 

over ninety songs for Columbia, establishing a legacy that was to 

influence other seminal Australian country artists, including Buddy 

Williams, his one-time rival, and Slim Dusty, the singer who was 

to become synonymous with the Australian "bush ballad" and who 

came to be known as "Australia's king of country music." Morton 

was the first person named on the Australasian Country Music 

Roll of Renown, Australia's equivalent of the Country Music Hall 

of Fame, and all his Columbia Graphophone recordings were, 

until fairly recently, still available on compact disc. 
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Morton, however, was arguably not the first Australian 
or New Zealander to record country music. Prior to his 1936 
recordings,American country music had struck a responsive chord 
with Australians and their New Zealand neighbors. The plaintive 
sounds of American "hillbilly" and old-time artists were featured 
on records and radio, and some locals even sang and played the 
music themselves. What was released in Australia, however, was 
not necessarily representative of the broad spectrum of country 
music recorded in America at the time. David Crisp, Australia's 
premier oldtime country music expert and discographer, noted 
that "it's fairly well recognised by longtime collectors ... that the 
big influences here [in the] late 1920s were Dalhart, Rodgers, 
Robison, Luther, Marvin, and similar. The best, or perhaps more 
traditional in current thinking, like Stoneman, Poole etc. had no 
releases here at all." 

During the 1920s, there was a steady influx of American 
country music into Australia on labels such as Edison, Banner, 
Jewel, Oriole, Lincoln and Victor. Australian entertainers were 
quick to capitalise on this new music, although initially they 
merely imitated the sounds they heard on imported and locally 
released records. Harry Cash, for example, recorded "The Black 
Yodel" in 1927, only three years after Riley Puckett yodeled for 
the first time on hillbilly records, but Cash's song, like Grace 
Quine's 1929 version of "The Faded Coat of Blue", had little in 
common with American hillbilly sty lings of the time. In 1933, the 
Two Barnstormers, a violin and guitar duo (Vic Massey and Tom 
Stevenson, both professional dance-band musicians), recorded 
"Mary Jane Waltz" and "Wildflower Waltz", covering a Kessinger 
Brothers disc that had been released in Australia. In the same year 
the Hillbilly Singers, a male-female duo, recorded the Mccravy 
Brothers' "When I Get to the End of the Way". Vernon Dal hart's 
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••The Prisoner's Song" was recorded by baritones Walter Kingsley

and Alex Regan, and as instrumentals by Mayo Hunter (steel

uitar) and P.C. Spouse (harmonica). 
g During the late 1920s and early 1930s, local artist Vince

Courtney recorded popular sentimental songs including "Bird in 

a Gilded Cage" and his own composition, "Through the Sin of a
son", both of which Morton later recorded. The popular dance
band vocalist Len Maurice, under the moniker "Art Leonard", 
recorded several American standards including "The Big Rock 
candy Mountains", "The Red River Valley", "Can I Sleep in Your 
Barn Tonight Mister" and "A Picture of Life's Other Side". These 
discs had a recognisable citybilly style, often featuring violin and 

guitar as well as, on some discs, cello, accordion and clarinet.
In many respects, they paralleled similar recordings made in the 
United States by artists such as Vernon Dalhart. 

In 1927 the Australian government increased the tariff on 
imported records, adding significantly to their cost, but songs 
by American country artists continued to be heard in Australia 
throughout the 1930s and 1940s, mainly on Columbia's famous 
red-and-green Regal Zonophone label, which had more country 
music releases than any other label outside the United States. 
About 950 records, comprising local talent and material from the 
United States (mainly from Bluebird, Columbia, Brunswick and 
Vocalion) and also from Britain, were released between 1927 
and 1958, when the label was discontinued. Because Columbia 
Graphophone employed the coatedpapersurface method for 
making records, Australian pressings were often superior to their 
U.S. counterparts. 

Jimmie Rodgers' "Away Out on the Mountain" / "Never 
No Mo' Blues", the first of a plethora of locally released discs 
by the Singing Brakeman, was issued on the Zonophone label in 
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1929; a year later the Carter Family's "River of Jordan"/ "Keep 
on the Sunny Side" was released in Australia. Rodgers' records 
made an immediate and long-lasting impact on Australians. Norm 
Scott, an early country musician and guitar teacher, was one of 
the first Australian artists to feature Rodgers' songs in his live 
pe1formances, and in 1934 the state of Tasmania had a Jimmie 
Rodgers club (predating the American Jimmie Rodgers Society). 
Carrie Rodgers, its honorary patron, gave the club one of Jimmie's 
polkadot ties in 1935.

Across the Tasman Sea, in Nelson, New Zealand, teenager 
Tex Morton was fascinated by early American country music 
recordings. Years later, in a radio interview, he recalled those days: 
"We had begun to hear some of the simple country songs of people 
like the early - the original - Jimmie Rodgers, Carson Robison, 
people like that - the Carter Family. So every now and then some 
chap would come along and bring his old wind-up gramophone, 
or we'd all go round to his place on a Sunday morning, and we'd 
listen to these songs. Usually, they were played with just a guitar 
accompaniment. And then ... it finally dawned on us that some of 
our mob - our little band - could play just as well and sing just 
as well as these famous Americans, and I think that gave us a lot 
of confidence. As a boy, I can remember learning - being very 
proud of the fact - that I could play 'Frankie and Johnny' in the 
key of C and imitate Jimmie Rodgers." 

Judging by the songs he later recorded, Morton appears to have 
been inspired by American citybilly artists like Vernon Dalhart 
and Carson Robison; by Goebel Reeves, whose yodeling style he 
emulated (surprising, given the dearth of Reeves' discs released 
locally); and by the English Alpine yodeler Harry Torrani, who, 
Morton recalled, was "the best yodeler we'd ever heard". But, 
almost certainly, Jimmie Rodgers was the predominant influence 
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on Morton and arguably on Au o·alia:n country music in general.

In a 19 9 interview Morton aid I knew tbat this Tex Morton

stuff was onJy an imjtation of Jimmie Rodgers ... the credit [for the

popularity of couno·y music in Australia and New Zealandj should

go to Jimmie Rodgers and fellows like him." 
Mike Pari and Chris Comber, two British country music 

authorities, described the influence Rodgers had not only on
Morton, but on early Australian country music in general: "From 

the beginning of his career ... Morton's guitar style, vocals and 

repertoire were all heavily influenced by Rodgers, though his 
yodeling owes more to the unusual style of Goebel Reeves. As 
John Greenway has suggested, the Rodgers influence is common 
in modern Australian styles." Barry Mazor, an expert on Jimmie 
Rodgers, described Morton's style as follows: "Morton was 
one of the most adept Rodgers interpreters anywhere, expert in 
phrasing, guitar accompaniment, and the integration of the two. A 
saddle-weary, wistful sense of experience permeates his singing, 
an inherent suggestion of the blues mentality akin somewhat to 
Ernest Tubb's, which comes through even though he does not 
sing blues." Morton even invented stories of his having lived 
in the United States and of meeting Jimmie Rodgers and "his 
hobo mates". Although these tales were undoubtedly untrue, it 
might have been that Morton was attempting to accentuate the 
link between his music and Rodgers' recordings, in an effort to 
reinforce his authenticity in pe1forming early country music 
outside the United States. 

Pioneering Australian country artists like Morton, however, 
weren't influenced exclusively by American artists, as Morton's 
praise for Englishman Harry Torrani demonstrates. Country 
singer Reg Lindsay said that European yodelers such as Minna 
Reverelli were classed as "our type of music". Canadians Wilf 
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Carter and Hank Snow were also influential in Australia during 
the late 1930s and 1940s. Tony Russell stated that Wilf Carter's
vocal style, yodeling devices and guitar playing "echo over and 
over again in Australian recordings of the '30s". 

Morton ran away from home during the early 1930s and was 
at various times a busker, itinerant fruit picker, roustabout for 
Wirth's Circus, and a member of a troupe of entertainers called 

The Gaieties. He changed his name from Robert ("Bob") Lane to 

"Tex Morton" in the early 1930s and, probably between 1932 and 
1934, recorded some aluminium Speak-O-Phone discs - some 
of these vanity recordings eventually smfaced in 2003. Morton's 

voice on these was similar to that on his commercial recordings, his 

yodeling was well developed, and his guitar playing foreshadowed 

the trademark style he later featured so prominently. 

Sometime in the 1930s, probably in 1934 (although 1932 

is also a strong possibility), Morton sailed from New Zealand 

to Australia. After arriving in Sydney, he traversed the eastern 

seaboard, leading (he said) a rough-and-tumble existence -

jumping trains, sleeping under bridges and riding motorcycles 

around the "wall of death" at touring shows and carnivals - a life 

he recalled with some bitterness in his later years. On his return 

to Sydney, he mingled with the entertainment set - the famous 

Skuthorpe Family of roughriders, with whom he later toured, and 

actors such as Peter Finch. He learnt sharpshooting skills from 

Lionel Bibby, a crack police marksman, and incorporated trick 

shooting into his act. Typically, he would shoot a cigarette from 

the mouth of a member of the audience (once, after drinking 

numerous double Scotches, according to producer Hal Saunders). 

Smoky Dawson, his compatriot, stated that Morton was the best 

shot of all the singing cowboys. "He could put a bullet down 

the barrel of the other fellow's gun if ever he'd had a mind to," 

recalled Dawson. Later, Morton added stage hypnotism and whip 
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cracking to his repertoire. His accuracy and skill with a bullwhip

were described by one journalist as "uncanny".

In Sydney, Morton appeared with Jim Davidson's ABC 

pance Band and won Uncle Rus' Radio Trials talent quest in

1936; harmonica player Harry Thompson came second. Morton

made his first commercial recordings in February 1936, probably

under the supervision of Columbia's record sales manager, Tim

Tyler. It seems that Tyler had noted the popularity of Jimmie 

Rodgers' discs, and was only too happy for his fledgling

performer to record "hillbilly" music, although the two Swiss

style yodeling songs in the initial session may suggest that Morton

and Tyler were unsure as to whether Morton should pitch himself 

as a cowboy singer or an Alpine-type yodeller. In October of that 

year he signed a one-year contract with Columbia Graphophone 

as a recording artist; this contract appears to have been renewed 

annually, at least until 1938. 

The unprecedented popularity of his discs rocketed Morton to 

instant stardom in Australia. "When he started, it was just like when 

the Beatles came out. He was a complete sensation. The country 

just went crazy," recalled Smoky Dawson. Morton was mobbed 

in the streets, he regularly drew large crowds to his live shows 

and he clearly beat Bing Crosby in a Melbourne charity group's 

competition to see who the more popular singer was. British writer 

Paul Hazell described Morton's impact on Australian country 

music as follows: "What set Tex Morton apart was his yodeling, 

clear and cogent, bursting with exuberance one moment, soft and 

expressive the next. The voice break was clear as crystal, sharp as 

a cracking whip. He could also make it cry the moan of the down

and-out, the lost love or the dejected. Frequently adopting the 

basic Torrani yodels and adding the Goebel Reeves trill, Morton 

was different from anyone who had gone before [in Australia[ and 

had honed the yodel to a dazzling and polished artistry." 
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For his part, Morton attributed his success to being "such a
darn novelty" with his cowboy hat, fancy western and outback
clothes, yodeling and guitar playing. But not everyone was taken
with the latest cowboy singing sensation. Some radio stations
treated his recordings with disdain and ridiculed his record
label moniker, "The Yodelling Boundary Rider". Morton didn't 
much like the title either, but he was content to let Columbia
use "the bloody silly name" if it might boost sales. Morton later 
claimed that it was the popularity of his music that paved the way 
for American country music to be played on Australian radio. 
Moreover, because country music sales effectively subsidised 
the recording of other types of music released on Columbia's 
expensive labels, even avowed haters of yodeling cowboys had 
reason to thank Morton and his ilk. "We reckoned that the income 
from our country recordings made it possible to record a great 
deal of the music for the fullpriced labels," wrote ex-Columbia 
executive Ron Wills. 

In 1938, Morton teamed with Harry Thompson to make a 
series of "Covered Wagon" radio programs for the Macquarie Radio 
Network. These shows were notable for their Americaninfluenced 
songs and for the corny banter, with phony American accents, 
between "Tex" (Morton) and "Slim" (Thompson). This emphasis 
may have been due to the network's insistence on an American 
sound and sty le. Because executives thought that some of Morton's 
previous radio appearances had lacked authenticity, they attempted 
to create a western feel by incorporating horses' hooves sound 
effects and canned laughter. The two surviving transcriptions yet 
again demonstrate the powerful influence of American culture on 
the developing Australian country music idiom; in fact, the shows 
were even identified as an American production in a catalog of 
radio transcriptions. 
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Around 193 8, Morton organised the first of his Wild West 
·ing sllows. The featured acts eventually included rouglrriding

1 ((i)Lll • b . f' 1 . d T . . dwhip cracking ypnotism, ancy s 1ootmg an ex s s ingmg a□ 

gt1itar playing. Guitarist Dick Carr traveled with Morton for about

tWO years and recalled that Morton regularly drew crowds of two

tlJOLISand or more people a night, s.ix nigl1ts a week. Carr stated

that Morton traveled with a fleet of trucks and drove a Buick with

speakers wired into two extra headlights on the bumper. When

he a rrived in a new town, Morton would drive slowly through

the streets and announce the show's location and starting time

through the speakers on the Buick. He frequently drummed up

interest by advertising contrived scenarios on local radio, such as 

broadcasting that one of his horses had gone missing and offering 
a reward for its return. "The country people worshipped Tex and 
traveled hundreds of miles to see and hear him," said Carr. Slim 

Dusty recounted how Morton helped him early in his career by 
letting him sing on his shows when they were in Dusty's home 
town of Kempsey. "He was very co-operative, gave me a lot of 

tips in his own professional way, and said you've got to be with 
the people, with your fans, but always be that little bit aloof -
something which I've never ever forgotten," Dusty recalled. 

From 1936 until 1943, Morton recorded over ninety sides 
for Columbia, comprising American standards from the likes 
of Jimmie Rodgers, Goebel Reeves, Frank Luther and Carson 
Robison, as well as local adaptations of American songs (for 
example, "Beautiful Queensland" was a rewrite of "Beautiful 
Texas"), and his own compositions such as "On the Gundagai 
Line", "The Yodelling Bagman", and "Sergeant Small' - about 
a railway policeman who threatened to sue Morton after the song 
was released - and "Rocky Ned (the Outlaw)", "Aristocrat" and 
"Mandrake", all horses in traveling rodeo shows. During that time, 
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he recorded with harmonica player Harry Thompson, American 
wrestler and singer Pat Fraley, his long-time touring companion 
"Sister" Dorrie (Dorothy Carroll) and his Rough Riders band. 
Folklorist Archie Green noted that Morton could adapt a song to 
include his personal touch. For example, in his later version of 
"Don't Go Down in the Mine Dad", he extended the original lyrics 
to encompass miners from all over the world and included terms 
such as "draegerman" (rescue miner), thereby giving his version a 
first-hand authenticity. 

In keeping with a great deal of contemporary American 
country music, much of Morton's recorded repertoire consisted of 
sentimental songs. This fondness was shared by other Australian 
performers, too. Tony Russell stated "the preference of public and 
performers alike - and it seems to have been a natural one -
was for the cowboy idiom, in which could be included sentimental 
balladry, yodel songs and story or event songs." Smoky Dawson 
recalled that "the further out [from the cities-I you got, the more 
they liked the yodeling songs, and 'Old Shep' and 'Rocking Alone 
in an Old Rocking Chair'. The biggest sellers were the sad ones." 
In the 1980s, Buddy Williams accounted for the popularity of 
sentimental songs in the 1930s and 1940s: "Things were more 
sincere. People are much more light-hearted today, but things 
meant something in the early days. I think it was the lifestyle of 
the people, too, because times were pretty tough and I think that's 
why people felt the sorrow; and it wasn't hard to bring a tear to 
a person's eye when you sang a song that had some meaning in 
it ... those were the types of songs that I used to sing." Although 
Morton, Williams and others were influenced by Jimmie Rodgers, 
it was mainly Rodgers' sentimental songs, and not his blue yodels, 
that they preferred and recorded. 

Rural imagery was also common in early Australian country 
music. For example, in discussing the recordings of Shirley 
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Thorns, Australia's first female country artist to record solo

ffe
dley Charles wrote: "There was a complete identification with

the the□ pO]Jular 'western image with its theme of moon I it

rairies', 'little homes in the west' and 'darling mothers waiting 

�ack home in old log cabins'. This rapport was shared not only 

by the hill billy singers of the 1930s and 1940s, but by ... rural 
Australians and many of their city cousins as well." 

During the 1930s and 1940s, Columbia Graphophone wielded 
an enormous influence on the development of country music in 
Australia, as it virtually had a monopoly on local recordings and 
releases from other countries until 1949, when the rival Australian 
Record Company commenced recording local artists on the Rodeo 
label. This domination of recorded country music had a significant 
effect on the growth of Australian country music during that time. 
Columbia not only decided which local artists to record, but 
which overseas recordings it would release in Australia, thereby 
effectively defining what constituted country music in Australia. 
For practical purposes, it appears that these decisions were left 
almost solely to the record sales manager and his assistant. From 
1939 to 1950, the record sales manager was Arch Kerr, who had 
strong views on what did and did not constitute country music, 
and the audiences to whom the releases were to be marketed. 
Kerr was a professionally trained musician who had fronted his 
own dance band in Brisbane during the 1930s. Visiting Sydney 
on his honeymoon in 1938, he applied for a position at Columbia 
Graphophone and was promptly appointed assistant record sales 
manager. When war broke out in 1939, Columbia's record sales 
manager, Tim Tyler, resigned to join the British Navy, and Kerr 
was promoted to record sales manager. 

Kerr had a fairly narrow, fixed view of country music. 
Generally, he was opposed to backing bands and believed that 
solo singers who sang and yodeled with just guitar accompaniment 
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were more likely to be successful. In a 1978 interview, he was 
more explicit: "A good guitar accompaniment is much better than 
a mediocre band accompaniment ... it's been my experience that 
many, many fans around the country buy ... records so that they 

can copy them. They can hear . .. guitar chords, and they can sing 

the songs themselves and play tbe guitar chords ... they appreciate 
your recording much better than if its got some involved 

accompaniment which they can t emulate.' Kerr believed that the

use of backing bands added an unneces ary layer of sophistication 

to the music: "The whole basis of country ... recording [ was J that 

it should be unsophisticated !with] no attempt to boost it up too 

much, because immediately you start to boost it up you get beyond 

some people and they just can't understand it." (One exception 

to Kerr's policy was the .American Bob Dyer, who sru1g with a 

backing band when he recorded s me send-ups of the rube 

hillbilly stereotype in 1940. The tandard of musicianship on these 

records has been described a 'excellent . Dyer Jater became a 

well-known television quizshow compere.) 

Kerr also appeared to believe that a profitable market for 

country music was in rural areas. 'l couJdn't do anything for 

I country artists] unless they established a market by moving around 

the country' he said in an interview. Slim Dusty stated that Kerr 

had complete control over what cmrntry music was to be released 

in AustraJia, and described him as' arrogant and dogmatic". On 

the other hand, Bernie Burnett, who recorded for Kerr in 1941 and 

1943, described him as "a fantastic, understanding person, kind 

and most pleasant in every way.' 

Kerr's preference for simple stylings was accompanied by 

his insistence on yodeling, evea when it wasn't necessary, as Slim 

Dusty recalled. Thus, under Kerr's influence, Australian country 

music of the 1940s was predominantly based on a solo-singer-and

yodeler-with-guitar style, aimed mainly towards rural audiences, 
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bY and large ignoring trends in the United States where country

music increasingly featured sophisticated backings, and styles and

themes that also appealed to urban audiences.

Arch Kerr and Tex Morton clashed frequently. Morton 

informed Kerr that he'd record when he was ready and when he

did turn up, Kerr recalled, they "had fun and games - all sorts of

difficulties". Smoky Dawson said that Kerr often found sessions 

with Morton to be "distasteful". Once, Morton had to be recorded 

sitting on a platform so that he didn't stomp his feet. "He got a 

bit independent at times," said Kerr. On the other hand, Morton 

claimed that Kerr dissuaded him from recording his own songs 

and tried to tell him how to sing and yodel. (Kerr disliked Morton's 

sometimes "Americanised" accent.) A major bone of contention 

was Morton's insistence on recording with his band, The Rough 

Riders. Perhaps Kerr's negative attitude towards the Rough Riders 

was aggravated by their expense (Morton was forced to pay for 

them himself) and probably because there was a greater chance 

of individual band members making mistakes during recordings, 

particularly during war-time rationing. Country singer Joan 

Martin stated that, in recording for Kerr, "You had to know your 

material perfectly. Your introduction and [the] complete song had 

to be timed to the last second before you opened your mouth ... 

You could not make any mistakes because the materials would be 

wasted, and everything was rationed". 

It seems likely that Kerr's negativity towards country bands 

had long-term consequences for Australian country music by 

hampering the development of Australian country studio musicians. 

Dick Carr's Buckaroos were used on many Australian sessions 

during the 1950s, but Carr had developed much of his experience 

through the aegis of Tex Morton. Following Kerr's "nobands" 

policy of the 1940s, Carr suggested that there were difficulties with 

recording country bands in the 1950s because some artists would 
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enter the recording studios with only amateur help, causing "no 
end of trouble". Despite Carr's contribution as a session-musician 
leader, issues with backing groups on Australian country music 
records persisted into the 1960s. Reg Lindsay said that on some 
recordings, everyone seemed to play at once, and country music 
broadcaster and authority John Minson stated that lists of country 
session musicians of the time often read "like a who's who of the 
jazz and swing world". These musicians, Minson argued, "were 
not familiar with the country rule of laying out during the vocal 
and playing fills at line ends, or of confining lead work to only one 
instrument at a time". He said the musicians "played a lot of jazz 
chords and chromatic runs that were incompatible with country 
arrangements", but argued that, had Kerr used studio musicians, 
"we possibly would have been denied the simple unaffected purity 
of the early recordings as they remain". 

The 1940s saw the development of a fledgling country
music industry in Australia. Although Ron Wills ·said Columbia 
Graphophone did not carry out marketing research, it seems that 
Kerr held the view that country music could be sold to country 
folk who might also purchase songbooks of their favourite artists, 
buy a guitar and learn to play country music. This might also 
partly explain his disdain for backing bands, as aspiring country 
artists would only need to master their singing, yodeling and guitar 
playing without having to worry about other instruments. Country 
music was still popular in the cities, however. For example, 
Tex Morton was in demand as a busker in Sydney, and he also 
appeared as a half-time live act in movie theatres. Yodeler June 
Holm (Australia's second solo female recording artist) was able 
to make a living in the citybased Tivoli theatre circuit, without 
having to tour in the country. Joy McKean, who married Slim 
Dusty, said that country music radio shows became popular in 
the cities during the 1940s and, although early Australian country 
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music was probably marketed primarily to country folk, there was

a profitable urban aspect to the growing industry, too. For instance,

city-based professional musicians like Phil Skinner were employed

to transcribe "hillbilly" recordings into written music that appeared

in songbooks. Because of frequently variable melody lines in

country songs, Skinner transcribed from the finished pressings,

thereby ensuring that aspiring musicians would have an easier task

comparing musical notation in a songbook with the corresponding

commercially released record. Skinner also taught for Nicholson's 

music school in Sydney, and occasionally accompanied country 

artists on recording sessions. He had his own group and played 

regularly on radio. 
The Australian Hillbilly Club, formed in 1944 in Melbourne, 

assisted with the mail-order sales of Tex Morton guitars. One of 

Morton's newspaper advertisements stated: "You can play like 
Tex Morton. Within half hour of receiving Guitar and Instructions 
Course you can play your first tune" [sic]. There were also city
based Spanish and Hawaiian guitar classes run by musicians 
such as Norm Scott, Buddy Wikara and Tex Banes. Nicholsons, 
for example, advertised their classes by informing prospective 
customers that they could play a guitar like Tex Morton or a ukulele 
like George Formby for four shillings (about 40c US) a lesson 
at their Sydney studios. Thus Columbia Graphophone, music 
publishers, music teachers and retailers of musical instruments 
all profited from the burgeoning boom in local country music. In 

addition, there is evidence that Columbia Graphophone and radio 
stations helped to market Australian country music by giving 
artists appealing sobriquets such as "The Yodelling Boundary 
Rider" (Tex Morton), "The Singing Stockmen" (Norm and Arthur 
Scott) and "The Yodelling Jackaroo" (Buddy Williams) and 
perhaps encouraging them to dress appropriately by wearing hats 
and boots and the like. In a later interview, Morton suggested that 
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he didn't always agree with the marketing strategies that had been
used to promote him and his music. He even suggested that his
moniker, "The Yodelling Boundary Rider", had been invented
by "some bright boy at one of the radio stations". Tex Morton
comics, published in the 1940s, were yet another marketing spin.
off cashing in on Morton's fame as a country artist. 

A key factor in Morton's success was his manager, Bill Scott ,
whose Billboard obituary stated "one of his outstanding stunts
was his publicity campaign which started Tex Morton". Scott had
previously been associated, in the United States, with WAMPAS
campaigns, which identified starlets who displayed future promise
in the movie business. In 1937, he traveled to Australia with
the Marcus Show, and when the show folded became Morton's
manager. Smoky Dawson described him as "the great organiser
and the first from overseas with American know how." Dawson
said, "We were so naive in those days, but he knew exactly how
to promote our music. He knew the effect it would have on the
ordinary bloke in the bush. He'd smoke on his big fat cigar" and
say' Aah got the big American know-how. I'll show you how to do 
it!"' A Morton fan described Scott as "a short, fat, cigar-smoking
man" whom Morton introduced as his only friend. 

When Arch Kerr became Columbia Graphophone's record
sales manager in 1939, he promptly signed two new country
singers. These were the Canadian Smilin' Billy Blinkhorn and
Buddy Williams, who became the second major Australian country
artist of the 1940s. In later years, Kerr diplomatically explained
his signing Williams: "I discovered that he had something that
I wanted. At this time, of course, we only had Tex Morton, and
the field was bigger than Tex could cover because he couldn't
produce enough songs to take care of it. We wanted a bit of variety
and of course, in a case like that, you always have a backstop
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_you just don't rely on one a.ttist to cater for the demand. You

want a back top and that s what 1 was looking for at the time,

and Buddy fitted the hill excel! ntly." It eems, however, that his
rimary oncern was to keep the recalcitrant Morton in check.

:eroie Burnett, who wa married to WiJJiams for about five year',

said that Kerr was "desperately wanting an Australian artist, and
also to have some opposition to Tex Morton, as Tex was so good
he outsold everyone in anything he recorded ... Tex was beginning
to get a little too demanding". 

Buddy Williams, born Harold Taylor, spent his first seven
years in a Sydney orphanage where, he remembered, life was
lonely without visitors. Once, he escaped from the orphanage with
a small dog he had befriended. He spent the night rummaging
through garbage cans, searching for food, before being discovered
the next morning sleeping in the back of a car. This experience
was the basis for his 1946 recording, "The Orphan Boy and His
Dog" (which also borrowed from the song "The Orphan Girl").
When he was seven he was sent to work on a farm, where he
was treated harshly by his foster parents, who made him milk
cows at morning and night, seven days a week, do chores and
attend church on Sundays, all the while feeding him poorly. A
keen shooter, Williams carried a rifle to and from school, and
would hide the weapon in bushes near the classroom. He later
incorporated trick shooting into his act. Sometimes he would visit
neighbours and listen to "hillbilly" discs on their gramophones.
An early influence was Jimmie Rodgers: "He was my inspiration.
I knew I could never be Jimmie Rodgers, so I said, 'Well you can't
be Jimmie Rodgers, but you can be Buddy Williams.' And that's
why I stuck to the Australian scene." Williams' other influences
included Wilf Carter, Goebel Reeves, and Tex Morton. "I was the
same as anybody else that followed Tex", he said. "I idolised his
work from the beginning."
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Williams ran a way from his foster parents when he was fifteen '
and worked for a while as a rock crusher in a quarry and as a potato 
digger, before busking in the country town of Grafton. Later he 
sang on the local radio station, made some process recordings in 

Orange ("Where the Jacarandas Bloom" and "They Call Me the 

Clarence River Yodeller") and then moved to Sydney, where he 
recorded for Kerr in September 1939, two days after his twenty

first birthday. Singing solo, with just his guitar accompaniment, 
he cut "That Dappled Gray Bronco of Mine", "They Call Me the 
Rambling Yodeller", "Lonesome for You Mother Dear", "Give 

a Little Credit to Your Dad", "The Orphan's Lament" and "My 

Moonlight Lullaby". These recordings were immensely popular 

in Australia and helped to establish Williams' reputation as an 

influential Australian country music pioneer in his own right. 

The other artist Kerr signed in 1939 was Smilin' Billy 

Blinkhorn, a Canadian who commenced his career as the star 

of a hillbilly-style radio program in Vancouver, sponsored by 

Dad's Cookies. When he unsuccessfully asked for a raise, he was 

advised to try his luck in Australia. He migrated in 1939 and later 

had his own radio show in Sydney. In October 1939 he cut six 

sides for Columbia, including his own composition, "Poor Ned 

Kelly", about an infamous Australian bushranger (outlaw) who 

was hanged in 1880. 

Morton's immediate reaction to Williams seemed to be a 

mixture of worry and bitterness. Kerr recalled a heated discussion 

he had with Morton and Bill Scott shortly after Blinkhorn was 

signed. After Williams made his first commercial recordings, 

Morton allegedly sent him a telegram, threatening to sue him, and 

for the next three decades Morton appeared to harbor a dislike 

for his rival, although the two patched-up their differences, 

temporarily at least, in the early 1970s. 
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Morton made his last recordings for Columbia in 1943 and 

didn t record commercially again until 1949. For bi part Kerr

showed no interest in enti-cing him back to the re ording studio. In

the interim Morton toured the country and made radio broad ast ,

several of which have survived. In the late 1940s he operated a

financialJy unsuccessful dude ranch near Sydney and in 1949 he

met Ralph Peer, then visiting Australia. Mrs Peer described the 

meeting in her diary: "We bad a most interesting visit today in 

our cramped quarters, with Tex Morton the Australian cowboy 

singing star who can best be described as the Gene Autry of 

Au tralasia. He doe not call himself a Cowboy but 'Australia s 

Singing Stockman'. He has a mo t engaging personality and we 

got along very well. His friend and pardner', Johnny Wilikura 

!Wikaral came in later to play the guitar and we bad an old

fashioned hill-billy singfest. We certainly missed our old friends

Bob Gilmore and Nat Vincent because I am sure they would have

appreciated this show as much as we did."

More than likely, when Morton realised that Peer was in 

Australia he v•isited him witb the aim of impressing hjm with his 

singing and yodeling kills, perhaps with the intention of a future 

career in the United tates. In 1949 and 1950, possibly at Peer s 

suggestion, Morton recorded about two dozen sides that were 

released on the Australian Record Company's new Rodeo label. 

Given Peer's connections, it is not surprising that most of these 

titles were licensed to Southern Music. In fact, Morton signed 

three songs to Peer's company in Sydney. 

Morton sold his dude ranch in 1949 and moved briefly to New 

Zealand. In 1950 he flew to Los Angeles. He reputedly met Gene 

Autry, and then headed for Canada, where he toured and recorded 

with "Dixie" Bill Hilton and his band, the Calgary Range Riders. 

Hilton described Morton as "a great guy" who ''packed them in" 
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on their tours, and who "always brought the house down with his 

rendition of 'Barnacle Bill the Sailor"'. Hilton and Morton even 

toured Jamaica together. Canada's female yodeling champion of 

1950, Shirley Field, said that she met Morton about 1950 and 
remembered him as "a very talented man" who was perlorming 
both as a country singer and a stage hypnotist. In early 1952, 

Morton was in the United States, touring with Pee Wee King in 
Pennsylvania and Illinois. King recalled that Morton performed 
his sharpshooting act and sang, and described him as a personal 

friend and great performer. In March, 1953, he recorded seven 

sides for Okeh in Nashville, with Hank Garland, Tommy Jackson, 

Jerry Byrd, Ernie Newton and Owen Bradley. The songs were a 

curious mix: two ("Railroad Boomer" and "I Was Born in Old 

Wyoming") were from an earlier era of country music; another 
two ("Circus Boy" and "Kiwi Song") were probably a little "left 

field" for American country music at the time; and three more 

("I've Known the Truth", "I've Got You Right Out of My Mind" 

and "The Neighbor's Wife") appear to be more in line with 

contemporary country music at the time, the latter a rewrite of an 

earlier Morton song, but perhaps spoilt by Morton's slip-of-the

tongue reference to "quids" (Australian slang for "money", a term 

unlikely to have been understood by American audiences). Four 

sides were initially released from these sessions but, although 

Morton's contract was for one year with an option of two years, 

there were no follow-up sessions and his contract lapsed. 

Morton remained in Canada until about 1958, touring both 

Canada and the United States as a stage hypnotist, sharpshooter, 

whip-cracker, memory expert and singer. About 1958, he moved to 

Hollywood, and the following year returned to Australia as part of 

an Oscar Davis managed tour group that also featured Roy Acuff, 

June Webb and the Wilburn Brothers. The tour was not a success, 

however, and was called off after poorly attended performances. 
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Instead, Acuff and his Smoky Mountain Boys recorded some 39

RoY Acuff Open House television shows in Sydney. These were

later shown in the USA and South East Asia.When

Morton returned to Australia, he would have found a 

flourishing local country music scene that had expanded 

considerably during his decade-long, trans-Pacific absence.

By 1960, there was no longer a record-company monopoly on 

recording and releasing country music and there had been a surge 

in the number of Australian country music artists, many of them 

inspired by Morton, so much so that researcher Eric Watson 

later filled an entire book writing about them. More importantly, 

perhaps, artists such as Slim Dusty were now singing Australian 

bush ballads, which sometimes featured the verse, set to music, of 

Australian poets, such as "Banjo" Patterson and Henry Lawson. 

The Australian bush ballad can be considered a distinctively 

Australian form of country music, and its development owed 

much to artists like Tex Morton and Buddy Williams writing and 

pe1forming country songs with Australian settings and characters 

some two decades earlier. 

Tex Morton recorded sporadically and acted in television 

shows and movies until his death in 1983. Three years later, his one

time rival, Buddy Williams, succumbed to long-term illnesses. In 

1976 Morton was the initial inductee into the Australasian Country 

Music Roll of Renown, an award that justifiably recognised his 

pivotal role in the development of country music "Down Under" 

and cemented his well-deserved legacy of his being the "father of 

Australian country music". 
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in 1943. 

In Australia at the time, "yodelling" and "yodeller" were spelt with 
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spelling ( eg "yodeler" ). 
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Country Music and 

Progressive Politics: 

Singing Cowboys, FDR and 

the New Deal 

By Don Cusic 

The country music audience is known to be "conservative," 

which also defines the political inclinations of many (most?) 

country music performers and others who inhabit that world. 

However, there was an era when country music, via the singing 

cowboys, was part of a politically progressive audience. It 

occurred during the Great Depression when times were mighty 

bleak. It was a time when many Americans did not embrace a 

small, inactive government but a time when a proud people needed 

a hand because they just couldn't survive without the government 

lending them a hand. 

The "New Deal" under President Franklin D. Roosevelt was 

criticized by the big business and "establishment" types from the 

wealthy, privileged class who saw FDR as a traitor to their class. 

Roosevelt announced that he embraced the hatred of those who 

fought against his "New Deal" programs as he created a social 

safety net that help those who had fallen and needed help to get up. 

Many of those who needed that hand may have resisted the 

help but desperate problems needed desperate solutions. The 

"New Deal" established a new, activist role for government that 

was embraced until the 1960s when a conservative movement, 

led first by Barry Goldwater, who ran for President in 1964, and 

then Ronald Reagan, who was elected President in 1980, sought to 

challenge and then reject those New Deal policies and programs. 
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In 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt was sworn in as the thirty

second President of the United States. In Chicago, Gene Autry

appeared regularly on weekday shows on WLS as well as on their

National Barn Dance on Saturday nights. In Los Angeles Len Slye,

who later changed his name to Roy Rogers, was pe1forming with

a group, Bennie Nawahi 's International Cowboys; later that year

Slye put together another group, the O-Bar-O Cowboys with Tim

Spencer, "Cactus Mack" and a fiddler named "Cyclone." Herbert

W. Yates, owner of Consolidated Film, Inc. took control of the

American Record Company, a collage of dime store record labels

that sold six million records (selling three records for a dollar)

the previous year. Those individuals played an important role in

linking the Singing Cowboy movies with President Roosevelt's

"New Deal" during the 1930s. 

Gene Autry and Mother Jones 

Perhaps the earliest example of a country singer embracing 
progressive politics came before the New Deal when Gene Autry 
recorded a song about a labor organizer, Mother Jones. 

Gene Autry began his career as a Jimmie Rodgers imitator. In 
early 1931, while he still lived in Oklahoma working for the Frisco 
Railroad and performing on the side, Autry went to New York 
and recorded songs for several labels. During those sessions he 
recorded some Jimmie Rodgers songs and, under the supervision 
of Art Satherley, recorded "The Death of Mother Jones." 

Mother Jones was a labor organizer in the early twentieth 
century, called "the most dangerous woman in America" �y 
President Teddy Roosevelt in 1902. Mary Harris Jones was born 111 
Ireland and emigrated with her family to Canada, then to the United 
States. In Memphis she married George E. Jones, an organizer 
and member of the National Union of Iron Molders, later renamed 
the International Molders and Foundry Workers Union of North 
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America. During her time in Memphis, a yellow fever epidemic 
rook the lives of her husband and four children, all under five years 
old. She moved to Chicago where she lost her dressmaking shop, 
home and all her possessions in the Great Chicago Fire. After 
this, she joined the Knights of Labor, forerunner to the Industrial 
Workers of the World (IWW or "Wobblies") and became active in 
the labor movement. After the Knights of Labor disbanded, Jones 
joined the United Mine Workers (UMW) where she led strikes and 
pickets and became involved in the Socialist Party of America. 

Jones organized children working in the mines and mills and 
crusaded against child labor. In 1912 she was arrested during a 
violent confrontation between mine owners and the United Mine 
Workers union; this led to Senate hearings on the conditions of 
coal mines in West Virginia. She was arrested again in Colorado 
when she worked as an organizer for mine workers; this led to a 
meeting with John D. Rockefeller, Jr., which led to him visiting 
the Colorado mines and instigating reforms. She was called 
"the grandmother of all agitators" during Senate hearings and, 
according to Carl Sandburg in his book, The American Songbag,

is credited as the inspiration for "She'll Be Coming 'Round the 
Mountain" because of her union organizing of coal miners. 

Mother Jones died on May 1, 1930 at the age of 97, although 
she claimed to be 100. She had been dead only seven months when 
Gene Autry recorded "The Death of Mother Jones." The actual 
writer of the song is unknown, although the copyright was held 
by William Callaway. The lyrics to the song praise Mother Jones: 

She was fearless of every danger, 
She hated that which was wrong; 
She never gave up fighting 
Until her breath was gone. 
This noble leader of labor 
Has gone to a better land; 
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While the hard-working miners, 
They miss her guiding hand. 

In light of Gene Autry's later career as a successful
businessman, it seems an odd song for him to record and his 
recording of the song was probably instigated by Art Satherley, 
the musical supervisor (the role was later known as "producer") of 
Autry's session in I 931. This is an early example of "progressive 
politics" in country music by Gene Autry. 

The New Deal 

The administration of President Herbert Hoover had failed to 

counter the severe decline of America's economy and President 
Roosevelt, who promised a "New Deal" for America when he 
accepted his nomination in Chicago in the summer of 1932, felt 

he had a mandate for change. 

During the first hundred days of the Roosevelt 
administration the President signed bills that crea,ted the Federal 

Emergency Relief Administration (which spent $500 million 
to help the poor through soup kitchens and other programs), 

the Civilian Conservation Corps (which employed 2.5 million 

men in conservation projects), the Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration (which set quotas on farm production so crop 

prices would rise), the National Industry Recovery Act (which 

established the Public Works Administration that employed 
construction crews to build infrastructure such as roads and 

bridges), and the Tennessee Valley Authority (which built damns 
to generate hydroelectric power). 

Republicans and Big Business opposed the New Deal 

programs and complained that the TVA was undemocratic and 
"communist," that the programs penalized the well-off and 

wealthy who had worked hard during their lives to achieve their 
status, and that Roosevelt ruled as a dictator. About 80 percent 
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of the nation's newspapers wrote editorials and articles against

Roosevelt's programs.

Will Rogers 

Will Rogers had criticized the policies of President Herbert 

Hoover, especially Hoover's decision after the 1932 election-but

before Roosevelt's the inauguration-to have the government help

banks, large industries and railroads because, as Hoover stated,

it would help small businesses and individual workers through

"percolation," later known as "trickle down." Rogers observed 

that "if it was water they were distributing it would help the people 

the plan was meant to help. For water goes down hill and moistens 

everything on its way, but gold and money go uphill." (1)

Will Rogers was an enthusiastic supporter for Roosevelt and 

many of his programs. Shortly after his inauguration on March 4, 

1933, Rogers wrote "No money, no banks, no work, no nothing 
but they know they got a man in there who is wise to Congress, 

wise to our bankers and wise to our so called big men. The whole 
country is with him. Even if what he does is wrong they are with 

him. Just so he does something. If he burned down the Capitol we 
would cheer and say 'Well, we at least got a fire started anyhow.' 
We have had years of 'Don't rock the boat.' Go on and sink it if 
you want to, we just as well be swimming as like we are." (2) 

Will Rogers was hired by Gulf Oil to make national radio 
broadcasts and at the end of April Rogers said, "That bird has 
done more for us in seven weeks than we've done for ourselves in 
seven years . .. He's the Houdini of Hyde Park." (3) 

On May 7, President Roosevelt delivered his second 
"Fireside Chat," explaining to the American people his New Deal 

programs to restore the economy through massive public works 
that would employ the jobless, give mortgage relief for farmers 
and homeowners (by 1933 there was an average of a thousand 
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foreclosures a day, or 40 percent of residential loans), complete 
the Tennessee Valley Authority, establish a relief fund for state 
and local governments and promote international cooperation. A 
few weeks later a bill to establish the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation was introduced by Senator Carter Glass. 

Republic Pictures 

Herbeit Yates was an executive with the American Tobacco 
Company when he first became involved in the film i�dustry 
through a film processing company, Hedwig Laborat�nes. In 
1918 Yates financed Republic Laboratories and then, m 1924, 
organized his holdings into Consolidated Film Laboratories. 

Nat Levine formed Mascot Pictures in 1927 to produce 
serials; the financing came primarily from Consolidated Film 
Laboratories. Mascot produced serials, action pictures and 
westerns. Levine joined his company with Yates, who also brought 
Monogram Pictures (owned by W. Ray Johnston <)nd_Tre� Car'.·)
and several other small, independent film companies mto his 
enterprise. Mascot, under Levine, had signed two actors,

. 
John

Wayne and Gene Autry, and established itself as a_ film studio for
westerns, primarily "B" movies that were shown 111 theatres as a 
double bill with "A" or top budget films. This company evolved 
into Republic Pictures. 

In his book, Republic Studios: Between Poverty Row and

the Majors, author Richard M. Hurst states, "It should never be 
forgotten that Republic, as well as every motion picture producer, 
was governed first and foremost by the profit imperative,:• He 

t. ed "Republic was not really concerned about ideascon mu , 
. in its films. Republic was concerned not about influencing its 

audience, youthful or mature, simple or so��isticated. �a�her, th�
studio was concerned with making an exc1tmg, entertammg, an 
therefore, it hoped, profitable product for a certain type of theatre 
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and audience." (4) Under Herbert Yates, Republic Films became 

the top producer of "B" westerns, including the Singing Cowboy 
movies that were quality productions produced at low cost. Yates 
did not dictate or control the plots, but he oversaw the operations 
of the film company. 

The standard western plot for Republic westerns, according 
to Hurst, "emphasized again and again the importance of decency, 
justice, and law and order in the early United States as well as the 
search for a fundamental dignity for all good people. The genre 
thereby formed a basic restatement of American idealism and the 
general optimism which has pervaded the American Way of life." (5) 

The screenplays for Republic's westerns were not written by 
Gene Autry, Roy Rogers or any of the other actors in their films, 
although the screenwriters generally tailored their scripts to the 
actor in the starring role. Although the stories were set in the West 
of cowboys, cattle and horses, they included modern conveniences 
such as cars, trucks, radio and telephones and wrestled with 
contemporary issues facing Great Depression audiences. 

Studio employees looked through novels, plays, newspapers 
and magazines to find stories; there were story meetings where 
ideas were discussed and developed. Writers for Autry's and 
Rogers' films included Gilbert Wright, Jack Natteford, Stanley 
Roberts, Jack Moffitt, F. Hugh Herbert, Bradford Ropes, Stuart 
McGowan, Norton Parker, Louis Stevens, Steve Blaine, Ivan 
Goff, Winston Miller and women such as Betty Burbridge, Olive 
Cooper, Luci Ward, Frances Hyland and Lillie Hayward. The job 
of those writing for the Republic films of Gene Autry and Roy 
Rogers was to come up with new, interesting stories in a western 
setting; those writers used current news stories about issues in the 
Great Depression and the New Deal for those stories. However, 
once the story was on the screen, the writer was forgotten and the 
star was connected to the film. 
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The Singing Cowboy Movies 

Gene Autry began his career as a Jimmie Rodgers imitator ,
recording songs originally done by Rodgers or songs that sounded
like they could have been done by "The Singing Brakeman." 
Autry appeared on KVOO in Tulsa before he moved to Chicago; 
during his time in Chicago he became well-known in the mid
west. Dressed in cowboy outfits he toured throughout the area 
reached by WLS and "The National Barn Dance." 

In September, 1934, Gene Autry came to Hollywood to 

appear in a musical segment of Ken Maynard's film In Old Santa 

Fe. Autry, with Smiley Burnett and Frankie Marvin, performed 

several songs and called a square dance in a segment that lasted 

about ten minutes. 

The scene was at a western Dude Ranch and in a number of 

films Autry starred in a Dude Ranch setting. Michael Duchemin 

in his dissertation New Deal Cowboy: Gene Autry and Public 

Diplomacy, observed that "underscoring the American West 

as an attractive destination for travel and tourism, Autry's New 

Deal films mirrored the creation of a New West, where leisure, 

recreation, travel, and tourism represented the emerging markets 

of a post-industrial age" and that the westerns of Gene Autry and, 

later, Roy Rogers "promoted the American West as a destination 

for tourism and recreation (6) 

Autry next starred in a serial, Phantom Empire, a science 

fiction western, which was filmed at the end of 1934. Meanwhile, 

Herbert Yates purchased more recording labels for his American 

Record Company, then turned his sights on film companies and 

by June, 1935 had acquired six "Poverty Row" studios under the 

banner of Republic Films; one of those companies was Mascot 

Pictures, which had filmed In Old Santa Fe and Phantom Empire 

and had Autry under contract. 
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By August of 1935, Len Sly, Tim Spencer, Bob Nolan, Karl 

farr and Hugh Farr had formed a group, the Sons of the Pioneers,

and made their first recordings; the first session featured "Way Out

There," "Tumbling Tumbleweeds," "Moonlight On the Prairie"

and "Ridin' Home." The song "Tumbling Tumbleweeds" proved

to be a popular record and Herbert Yates bought the rights to have

a film made with that title. 

In 1935 Gene Autry had his first starring role in a feature 

film in Tumbling Tumbleweeds where he played the singer in a 

traveling medicine show. The film deals with water rights, and 

the New Deal played a major role in bringing water to the West 

through the construction of dams. 

InAutry's second film, Melody Trail, there was a rodeo-one 

of the most popular spectator sports in America at that time-and 

a female lead, Millicent Thomas (Ann Rutherford) who rounds 

up a group of cowgirls to replace the male ranch hands who are 

rustling cattle. The women prove adept at rounding up cattle as 

well as rounding up the cattle rustlers. 

On August 15, 1935, shortly before shooting for Melody 

Trail began, Will Rogers died in an airplane crash in Point 

Barrow, Alaska. Roger and pilot Wiley Post had set out on an 

around the world trip-Rogers' fourth-to visit foreign countries 

and foreign leaders and write about them in his newspaper 

columns. Will Rogers had been one of the top male box office 

stars in films. His newspaper columns were widely read, his radio 

broadcasts were heard by millions and his personal appearances 

allowed him to connect with "average" Americans. Using a multi

platform approach, Will Rogers had a deep impact on Roosevelt's 

New Deal. 

In his book, Will Rogers: A Political Life, author Richard D. 

White,Jr. states, "During the early years of the New Deal,President 
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Franklin Roosevelt turned to Rogers to sell his controversial
programs to the American people. When Roosevelt began his
Sunday evening fireside chats on nationwide radio, several of
the broadcasts were immediately preceded by Rogers's live radio
show. Rogers previewed what the president was going to say anct 
urged the public to support him. In dozens of newspaper columns 

' 

radio broadcasts, and lectures, he shored up public support for 
the president's monetary policies, relief programs, social security 
program, regulation of big business, higher income taxes on the 
rich, and large-scale deficit spending to provide jobs through 
public works. With the exception of only Franklin Roosevelt, 
Rogers did more to convince the public to accept the overall New 
Deal program than any other American. (7) 

Known as "the Cowboy Philosopher," Will Rogers was not 

a singer but he was aligned to the lower culture class, which was 

the audience for the Singing Cowboy movies and country music in 

general. Rogers was a progressive thinker who, for the most part, 
supported FDR and the New Deal, which led his audience to view 

it favorably. Although he was not a "country singer" his audience 

overlapped with country music's audience and he spoke to and for 

this audience in his daily newspaper articles. The only thing that 

stopped Will Rogers from being a country singing star was that he 

didn't sing; otherwise, he fit the profile of a country singer and had 

a strong, positive impact on Roosevelt's New Deal. 

Gene Autry and Will Rogers 

Gene Autry had a deep admiration of Will Rogers and 

claimed to have first met him in 1927 when Autry worked as 

a relief telegraph operator for the Frisco Railroad. In May, 

according to Autry, Will Rogers came into the Frisco Railroad 

depot in Chelsea, Oklahoma while Autry was working and sent 

his daily telegram to the McNaught Newspaper Syndicate in 
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NeW York, which distributed Rogers telegram to newspapers

across the country. Autry stated in his autobiography Back in the

saddle, that Will Roger· came into tbc telegraph office while he

was playing the guitar, that Rogers encouraged llim to continue

singing and playing and that Rogers told him, "You know, with

some hard work, young man, you might have something. You

ought to think about going to New York and get yourself a job on

radio." (Autry 1) Autry added that he saw Rogers several times 

that summer because the humorist visited his sister in Chelsea. 

In a feature story on Gene Autry in the Saturday Evening 

Post in 1939, Autry gave a similar story about meeting Rogers, 

stating that Rogers had requested Autry to play "They Plowed 

the Old Trail Under" then took his guitar and sang "Casey 

Jones." After singing that song, Rogers told Autry "You belong 

in Hollywood, boy, playing the guitar-and not that telegraph 

instrument. Your heart ain't in it." (9) 

In his autobiography, Autry claimed to have run into Will 
Rogers after he moved to Hollywood "a few times by chance" and 

shortly before Rogers left on his ill-fated trip saw him at a rodeo 

in Gilmore Stadium in Hollywood. According to Autry, whose 

first films had been released, Rogers told him, "Well, Autry, I see 

you're doing quite well" and told him "When I get back from a 
trip I'm making I hope we can get together. Talk about Oklahoma" 

and promised "I'll look you up when I get back." (10) 

Roy Rogers was also a great admirer of Will Rogers. In 1937, 

when Gene Autry threatened to leave Republic Studio, Herbe11 

Yates decided to find another singing cowboy for films to use 

as leverage when negotiating Autry's contract. Len Slye found 

his way to an audition and was signed in October. Republic first 

changed Slye's name to "Dick Weston" and then, because studio 

executives Sol and Moe Siegel and Bill Saal "were not satisfied" 

with Dick Weston "they searched for a name with more flair." 
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Since Slye admired "Rogers" that suited him and "Roy" also fit
well. According to Robert Phillips in his book on Rogers, "So)
Siegel seems to have been the man who came up with both names 
but Yates approved." (11) Roy Rogers first starring picture was 
Under Western Stars, released in 1938 while Gene Autry was on
strike against the studio. 

Red River Valley 

In Autry's fifth starring film, Red River Valley, the main story 

line involves building a dam and alludes to the construction on 
Hoover Dam, which began in 1931. The Dam was constructed in 

the Black Canyon on the Colorado River, on the border of Arizona 

and Nevada and impounds Lake Meade. The Dam was built near 

Boulder City, Nevada-about 30 miles southeast of Las Vegas

and during the planning was referred to as "Boulder Dam." After 

World War II the name was changed to Hoover Dam. The Dam is 

an engineering marvel, providing water and electricjty to Arizona, 

Nevada and California, with California consuming almost 60 

percent of the electricity generated by the Dam. 

Red River Valley showed ranchers who were desperate for 

water for their livestock and to irrigate arid land. Drought had 

endangered the livelihood of ranchers, who needed a dam built so 

they could have access to water. In the film, construction of the dam 

is being sabotaged; a fifth "ditch rider" or watchman has been killed 

and Gene Autry agrees to take the job of ditch rider. The saboteur 

is the banker, who is lending money to pay the workers. The banker 

halts the money, which causes the dam builders to go on strike, 

which puts into peril the plight of the ranchers. If they don't get 

water, the ranchers must sell their land cheaply and, when they did, 

the banker would be there to buy the real estate at a cheap rate. 

The payroll money finally arrives but is stolen before Autry 

recovers it. In his book, Horse Opera: The Strange History of the 
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J9J0s Singing Cowboy, author Peter Stanfield states, "The film 

effectively ties issues arising from the dust bowl (and the New

oeal's response) to labor agitation .... Autry's and other series

westerns recognized the volatility of the relationship between

labor and capital during their period. Though the films often allude

to the representation of these conflicts rather than express them

directly, the unfair treatment of labor by capital ( often represented 

by villainous businessmen and bankers who sport little black

moustaches) forms a core theme in many series westerns." (12) 

Michael Duchemin cites Rovin' Tumbleweeds (1939) as 

Autry's "New Deal piece de resistance." In the film, Autry is 

elected to go to Washington "to introduce measures dealing with 

dam construction, irrigation, flood control, and the resettlement of 

migrating refugees," all directly related to the New Deal and its 

impact on the West. (13) 

"Between 1935 and 1942, Republic's 'Gene Autry' series 

incorporated New Deal themes in twenty-seven of 56 films," 

stated Duchemin. "As a westerner with ties to Texas, Oklahoma 

and California, the singing cowboy recognized the New Deal as 

the progenitor of a new western culture, a culture different from 

and superimposed upon the landscape of the ancient and the Old 

West. The Republic films "characterized businessmen and civil 

leaders in cahoots with urban gangsters. The gangsters wanted to 

monopolize western land and cattle companies, meat packers and 

trucking firms. Other films in the series took issue with western 

mining and oil company operations, groundwater contamination, 

shady stock offerings, short sales, foreclosures, forced migrations 

and homelessness." (14) 

Roy Rogers 

Roy Rogers formed the Sons of the Pioneers with Bob Nolan 

and Tim Spencer; they soon added two musicians, Hugh Farr on 
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fiddle and Carl Farr on guitar. Their first recording session was 
for Decca on August 8, 1934; they recorded four songs, includin 
"Tumbling Tumbleweeds." The group continued to record fo� 
Decca as well as Columbia while Slye was in the group. The 
appeared in films, including several with Charles Starrett (Galla:, 
Defender, The Mysterious Avenger, The Old Wyoming Trail 
and Outlaws of the Prairie); two with singing cowboy Dick Fora� 
(Song of the Saddle and The California Mail), Bing Crosby's 
singing cowboy movie (Rhythm of the Range) and two with Gene 
Autry (The Big Show and The Old Corral). Additionally, Slye, 
under the name Dick Weston, was an actor in the Autry film, The 
Old Barn Dance. 

Roy Rogers first starring picture, Under Western Stars, dealt 
with water rights. A local water company charged exorbitant rates 
to ranchers. The desperate ranchers attack the dam and are arrested 
but the sympathetic Mayor fines them one dollar but requires they 
attend a meeting. 

The meeting is a political rally for the current Congressman, 
who supports the owner of the water company. Roy Rogers 
condemns the water company, which leads to him being nominated 
for Congress-and winning. In Washington, Rogers convinces 
a Congressman on the Appropriates Committee to visit Roger's 
district; a dust storm arises which convinces the Congressman 
to support a water bill in Congress. In the end, the ranchers are 
helped by the Federal government via a water bill that gives them 
rights to water for reasonable rates. 

The films of Gene Autry and Roy Rogers presented a West 
that was both new and old, contemporary and the Wild West. 
During the 1930s there were strong elements of the "old" West 
still alive and well, but the West was becoming more modern, 
joining the twentieth century. It was a West where the barren 
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rands got water from Dams constructed during tbe New Deal and

that benefited from the national governments inve tments in the
['egion. The Singing Cowboy. movies, particula!'ly those of Autry 

aitd Rogers, demonstrated those changes. 

Shady Businessmen in Singing Cowboy Pictures 

President Herbert Hoover, the Republican party and 
unscrupulous businessmen-particularly Big Business--were 
b.lamed by many for the Great De pre sion. The Gene Autry and 
Roy Rogers films often featured unscrupulous bu. ine smen
particularly ci vie leaders and in those in positions of authority
who were often behind the p l.i.ght of poor and working class 
citizens. 

In The Phantom Empire an unscrupulous businessmen from 
the East attempts to steal Radium; in Guns and Guitars it is a 
leading citizen; there's a shady nightclub owner in The Old orral;

a crooked cattle dealer i in Springtime In The Roe/. ies; in Shine 
On Jlarvesl Moon the bank president and head of the Cattleman's 
Association is dishonest; an underhanded rancher spreads hoof 
and mouth disease so the infected cattle can't be shipped in 
Home on the Prairie; there are shady oil company executives 
in Mexicali Rose; the owner of a development company wants 
to drive ranchers out of business in Rovin' Tumbleweeds; and 
members of the Western Packing Company are the connivers in 
Gaucho Serenade. 

In Ranger and the Lady, General LaRue demands a "tax" 
to allow cattle to cross Texas; the manager of a meat packing 
company is the villain in Ride Tenderfoot Ride; a crooked Indian 
commission is sending guns to Indians in Colorado; a district 
commission schemes to impose taxes on ranchers land so they will 
lose it; a cattle baron is behind the lawless in In Old Cheyenne; the 
head of the Sacramento River and Navigation Company is behind 
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an attack on the railroad in Nevada City; the general manager of
the Wentworth Lumber Company is behind the over-logging that
threatens ranchers in Sunset in Wyoming; lawyers plot to steal a
gold mine in Under Fiesta Stars; members of The Civic League
are behind a crime spree in Bad Man of Deadwood; and motion
picture producers are the swindlers in Down Mexico Way 

The owner of a railroad trunk line is behind lawless deeds
in Cowboy Serenade; there's a crooked attorney and crooked 
judge in cahoots in Sunset on the Desert; the local agent at a meat
packing company fleeces citizens in Stardust on the Sage; an 
agent with a meat packing company is also the villain in Call of

the Canyon; the owner of the Lambert Cattle and Beef Transpoit 
Company exploits ranchers in Heart of the Golden West; the 
owner of The Lariat Lodge is behind the horse rustling in Ridin' 

Down The Canyon; the secretary to the Governor is behind the 
ring of saboteurs in King of the Cowboys; the owners of the 
Calvert Brothers Rodeo are responsible for the mis-deeds in Song 

of Texas; the president of the Cattlemen's Association and vice 
president of the local bank are responsible for the range war in 
Roy Rogers' Man From Music Mountain; and the owner of the 
Madden World Wide Rodeo is the unscrupulous schemer in Lights 

of Old Santa Fe. A rancher and gambling casino owner is behind 

money theft in Roy Rogers' film Red River Valley. 

In his book,Horse Opera: The Strange History of the 1930s 

Singing Cowboy, author Peter Stanfield states, "Autry 's and 
other series westerns recognized the volatility of the relationship 
between labor and capital during this period. Though the films 
often allude to the representation of these conflicts rather than 
express them directly, the unfair treatment of labor by capital 

(often represented by villainous businessmen and bankers who 
sport little black moustaches) forms a core theme in many series 

westerns." ( 15) Stanfield continues that "More often, though, a 
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,ore immediate and local character is the threat to the comrnunjty·
11 

J'ike the gangster, he is not so readily identifiabl a, a memb r
u.11 
f the criminal fraternity: sheriffs, judges lru1downers bankers

o 
'bl 

. 
and businessmen, those who are ostens1 y representatJves

of. or figureheads for, the community. Time and again these

fi[ms show authority figures as corrupt. The mask of bourgeois

respectability hides their essential dishonesty, which the films

often establish through the characters' business connections to

the local saloon." (16) 
Stanfield notes the films "do not advocate radical solutions 

to the problems of the day. But they do align themselves with the

ideals of Roosevelt's New Deal through their support of self-help 

combined with government assistance. The films often explain 

away lack of immediate government relief from the problems of 
the depression by blaming economic hardship on the local actions 

of selfish business interests -the sabotaging of irrigation dams
rather than point the finger at any national explanation. Often, 
they excuse the federal government from taking action because 
the issue is basically a local or state affair." (17) 

Or, as Gene Autry stated in his autobiography, one of the 
trends in his movies was "Big Business and Special Interests and 

High-handed Villains always lost out to the pure of heart." (18) 

Tourism and the New Deal 

The Singing Cowboy pictures were set m the West and, 
although the films were in black and white, the grandeur of the 
West is captured. Seeing the West on the silver screen inspired 

many young boys and girls to grow up wanting to become cowboys 
and cowgirls and to visit the West. For the Dad's and Mom's who 

saw those westerns, it often planted a desire to see the West. 

Duchemin quoted author Michael Berkowitz from his book 
A New Deal for Leisure: Making Mass Tourism during the 
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Great Depression, stating "The most significant and revolutionary 
aspects of the tourism industry culminated during the New Deal
for two important reasons. First, to secure a reliable workforce 
and counter the rising militancy of labor leaders, American 
industrialists instituted a policy of annual paid vacations for wage 
earners. The federal government formalized these policies through 
a series of legislative acts tied to the National Industry Recovery 
Act of 1933, National Labor Relations Acts of 1935 (Wagner 
Act), and the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938." (19) 

The beauty and romantic appeal of the West was enhanced by 
many of the songs in the Singing Cowboy films, particularly those 
written by Bob Nolan of the Sons of the Pioneers. Those songs 
paint pictures of the West in songs sung with beautiful harmonies 
and lyrics that embellish the majesty of the West. 

Singing Cowboys and the Good Neighbor Policy 

President Roosevelt announced his "Good Neighbor" 
policy during his first inaugural address on March 4, 1933, 
stating "In the field of world policy I would dedicate this Nation 
to the policy of the good neighbor-the neighbor who resolutely 
respects himself and, because he does so, respects the rights of 
others-the neighbor who respects his obligations and respects 
the sanctity of his agreements in and with a world of neighbors." 
(20) In December of that year, Secretary of State Cordell
Hull reiterated that policy during the Seventh International
Conference of American States in Montevideo, Uruguay. The
United States had a history of intervention in Latin America
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in Cuba,
Nicaragua and Haiti but Roosevelt's policy "evolved to mean
the substitution of non-intervention and, in theory at least, of

partnership for the heavy-handed imperialism anq paternalism
of earlier decades." (21)
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After his re-election in 1936, Roosevelt, concerned about 

the rise of Hitler in Germany, wanted to establish commerce

and cultural exchanges to provide collective security. This was

the basis for the "Good Neighbor" policy towards Latin America

and preceded four Gene Autry films with Latin American themes: 

South of the Border, Down Mexico Way, Mexicali Rose and 

Gaucho Serenade. 

In her book, No Ordinary Time, author Doris Kearns 

Goodwin states, "The New Deal, particularly in its exhilarating 

early days, had profoundly altered the relationship between the 
government and the people, giving the state final responsibility 
for the well-being of its citizens. Rejecting the traditional notion 
that government was the handmaiden of business, the New Deal 
Congress had enacted an unprecedented series of laws which 
regulated the securities market, established a minimum wage, 
originated a new system of social security, guaranteed labor's right 

to collective bargaining, and established control over the nation's 
money supply." (22) However, by 1940, the New Deal revolution 
had ended and Roosevelt's emphasis shifted to the threat of a war 
with Germany. 

Gene Autry's films reflected those changes in his Latin 
American films and war readiness pictures that countered the 
isolationism felt by many Americans, including those in the film 
community who were involved in Westerns. 

In his essay, "The Professional Western: South of the Border," 
Noel Carroll states, "it may seem strange that the professional 
Western takes such a favourable view of the Mexican revolution, 
on the one hand, and the Mexican people on the other. Surely, 
there is a history of American antipathy and prejudice regarding 
both, however, it is important to remember that from the Second 
World War onwards, in part due to the war (and the need for a 
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reliable ally to the south), American attitudes towards both the 

revolution and its vicissitudes, and towards Mexicans, became 
increasingly more positive than they had been." (23) 

Michael Duchemin observes that "Autry promoted 
Americanism, war preparedness, and friendly relations with
Mexico and Mexican Americans at a time when most of his
audience favored isolationism. The need for Mexican cooperation 
with U.S. war preparedness efforts stimulated attempts through 
the 'Gene Autry' series to familiarize rural, small town, and newly 
urban Americans with Mexican culture." (24) By the end of 1939, 
"nearly half of the new productions" of Autry 's movies "included 
Mexican themes and war preparedness messages. Another quarter 
of the Autry films incorporated New Deal themes. In total, 75 

percent of Republic's output through the "Gene Autry" series 

showed support for the Roosevelt administration." (25) 

The Good Neighbor policy in Autry's films "provided an 

introduction to Mexican culture for many moviegoers in the 
Midwest, South and Southwest," stated Duchemin. "As Autry 

openly embraced Mexican traditions and music on screen, he 
showed respect by singing traditional folksongs in Spanish. 
He influenced audiences to think positively about Mexican 
Americans; especially in the Border States of California, Arizona, 
New Mexico and Texas." (26) 

"South of the Border" was originally a song written by 
Jimmy Kennedy and Michael Carr that was introduced to Autry 

during his 1939 tour of England and Ireland. Republic purchased 

the rights and developed a film, which premiered in December of 
that year. In the film, there are submarine refueling bases which 

threaten the United States and foreign spies intent on starting a 

revolution. Although the film was banned in Mexico, which was 
sensitive to the negative portrayal of Mexicans in an American 

film, it demonstrated Autry's appeal to Latin American audiences. 
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fbe film countered the isolationist movement by showing the

importance of war preparedness.
The follow-up, Down Mexico Way, caused concern at 

Republic Pictures because they did not want this film banned in

Mexico. There could be no Latin American villain, so the bad 

guys were swindlers posing as movie producers from Hollywood.
A wealthy, well-respected Mexican citizen, who was a reformed 

bandit, was the victim of the swindle. In the film was a Mexican 

fiesta which showed American viewers Mexican culture and cuisine. 

fiesta scenes became a popular part of Autry films after this. 
In Old Monterey focused on war preparedness while 

Mexicali Rose dealt with shady American oil executives. Roy 
Rogers starred with Dale Evans in The Cowboy and the Senorita, 

their first film together, where Evans plays Ysobel Martinez, 

whose father owned a gold mine. 
Perhaps the best examples of the "Good Neighbor" policy 

towards Latin America in Gene Autry 's films are the Latin flavored 
songs, some sung in Spanish. In chronological order they are: 

"Ride On Vaquero" in Oh, Susanna; "Down Along the Sleepy 
Rio Grande" in The Old Corral; "Mexicali Rose" in Rootin' 

Tootin' Rhythm; "Salud Vaquero" and "Cielito Lindo" in Boots 

and Saddles; "Cielito Lindo" in Western Jamboree; "Mexicali 
Rose" and "El Rancho Grande" in Mexicali Rose; "It Happened 
in Monterey" in In Old Monterey; "Come to the Fiesta," "South 
of the Border," "Moon of Manana," and "Fat Caballero" in South 

of the Border; "Rancho Grande" in Rancho Grande; "Say Si Si" in 

Carolina Moon; "Tumble Down Shack in Havana" in The Singing 

Hill; "Under Fiesta Stars" in Under Fiesta Stars; "Down Mexico 
Way," "South of the Border," "La Cachita," "Guadalajara," "A Gay 

Ranchero" and "Maria Elena" in Down Mexico Way; "Perfidea" 
in Stardust on the Sage; "When It's Chilly Down in Chili" in Call 

of the Canyon; and "In Old Capistrano" in Bells of Capistrano. 
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Feminism and Singing Cowboys 

Feminism and women's rights were not part of the New 
Deal legislation; however, First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt set an 
example for independent, career minded women during FDR's 
administration. Progressive politics was (and is) pro-feminism and 
the Republic films of Gene Autry and Roy Rogers often had strong 

women in them; further, a number of their films were written by 

female script writers. 

In her book Script Girls: Women Screenwriters in Hollywood, 
author Lizzie Francke cites Betty Burbridge, Olive Cooper, Luci 

Ward and Elizabeth Beecher who were successful writing Western 

features. 

In his autobiography, Gene Autry recognized the importance 
of female scriptwriters for his movies. He states, "The leading 

ladies in Autry films were not there just for decoration or to point 

out which way the bad guys went. As written, they gave me a 

lot of anything-you-can-do-I-can-do-better sass, smoked a lot of 

Kools-that era's Virginia Slims and, in general, played a thirties' 

version of waiting for Gloria (Steinem). That may have been due, 

in no small part to the presence of uch creeuwriters as Betty 

Burbridge, Luci Ward and Connie Lee. We didn't exactly use them 

because they were expe1ts Oil the West. Whatever their formula, 

those films were about the only one in the B Western Category, up 

to then, that had a mass appeal to women.' (27) 

Burbridge wrote a number of screell play for Republic; for 

Gene Autry she wrote The Singing Vagabond (with Olive Drake)· 

Springtime In The Rod ies (with Gilbert Wright) Gold Mine in
the SA ) (with Jack Natteford· Burbridge wrote the original story)· 

Man From Musi ,Mountain (with Luci Ward); Prairie Nloon 

(with Stanley R beiis)· olorado Sunset (with Stanley Robe1ts· 

original story by Luci Ward and Jack Natteford); Melod Ranch 

(with Jack Moffitt P. Hugh Herbert and Bradford Ropes)· Rovin' 
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Tumbleweeds (with Dorrell and Stuart McGowan); Rancho 

Grande; Gaucho Serenade (with Bradford Ropes); and Stardust 

on the Sage. Burbridge and Connie Lee wrote the original story

for Ride Tenderfoot Ride. 
Olive Cooper, in addition to the Autry movies where she 

shared screenwriter credit with Burbridge, wrote the scripts for 

Down Mexico Way (with Albert Duffy); Cowboy Serenade, 
Carolina Moon and Call of the Canyon. Writer Connie Lee 

wrote the original stories for Mexicali Rose (with Luci Ward) and 

Mountain Rhythm. 
Other female screen writers were Frances Hyland (with Harry 

Akst and Lester Ziffren) for Autry's film on 20th Century Fox, 

Shooting High; Doris Malloy (with Bradford Ropes) for Ridin' 
On a Rainbow; Ann Morrison Chapin (with Ivan Goff) for Sunset 
in Wyoming; and Lillie Hayward (with Winston Miller) for Heart 

of the Rio Grande. 
On the Republic films starring Roy Rogers, Burbridge wrote 

Under Western Stars (with Dorrell and Stuart McGowan). Olive 

Cooper wrote a number of Roy Rogers films, including Young 
Bill Hickok (with Norton Parker); Border Legion (with Louis 

Stevens); Robin Hood of the Pecos; In Old Cheyenne (with Steve 

Blaine); Sheriff of Tombstone; Idaho (with Roy Chanslor); King 
of the Cowboys (with J. Benton Cheney); and Song of Nevada 
(with Gordon Kahn). 

Other female writers of Roy Rogers westerns were Luci Ward 

(with Gerald Geraghty) for The Arizona Kid; and Karen De Wolfe 

(with Stuart Anthony Tasker) for Saga of Death Valley. 

Female Characters in Singing Cowboy Films 

Many of the Autry and Rogers movies contained strong 

female characters. In the Autry film The Big Show, Eleanor 

Spencer (Hope Manning) is night club singer who comes back 
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to Autry (playing his twin) with snappy one-liners; in Git Along 

Little Dogies Doris Maxwell (Judith Allen) owns a radio station;
in Public Cowboy No. 1 Helen Morgan (Ann Rutherford) is 

a newspaper editor; Autry has a "taming of the shrew" type of 

romance with Bernice Allen (Judith Allen) in Boots and Saddles 
(as well as in a number of his other movies); Sandra Knight (Polly 

Rowles) is an Eastern ranch owner and college graduate with a 

major in animal husbandry in Springtime In The Rockies; Sally 

Dawson (Helen Valkis) owns a radio station in The Old Barn 

Dance. 

In Gold Mine in the Sky a young lady from the East, Cody 

Langham (Carol Hughes) inherits a western ranch; Peggy Shaw 

(Shirley Deane)is a school teacher in Prairie Moon; in Rhythm 

of the Saddle, Maureen McClure (Peggy Moran) owns a ranch; 

Dorothy Hamilton (June Storey) is half owner of a dude ranch in 

Blue Montana Skies; actress June Story is a high-strung proud 

Southern girl bent on saving the family fortune and plantation in 

Carolina Moon; Ann Randolph (June Storey)is the owner of a 

meat packing company in Ride Tenderfoot Ride; in The Singing 

Hill Jo Adams (Virginia Dale) owns a ranch. 

Clementine Benson (Fay McKenzie )is a newspaper reporter 

in Home in Wyoming; Nancy (Louise Currie) and Judy (Edith 

Fellow) own a radio station in Stardust on the Stage; the career 

of Katherine "Kit" Carson (Ruth Terry) depends on obtaining a 

radio advertising account in Call of the Canyon; and Jennifer 

Benton (Virginia Grey) owns a traveling rodeo show in Bells of 

Capistrano. 

In the Autry film Melody Trail, the character Millicent 

Thomas (Ann Rutherford) is responsible for getting the cattle on 

her father's ranch rounded up and shipped to market. When the 

rodeo came to town, all her cowboys left to compete so she hired 
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a group of cowgirls to round up the herd and get them to market 

demonstrating that women are capable of doing the hardest and 

roughest male-dominated work in the West. 

In the Roy Rogers films, Eleanor Fairbanks (Carol Hughes) is 

the water magnate's daughter and encourages her father to contact

a Congressman in Washington get his water bill passed in Under 

Western Stars; in Ranger and the Lady, Jane Tabor (Jacqueline

Wells) owns a mule train and is a shrewd business woman· 

Hurricane Hatti McGuire (Maude Eburne) runs the local saloon 

in Border Legion; in Jesse James at Bay, Jane (Gale Storm) and 

Polly Morgan (Sally Payne) are two reporters from the St. Louis 

Journal; in Man From Cheyenne a woman, Marian Hardy (Lynne 

Carver) is the leader of a gang of cattle rustlers. 

Carol Stevens (Linda Hayes) owns a tungsten mine in South 

of Santa Fe; in Romance On the Range, Joan Stuart is a ranch 

owner; in Sons of the Pioneers, Louise Harper (Marvis Wrixon) 

owns a ranch and leads a group of ranchers to form groups of 

nightriders; Vera Martin (Joan Woodbury) manages a ranch 

in Sunset Serenade; Mary Lou (Ruth Terry) is the daughter of 

riverboat owner Silas Popen and persuades her father to help 

ranchers stand again the owner of a truck line charging exorbitant 

rates; Alice Blake (Linda Hayes) and her young brother, Bobbie 

(Buzzy Henry) capture and sell wild horses while Barbara Joyce 

(Lorna Gray) is in league with horse rustlers in Ridin' Down the 

Canyon; in Idaho, Belle Bonner (Ona Munson) is the owner of the 

local saloon but must fight a judge intent on closing her operation; 

Sue (Sheila Ryan) owns a traveling rodeo and show and must fight 

off a crooked competitor in Song of Texas; in Silver Spurs Mary 

(Phyllis Brooks) is a newspaper reporter; Penny (Ruth Terry) 

and Laramie (Ann Gillis) own a sheep ranch that is the victim of 

unscrupulous cattlemen intent on chasing them off their ranch in 
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Man From Music Mountain; Kim (Ruth Terry) is an entertainer
from New York who inherits a ranch and competes with an
adversary for a government contract to supply horses to the U.S. 

Cavalry in Hands Across the Border. 

In Cowboy and the Senorita, Y sobel Martinez (Dale Evans) 

owns a ranch which has a gold mine; Betty Weston (Dale Evans) 

is the star performer on the riverboat "Yellow Rose of Texas" 

in the film Yellow Rose of Texas; Dale Kenyon (Dale Evans) 
manages a ranch in San Fernando Valley; in Lights of Old Santa 

Fe, the Brooks International Rodeo is owned by Ma1jorie Brooks 
(Dale Evans) who has an unscrupulous competitor; and in Utah, 

Dorothy Bryant (Dale Evans) is the star of a musical. 

Roy Roger and Dale Evens made 28 Westerns from 1944 to 

1951 and Raymond White notes, "Dale Evans portrayed heroines 

who were smart, independent, and resourceful but, at the same 

time, feminine and appropriately submissive to Roy Rogers' 

masculine and heroic roles." (28) 

In his dissertation, "New Deal Cowboy," Michael Duchemin 

states that the Gene Autry films for Republic "portrayed women 

as confident and self-reliant, rejecting patriarchy in favor of 

independence in the New West.Autry's leading ladies .... portrayed 

women as free agents, taking on the toughest male-dominated 

work during the New Deal. Working as ranchers and cowgirls, 

farmers and irrigators, radio station programmers and in other 

independent occupations, Autry's leading ladies overwhelmingly 

supported Republic's efforts to represent women as influential 

actors in the New West. Support for women showed most 

prominently in films like Guns and Guitars, where they are strong, 

independent, western women who influenced the political process. 

Fans connected to Dorothy Dix's gathering votes for Autry in a 

fantasy election with western women campaigning for Franklin 

Roosevelt in the presidential election campaign of 1936." (29) 
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Peter Stanfield states that in the films of Gene Autry 

"women conform more closely to images of the New Woman of 

rnodernity-educated, independent, and fashionable. Crucially, 

hedonistic sexual expressiveness is not part of the language of 

independence of Autry's female leads, which differentiates them 

from modernity's emblematic New Woman, the jazz baby, or 

flapper, of the 1920s." (30) 

Gene Autry and the Roosevelts 

The closest connection between Gene Autry and President 

Roosevelt came during the visits Autry made with the Roosevelts. 

To celebrate his annual "Birthday Ball" in 1940 (FDR's birthday 

was January 30), First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt invited Autry to 

Washington for the event. She appeared on Autry's radio show, 

"Melody Ranch" and Autry was invited to the White House for 

the next four years. In 1942 Autry presented President and Mrs. 

Roosevelt with two ten-gallon cowboy hats. In presenting the hat 

to the President,Autry told of the many ways to use a cowboy hat 

and concluded by saying, "They're good throwing hats too, Mr. 

President, in case you choose to throw one into the ring." There 

was speculation during this election year about whether FDR 

would try for a third term, and the President took the hat, laughed 

and said, "I shall check the hat's qualifications this summer at 

Hyde Park." (31) 

Conclusion 

The Singing Cowboy films were topical entertainment; 

they were not political in the strictest sense but they engaged in 

progressive political issues because the times demanded it. They 

were contemporary films during the 1930s, set in a contemporary 

West that still held vestiges of the Old West. That made them 

appealing in their day but they appear dated when they are watched 

today. 
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The films discussed in this chapter were part of the Great
Depression, although the Singing Cowboy films extended into the
early 1950s. Like the 1930s, they were a mixture of the past and the
present, the old and the new. Cowboys rode horses as they chased 
thieves driving cars; cowboys drove cattle onto trucks; there were 
telephones and radios but cowboys still cooked on campfires. 

The New Deal brought an activist government into daily 
life at a time when the working class desperately needed help. 
President Franklin Roosevelt was a hero, like Gene Autry and Roy 

Rogers, because in his progressivism he righted wrongs, came to 

the rescue of people in distress and delivered help to a helpless 

nation. 

The Progressive Era that began under President Franklin 

Roosevelt during the 1930s lasted until the 1980s when President 
Ronald Reagan ushered in a Conservative Era.Americans believed 

that government was a force of good until the Vietnam War and 

Watergate; by this time, the New Deal programs had proven 

themselves a valuable part of American life. After Reagan's 

Presidency, a number of those in the Conservative movement 

began to re-write history, citing the Great Depression as an 

example of liberalism gone wrong, that we would have emerged 

from the Great Depression much stronger had we let market forces 

have their way. 

If those conservatives had watched Singing Cowboy movies 

that addressed water rights, corrupt businessmen and shady 

bankers, they may have come to a different conclusion. But we 

are a product of our times; the culture we grew up in has a huge 

influence on us. Those who lived through the Great Depression 

knew the importance of President Roosevelt and an activist 

government, knew that bankers and businessmen were not always 

trustworthy, knew that the market alone would not always regulate 
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itself to insure fair and just policies, and knew there were times

when the little man needed a big government to lend him a hand.

President Roosevelt did not ride a horse with a fancy saddle 

when he came to the rescue like Gene Autry and Roy Rogers did, but

his administration's message was the same: We're going to stand

up for the little guy, the average, hard-working loyal American 

whose government is on his side-not against him. Progressive 

politics created laws and policies during the Great Depression 

that lasted through the 1960s. The Singing Cowboys carried the 

message of progressive politics in their films and beyond; the 

"Cowboy Commandments" were part of Gene Autry 's "code" that 

he presented to his fans. They were: 

He must not take unfair advantage of an enemy. 

He must never go back on his word. 

He must always tell the truth. 

He must be gentle with children, elderly people and animals. 

He must not possess racially or religiously intolerant ideas. 

He must help people in distress. 
He must be a good worker. 

He must respect women, parents and his nation's law. 

He must neither drink nor smoke. 

He must be a patriot. (32) 
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Circuit Rider of the Past 

Dr. Ralph Stanley & the 

Appalachian Diaspora 

Curtis W Ellison 

The migration of both whites and blacks from southern 

regions between 1900 and 1970, said to involve a population

equal in number to that of four southern states, dramatically

altered traditional Appalachian communities. Yet linguistic 

patterns, religion, food-ways and traditions of extended family 

would continue in locales well beyond the mountains. Affection 

for mountain music also thrived in new destinations, and became a 

feature of lifelong Appalachian personal identity. Ralph Stanley's 

career as a recording artist and stage performer since he first 

appeared with his brother on radio in 1946 has grown over seven 

decades to make him a beloved circuit rider of the Appalachian 

past, a cultural icon for his devoted fans in migrant communities 

well beyond the mountains. 

The experience of more than 28 million people who left the 

South in the 20th century, many moving from Appalachia to the 

nation's Midwestern industrial heartland, has been well examined. 

Studies by James Gregory1 and Chad Berry2 explore the resilience 

of Appalachian identity among Midwestern migrants, and 

Berry's Southern Migrants; Northern Exiles is dedicated to his 

grandparents "and the hundreds of thousands who came with them." 

For well over a half century Ralph Stanley has played directly to 

that diaspora audience, certainly since the Stanley Brothers signed 

with Cincinnati's King Records in 1958 - only two years before 

the number of people born in Kentucky but living in Ohio would 
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equal 10% of Kentucky's population.3 Stanley's 2009 co-authorect
autobiography and John Wright's 1989 collection of first-hanct
accounts by figures close to Stanley4 testify to his persistently seJf_
conscious mountain identity and to the extensive road life that took
him north. Today his stage persona, at once fully authentic anct
astutely cultivated, evokes imagery of a living Appalachian past.
It may also serve as an imaginative foil to relentless econornic
development of the Southern mountains. 

Diaspora 

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries the Appalachian 
South was transformed by industrialization. This began with 

timber logging, coal mining, and textile mills in factory towns that 
were linked by new railroad and highway networks. Then came 
hydroelectric and flood control projects, national recreational 

parks, tourist attractions and urban centers. These modernizing 
forces created new wealth and brought a boom-and-bust economy5 

and they really moved people around. Jack Kirby's 1987 history of 
regional agriculture found that between 1920 and 1960 the South 

lost over 1.5 million farms. Three-fifths of employed Appalachians 

worked in non-farm jobs by 1930.6 In 2005, Gregory used new 

demographic studies to argue that between l 900 and 1970, "so many 

black southerners and white southerners had left the region that it 
was as if the entire population of Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, 

and Arkansas had fled." "In all, more than 28 million southerners 

- black and white - moved north or west during the twentieth

century," with whites outnumbering blacks in every decade, usually

by a large margin. They left for economic opportunity during

WWI, tried to escape its following recession, moved again to fight

WWII, and after it ended, left at an accelerated pace for jobs in the

nation's industrial heartland. While most black migrants relocated

to a "Black Metropolis" in a major northern city, the majority of 
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white migrants "dug in" to a stable economy in previously non

;\ppalachian cities, suburbs and small towns. They, says Greoory, 
••were part of a lucky generation experiencing the last and greatest

expansion of blue-collar opportunities." This southern diaspora is

one of the great population shifts in American history.7

Gregory singles out two locations where white Appalachian 

migrants gained sufficient density to create broad social 

institutions: the San Joaquin Valley of California, including the 

focal point of Bakersfield, and the Miami Valley of Ohio between 

Dayton and Cincinnati, centered on Hamilton and Middletown. 
Both regions featured "Southern" restaurants, barbeque stands, 
stores, service organizations for migrants, "hillbilly" bars, Baptist 

and Pentecostal churches, and country music.8 The Country Music 

Hall of Fame showcased in 2014 a huge exhibit about California's 

"Bakersfield Sound," and a 2007 project in Hamilton, Ohio by 
an affiliate of the International Bluegrass Music Association 

cataloged 242 individuals and 151 groups, organizations, studios 

and performance venues significant to the national history of 

bluegrass music between Cincinnati and Dayton.9 

If we define" Appalachian" as anyone born in the Appalachian 
region whose ancestors were also born there, regardless of race 
or ethnicity, approximately 34% of people living in Greater 

Cincinnati are of Appalachian descent. Most have roots in 

Kentucky, Tennessee, Eastern Ohio, Virginia and West Virginia. 

Today the vast majority of Appalachians in this metropolitan 

area are not poor, not on welfare, and not high-school dropouts. 
Most own their own homes and have relatively stable families. 
They are a predominantly pink- and blue-collar group; about 10 

percent hold managerial and professional jobs. However, one of 
the biggest contributors to chronic poverty is lack of a high school 

diploma, which is linked to unemployment. In 1990, of the ten 

Cincinnati neighborhoods where the highest number of adults 
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had no diplomas, five were predominately Appalachian. Eleven 

Cincinnati communities had unemployment rates double the city 
average, and Appalachian and African American neighborhoods
were almost all of those. 10 

Whether or not they are economically successful, most
Appalachians living in the Midwest know they are there to stay, 
yet some still dream of former homes. In Southern Migrants, 

Northern Exiles, Chad Berry reported that many of the white 

migrant families he interviewed did not plan to return to the 

mountains, yet took every opportunity to maintain ties there. 

With what he calls a "divided heart," they drove to Kentucky 

011 weekends, made repeated visits to extended families, formed 

retirement plans that were frequently unrealized, and often desired 
to be buried near the "home place" after leading a life of economic 
success elsewhere. They had difficulty maintaining close extended 
families across regions and generations, and for some, making a 

comfortable living "up North" while longing for ''home" could 

conjure up a romantic image of their future. One of Berry's 

informants told him: 

I been here since 1947 and I'd like to leave before daylight 

if I could. But I got seven more years to go at Chrysler, then 

it's 30-and-out, and I head for Kentucky . . .. I'm going back to 

Kentucky to sit on the front porch, chew tobacco, and pick guitar. 

I've never chewed tobacco, but I'll learn." 11 

Such a warmly imagined rural past is a staple of country 

music culture, from the invented "ordinary" South of WSM 

Radio's Grand Ole Opry in 1925 (still the nation's longest-running 

radio show) to the imaginary Midwest of Garrison Keillor's 

1974 Prairie Home Companion (inspired by the Opry). Berry 

touchingly described an Appalachian diaspora community formed 

in Michigan around music on the radio. Here's how its people felt 

about DJ. John Morris and radio station WNRS/WNRZ playing 
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bluegrass, mountain and gospel music in Ann Arbor and Saline 011 

Saturday afternoons: 

Throughout . .. four hours of airtime each week, migrants 

found a personal connection in the North that evoked down

home social relationships; the phone rang constantly as listeners 

called in to request a favorite but obscure song for their birthday 

or anniversary, and listeners drove to the station to bring Morris 

cookies, blueberry cobblers, and homemade preserves to show 

their appreciation. Others wrote in hesitantly to invite themselves 

into the station: "If it's OK with you, we would like to stop by the 

radio station to meet you. We won't have much time, but we can at 

least say hello. I don't know if there are any rules against coming 

to the station or not. I guess it would be about five o'clock." 12 

Many country songs put music to themes of the "divided 

heart." Dwight Yoakam 's "Readin,' Rightin', Rt. 23" paints 

a warm picture of migrant homecomings. Dolly Parton's 

"Appalachian Memories" imagines the mountains as a lifelong 

source of sustaining values built on the memory of family life and 

religious faith. The Osborne Brothers, who grew up on a farm 

near Dayton in the 1940s, pe1formed with other future bluegrass 

stars at WPFB radio in Middletown, Ohio, and gave Tennessee 

and Kentucky official state songs. In 2012 Joe Mullins, of Joe 

Mullins & the Radio Ramblers, who lives in Middletown and 

owns three southwestern Ohio radio stations, released a tribute to 

the Osbornes that nicely captures the sense of migrant transience

in the medley "Windy City," "Making Plans," "Fair and Tender 

Ladies," and "Kentucky." 13 

Icon 

Ralph Stanley of Coeburn, Virginia in the Clinch Mountain 

coalfields, has spent nearly seven decades on the road. He's 

released hundreds of recorded songs, appeared in obscure 
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nightclubs and other venues, performed in a Hollywood movie
earned fans across the nation and world, been described by
musicians as the "archangel" of "Old Mountain Music," received
honorary doctorates from Lincoln Memorial and Yale universities ,
won three Grammys, received the 2006 National Medal of Arts ,
gained national attention for his autobiography, and was recently 
named a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
In the past decade he bought a new (and bigger) bus, and at the 
age of 88, after 69 years in the music business, is still performing. 

A source musician whose influence crosses many genres, his 
2015 CD release with Cracker Barrel showcases him with artists 

from Robert Plant to Elvis Costello to Gillian Welch and David 

Rawlings.14 Many musicians have recorded with him or honored 

him in their work, and have released at least five tribute albums. 

Perhaps he offers both musical artists and his core fans, many 

of them Appalachian migrants or descendants, an imaginative 

connection to the pristine mountains while ruthless mountaintop

removal coal mining relentlessly levels them. 

Readers of Stanley's 2009 autobiography, Man of Constant 

Sorrow, will find testimony to a personal identity deeply rooted 

in the Clinch Mountains.15 It's saturated with homely accounts

of mountain customs, food-ways, speech patterns, family and 

brotherly love and musicians, as well as family traumas, acts 

of violence, and economic hardship. The book preaches the 

imperative for musicians to "respect the music," and Stanley's 

absolute determination to maintain a pre-modern "old mountain" 

sound. 

The diaspora is also in this book. When the Stanley Brothers 

began recording in Cincinnati, entrepreneur Syd Nathan sustained 

their career after the rise of rock and roll as they released 45 singles 

and at least 33 albums and EPs with him. 16 After Carter died in 

1966 17 Ralph replaced him with two consecutive lead singers, 
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µirry Sparks and Roy Lee Centers both auditioned in Dayton, 

Ohio. StanJey met hi wife Jimmie at a show in Cincinnati. 

speaking of auditioning Larry Sparks after Carter Stanley died, 

:Ralph said "We used to just nearly live in Dayton and Cincinnati 

and Columbus and Middletown and around those pl.ace . We just 

rnostly played them clubs, bars and things. That's about all there 

was to play." 18 

The manufacturing centers Dayton, Middletown, Hamilton 

and Cincinnati offered a deep fan base of Appalachian migrants 

where Ralph Stanley has played live concerts hundreds of times. 

The number of Hamilton's postwar migrants, for example, 

grew at such a rate that the city's population of 78,000 by 1960 

included more Kentuckians than Ohioans.19 And indeed, so much 

of Stanley's autobiography focuses on his road life that we may 

safely say he too is a migrant, one constantly circulating in and out 

of the mountains. 

Yet few would describe Ralph Stanley's heart as "divided." 

While he shares the migratory experiences of his fans, he firmly 

maintains his actual home in rural Dickinson County of Southwest 

Virginia at the heart of the Clinch Mountains. People who know 

and love Ralph Stanley dearly (and I have seen them streaming 

tears as he sings) perhaps experience him both as an unceasing 

circuit rider bringing traditional music and values to them again 

and again, and as a fellow migrant who can truly say he never left 

home. 

One feature of Stanley's values bears inspection in this regard. 

He has long cultivated a personal bond with the Primitive Baptist 

Universalist Church, and often credits his mountain religious 

heritage as the source of his distinctive singing. At least by 1971 

he was vigorously introducing a capella four-part harmony to 

commercial music, and stimulating imitators across the traditional 

music spectrum. This harmonic evocation of the southern past 
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stylistically echoes the heritage of 17th century frontier revivalism,
while offering theological assurance that despite the social and
economic dislocations of Appalachian life, and even displacement
from it, eternal happiness beyond this mortal world is certain. 

Transcendence 

Stanley has been described as a "source musician" for other 
players who are attracted to his voice, which is replete with drive, 
tension, virtuosic tonal quality, curves, glides, falsetto catches, a 
distinctive melisma, free rhythm and slow tempos. This style is 
derived from a blend of English, Scots-Irish and African-American 
influences, is characteristically "Appalachian," and fundamental 
to the traditional singing of his church.20 Many have tried to 

describe what that distinct sound is about. In his autobiography 

Ricky Skaggs said "Carter and Ralph were from the mountains 

of Virginia, not too far from where we lived. The Stanleys were 

special. They had a high, lonesome sound that went through 
me like a March wind."21 In 2001 David Royea of the Chicago 

Tribune said in liner notes for a Rebel Records release that Ralph 

Stanley could sound like "some disembodied spirit moaning for 

redemption."22 

While his singing style alone marks Stanley as "authentic" 

for many listeners, another way country artists signal authenticity 

to fans is by a persistent devotion to song choices evoking 

imaginative transcendence of hard times. Few country artists 

- perhaps no other - inhabit this tradition so well as Ralph

Stanley. His 1971 album Cry From the Cross was a pioneer work

introducing a capella singing derived from Primitive Baptist

church practice to commercial "bluegrass" music.23 That album

had wide influence and its vocal style was absorbed across the

spectrum of traditional music. Such songs of supremely firm

conviction as "This Old Troublesome World" or "While Eternal
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Ages Roll" from Stanley's My All And All24 assure atonement

for all human sins past, present and future, and eternal salvation 

from the hell that in Primitive Baptist Universalist theology is

daily life on earth. In Stanley's own words: 

We believe thatJesus died on the cross and died for the whole 

entire family of Adam. He done the saving for everybody when he 

died on the cross. Some of the other Baptist churches believe so 

many people were born for heaven and so many people were born 

for hell. Our church, which is the Primitive Baptist Universalist 

faith, is different from that. I think we have a little more hope.25 

Theologically, the Primitive Baptist Universalist Church 

follows Hosea Ballou's 1805 Treatise on Atonement. In his 
account of this denomination, Appalachian church historian and 

ethnographer Howard Dorgan said, "Ballou could not imagine 

God's loving design for man's salvation being compromised in any 
fashion," so hell becomes a state of disorder on earth.26 Echoes of 

PBU hell are in two well-known Stanley songs. "Man of Constant 

Sorrow" is the testimony of a perpetually alienated wanderer 

whose only hope is in the afterlife. "Rank Strangers," the song 

Stanley's fans most often want to hear at his live performances, is 

about going home to the mountains, only to find no one there the 

singer knows. 

"Man of Constant Sorrow" had an active life in the folk 

revival of the 1960s after Bob Dylan put it on his first album, and 

Peter, Paul and Mary sang it on their most popular one. While 
the chance they were thinking of Primitive Baptist Universalism 

when they recorded it is nil, the theological implications of this 

tune, as sung by Stanley in his signature performance, resonate 
with social dislocations of mountain history and so perhaps help 
the song endure with fans. 

But there is more to say about salvation in Stanley country, 

and Stanley often makes this explicit on stage. He began the final 
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set of a 2012 appearance in Richwood, Kentucky, a town just off

1-75 on the southern edge of metro Cincinnati, with an a cape/la

rendition of "Gloryland." This song is a somber recital of exact

ways that life in Heaven will dispense with any need for doctors,

undertakers, coffins, graves, pain, suffering and death, as all

people, including the blind, deaf, mute and lame, become whole.
· "I' · I me "27 

"Then weep not friends," he sings, m gorng 10 • 

This austere hymnody delivers a promise of transcendence

and healing for the "divided heart" of Appalachian migrants

living far from the mountains. While diaspora audiences certainly

hear the moan of the man of constant sorrow, they also hear the

reassuring promise of eternal relief from hard times, domestic

turmoil, and cultural dislocation. Ralph Stanley may be a living

icon of ancient tones and Appalachian authenticity, yet as a

participant in the mountain diaspora he is a modern �es�en�er, an

innovative professional musician, and a powerful circmt nder of

the Appalachian past. 

On Stage 

Ralph Stanley, Nathan Stanley and the Clinch Mountain

Boys performed in Carrboro, North Carolina on October 21, 2013,

at the beginning of what was said (at that time) to be Stanley's

final tour. I was seated near a woman who had last heard Dr. Ralph

thirty years before in California. She said she plays the banjo, and

was "like a five year old" with excitement about what was about

to happen. Wben I mentioned that in recent years Stanley r�rel:,

plays 00 stage she said 'That's all right. I hav� to_ hear that :01�e. 

When asked what she heard in it, without hes1tat1011 be said, He

has the quintessential bluegrass sound." . 
On Sunday, November 2, 2014, Ralph Stanley appeared with

Nathan Stanley and the Clinch Mountain Boys at the Fraternal

Order of Eagles hall in Fairborn, Ohio, a town near the 1-675
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freeway bypass northeast of Dayton. Doors opened at 2:00 p.m. 
for an event billed to last three hours and sponsored by the O .K .I. 
Bluegrass Association, a non-profit organization founded in 1980 
to promote and preserve traditional music in Ohio, Kentucky and 
Indiana. Of an earlier appearance here by Stanley on July 27th, 
O.K.I. President Norma Ashcraft said, "Anyone in bluegrass 
knows he's the tops so it's a really big deal that he's coming to 
Fairborn." She added, "He's 87 years old now and doesn't appear 
as much as he used to so this is a rare appearance. He hasn't been 
here in ages."28 

The Fairborn F.O.E. is an unassuming one-story wooden 
structure with ample parking. A permanent illuminated sign out 
front names the place, and a modest ground-level wooden sign 
on this day said "BY REQUEST RALPH STANLEY 2 NOV." 
Stanley's Prevost bus was imposingly parked next to the building, 
which was accessed through a rear door marked "special function 
entrance." 

The pe1formance hall is a large open room with a low ceiling, 
a modest stage along one side, and chairs for an audience of about 
200 people. At one end is a section of tables for eating, with drinks 
and homemade cake for sale. In the rear is a kitchen with a cafe 
bar. Its "Blue Grass Menu" offers a hamburger or cheeseburger, 
small or large tenderloin sandwich, fried bologna sandwich or 
jumbo hot dog, French fries, onion rings, chips, candy bars and 
coffee. Prices range from $2 for the hot dog to $4.50 for the large 
tenderloin. The bologna sandwich, large, warm and juicy, was 
$2.50, and the cafe was well patronized. 

By 2:30 p.m., when the Clinch Mountain Boys began 
warming up, there was a seated audience of some 125 people. The 
crowd included a roughly equal number of men and women, many 
of them couples. Most were informally dressed. The only people 
in the room under the age of 30 appeared to be Nathan Stanley 
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and the sound man, and the average age of audience members
appeared to be 65 to 70. By my count there were fifteen bunting or
ball caps being worn in the crowd, and many ladies bad recently 
"fixed. ' hair. A few women sported tight jeans and boot and 
there were three cowboy hats in the room, none on stage. This 
was mostly an assembly of first-generation Appalachian migrants 
and their descendants, intensely local, and devoted fans. Before 
the music began the master of ceremonies called upon a lady to 

come forward in honor of her recent appointment as a Kentucky 

Colonel, whereupon all honorary colonels in the room were asked 

to stand, then invited up on stage. About a dozen came up, and the 

master of ceremonies said "I know ever one of 'em." 

Ralph Stanley's grandson, Nathan Stanley, heads today's 

Clinch Mountain Boys. The master of ceremonies introduced 

him as the recent winner of a Dove Award, and the "Prince of 

Bluegrass." "Once you hear him," he said, "you will know he 

has earned that title." "Ralph's here," he added. "He's on the bus 

restin' and comin' out for the second show." Without comment

Nathan and the Clinch Mountain Boys launched into "Nobody's 

Love Is Like Mine" (Carter Stanley, 1954), "Meet Me By the 

Moonlight' (Stanley Brothers, 1956), 'Love of the Mountains" 

(Larry Sparks), and 'Who Will Sing for Me?" (recorded by the 

Stanley Brothers .in 1962). Nathan'· first words on tage were' We 

meet some of the finest pe pJe in Ohio and some of the biggest 

Stanley fans in the country." He introduced Mitchell Van Dyke 

of Grundy, Virginia as the man who "can play banjo nearest

my Papaw." Grundy's instrumental brought out two impromptu 

dancers. Randall Tibbetts of Burley, Virginia was showcased on 

bass fiddle with "Bound to Ride." "Now folks," said Nathan, "here 

playing lead guitar is a man who has been with this band on and 

off nineteen years - he replaced Keith Whitley - from Bayside, 
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Virginia, Randall Blankenship." He sang a gospel number, "Zion's 

Hill." 

Nathan's introductions concluded with "On fiddle, traveling 

with this band ten years, is a good Christian man, like all men on 

this stage, fine people to travel with, Dewey Brown. I saw some 

dancers who want more." Brown's "Sally Goodin"' yielded six

impromptu dancers this time. Then Dewey took the mike. "I want

to introduce the lead guitar and singer who has been with his 

grandpa since the age of two, and most of all, has love for our Lord 

and Savior Jesus Christ. The winner of a Dove Award for his new 

record, make welcome Nathan Stanley." Nathan and the band did 

an a capella version of "One Day I Will," earning much applause. 

Then Nathan said, "Thank you, thank you very much, I appreciate 

that. In my eyes it's all about giving praise to Jesus Christ. I want

to call up the man who sang with us for sixteen years and now has 

his own band, my uncle, Ralph Stanley II. He has a new record out 

with his dad." 

Ralph II came on stage saying "I'll do you a guitar tune. I was 

expecting to be up with Dad." At this point Ralph Stanley himself 

entered the hall, and Ralph II said, "That brought the greatest

bluegrass singer of all time in!" Stanley's greeting to the crowd 

was "How y'all doin'?" and the band hit "Katie Daley" while both 

Ralphs sang. They followed with "Nobody Answered Me" from 

a recent father-son CD project Side by Side, earning more hearty 

applause. "That is a great song," Ralph II said. "Might sound a little 

sad, but it has good meaning to it." At this point Ralph II exited and 

Nathan returned to sing with his grandfather the standards "Man 

of Constant Sorrow" and "Little Maggie." Dr. Ralph showcased 

"O Death" in the solo arrangement from O Brother, greeted with 

shouts of "Sing it, Ralph!" After Nathan's tribute song "Papaw I 

Love You" featuring Randall Tibbetts, the initial set closed with 
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Ralph singing "Pretty Polly," which he first recorded in 1950. 

So far the show had featured 15 songs, nine by Nathan and
the Clinch Mountain Boys, two by Ralph II with Ralph Stanley,
and four by Ralph Stanley and the Clinch Mountain Boys, one of 
them a solo. One-third of the selections were gospel numbers, if 
"O Death" fits that category. The event began at 2:00 p.m. and 
the first half ended at 2:50. An intermission of one hour and four 
minutes followed, ample time for the crowd to mingle with one 
another, to talk with Ralph, Nathan, Ralph II and band members 

at a signing table, and to meet the new organizers of the Ralph 

Stanley fan club. 

During this break I met Mrs. Loretta Stephens from Xenia, 

Ohio who said she had migrated to Dayton from Big Stone Gap, 

Virginia in 1945, "when Daddy's mining job ran out and he had 

to get a job." Following the path to economic security traced by 

many migrants in the post-war economy, her father first worked 

for the Pennsylvania Railroad, then was able to open his own auto 

parts store. Mrs. Stephens volunteered this story without prompts, 

then as a friendly post-script doubtless meant to make a personal 

connection, she added that she moved to Waynesville three years 

ago, where, she said, her neighbor was a "Mrs. Ellison." 

At 3:55 p.m. the master of ceremonies announced "Make 

welcome once again Nathan Stanley & the Clinch Mountain Boys, 

and Dr. Ralph Stanley, who will join them later." The second set 

opened with Stanley favorites "Darling Think of What You've 

Done," Ralph's "White Oak on the Hill," Jimmie Stanley's "I Only 

Exist" and the Carter Family's "Will You Miss Me?" Then Nathan 

addressed the crowd: "Thank you very much folks, we greatly 

appreciate that, and every one of you who came back to the table 

and complimented us. When it comes to fans you just can't beat 

the State of Ohio." The band then launched into the instrumental 

"Clinch Mountain Backstep," after which Nathan said, "That was 
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written by my Papaw, one of the most popular songs in bluegrass." 

"Stone Walls and Steel Bars," a Stanley Brothers song from 1963, 

came next, followed by a Dwight Yoakam tune that had been 

recorded with Ralph, "Miner's Prayer." "Thank you very much," 

said Nathan, "we appreciate that." Then, "Uh oh, here comes the 

boss." 

When Ralph Stanley returned to the stage he seemed 

momentarily to take charge. "Give Nathan a hand," he said. Then 

Nathan stepped up again to bring on stage a musician who was in 

the audience. Charles Williams told me later that he had come to 

the show from the nearby city of Middletown. Without any further 

introduction, Nathan said, "Chuck has been very sick, and wants to 

sing with Ralph. Papaw, come on." Ralph and Chuck then did an a 

capella number, "Bury Me in the Cold Cold Ground." Nathan said 

to the audience, "Did a mighty good job, didn't he?" and to Ralph, 

"He has one more to sing with you and Norma will introduce it." 

Before that could occur a tearful Chuck Williams took the mike to 

say to the audience, "I've dreamed about this all my life." 

The band kicked off, and Chuck and Ralph sang Carter 

Stanley's "White Dove." This musical drama of intense fan 

engagement was followed by Nathan's declaration, "I want to 

dedicate this show to the woman, Norma Ashcraft, who ran the 

Ralph Stanley Fan Club for many years. At the table in the back, 

Betty and Jeff Fox will sign you up." Two famous Stanley Brothers 

numbers followed, Ralph's most-requested "Rank Strangers" and 

the quartet, "Over in the Glory Land." For the latter Nathan told 

the crowd, "Y'all sing along." 

At this point Ralph left the stage and Nathan said, "We've 

had a lot of requests for Dewey to do this with the shofar." Dewey 

Brown then held up a long animal horn. "This is a trumpet and 

ram's horn that is spoke about in the Bible," he said. "Through the 

old and new testaments there is talk about trumpets. God spoke 
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to Moses and his voice sounded long and loud, and in Joshua
they were told to walk around the city one time for seven days
with seven priests, go seven times and have the priests sound the
trumpet, and the walls will fall down. Gideon had it going into
battle with 35,000 against 135,000. lt speaks to Christians, to non
believers, to heathens, and is used in traditional Jewish churches.
This is a witness from me to them. When Jesus comes back, we 
will hear this sound." At that, he blew the shofar, long and loud ,
twice.29 

Nathan broke the somber mood with the cheerful questions, 

"Folks, have you enjoyed our show? Want us to come back next 

year?" Long applause. "I want to thank Norma Ashcraft, and fan 

club managers Betty and Jeff Fox. We love ye and God bless ye 

and till next time, God Bless America." The Clinch Mountain 
Boys then kicked off "Orange Blossom Special" and following 

long applause and a standing ovation, Nathan said, "We're gonna 

do a song if you'll help us sing it. Will you help us?" Then Ralph 

joined Nathan, the Clinch Mountain Boys, and an aroused audience 

in "Will the Circle Be Unbroken?" 

By 4:46 p.m., two hours and forty-six minutes after it began, 

the music ended. The second set had featured 13 songs, one a 

gospel number, plus a shofar demonstration. The entire show had 

offered 28 songs, with Ralph Stanley performing on nine of them. 

One was a solo. He did not play his banjo during this performance, 

but he sang with his son, his grandson, and a musician brought up 

from the audience. If "O Death" is counted, four songs were gospel 

numbers, and the shofar demonstration was said to be Biblical. 

Moreover, at least 22 of 28 songs in the entire show had come 

from the deep Stanley Brothers and Ralph Stanley canon. To this 
audience these songs seemed familiar, on message, and reassuring. 

And just as a long intermission between sets had elaborated the 
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extended family-reunion mood of the entire afternoon, the day's

final activities featured another long session of autograph signing, 

picture-taking and story-swapping with Dr. Ralph and all the 

musicians, while on stage the master of ceremonies raffled off to 

eager fans first a hat decorated with money, then another $100, 

and finally a guitar signed by Nathan. 

Ralph Stanley's appearance in Fairborn, Ohio was a ritual 

of the Appalachian diaspora, an entertaining extended-family 

gathering featuring his own family and his devoted fans. On a 

Sunday afternoon in the Miami Valley of Ohio, it assured an aging 
group of Appalachian migrants and descendants that the spirit of 

down home still exists, its prophet is quite alive, and after years 

of northern exile, the imaginative musical link to the past is not 

broken. 
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Dianne Leigh 

A Canadian Country Queen 

by Linda J Daniel 

Introduction 

Dianne Leigh is a Canadian country music pioneer who 

became "one of Canada's most recognizable female country artists" 

during a time that saw few Canadian women singers in a starring 

role. In the early 1960s, she was "discovered" by Vic Siebert of the 

"famed Canadian 'western' group Sons of the Saddle" and soon 

established a national profile, setting the stage for other female 

performers who were to follow ( Country Music News 14). Billed as 

"The Queen of Country Music," Leigh first appeared on Canada's 

RPM Charts in 1964 (RPM, The Programmers ... ). From 1965 

to 1969, readers of the Canadian trade magazine RPM voted her 

"Country Female Singer" resulting in five consecutive Gold Leaf 

Awards (Billboard 48). With her numerous television appearances, 

club performances, touring, and successful recording career, Leigh 

was "an inspiration and trailblazer for women in the industry." In 

recognition of her success, Dianne Leigh was inducted into the 

Canadian Country Music Hall of Fame in 2015 (Clifford). 

Growing Up 

Dianne Leighl was born in Toronto, Ontario, Canada in 

July 1941. The eldest in a family of five, she recalls, " ... in those 

days, money was tight ... you know - no clothes, no nothing." 

Leigh always liked to sing: "I used to love to just sit and listen to 

music .... " As a teenager, she enjoyed artists such as Kitty Kallen 

and Joni James. One day, around the age of 15, she remembers 

"playing hooky" from school and was "wailin' away up in my 

bedroom thinking nobody's listening" when her cousin Ted came 
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to visit. From down in the kitchen, he asked her mother, "Is that
Dianne singing?" Ted had "a big bass voice," sang in Broadway
style shows, and was managing a group called The Sapphires. He
encouraged Dianne to take some singing lessons. Later, whenever
she went to see his group perform, he would invite the "petrified" 
singer up on the stage. 

Dianne took lessons for a few months from a teacher who 
arranged for her to sing at an Eagles Club on Saturday afternoons. 
But the lessons required practising scales, which she disliked, so 
she quit: " . ..  you're not going to be an opera singer ... all these 
scales - forget it." She continued singing at the club although she 
never told her parents: "They would have killed me." She and her 
girlfriend, Ellen, would say they were going to the show. 

That kind of got me on the road to doing little 

things here and there. And then, as I say, I snuck 

around when I was 15 singing in these clubs where I 

shouldn't have been - just doing a little song here and 

there. Well, I enjoyed it very much. I always enjoyed 

singing music but I never really thought that I would do 

anything with it. 

A Chance Beginning 

Dianne Leigh's career as a professional country music singer 

began by chance. Out with friends one night in Toronto, they 

went to the El Mocambo Tavern where a country group from 

western Canada called Sons of the Saddle2 was pelforming. At the 

time, Leigh " . . .  didn't like country music, couldn't stand it!" but 

reasoned, "Oh, well, we're just going in for an hour." Although 

the legal drinking age was 21 and Leigh was only 19, she was able 

to gain admittance with no ID. After hearing the band pelform 

country classics such as "Ghost Riders in the Sky" in beautiful 

harmony, Leigh's negative attitude soon changed. Her friends 
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knew Dianne had done some singing previously and asked the 

band if they would let her get up on the stage. Leigh states, "Well, 

everybody in a bar's a singer, you know that. Well, no, they 

couldn't let me go up on the stage but he said, 'If you're serious, 

come in tomorrow night, we're rehearsing."' 

Leigh was working as a secretary for Royal Typewriter and 

didn't know what to do. "It wasn't exactly the greatest place in 

the world I was in." She called her father to tell him about the 

band's invitation and he insisted that he accompany her to the next 

rehearsal. After singing "Your Chea tin' Heart," the only country 

song she knew, the band asked her to come back the next day so 

the owner could hear her. Never having sung in a nightclub before, 

she was very nervous. "I went to Honest Ed's la well-known 

Toronto discount store still in existence] and bought a little black 

cotton dress way up over my knees and stood there in this little 

black dress and shook." The "audition" resulted in the band hiring 

Leigh but she felt badly when the original female singer was fired. 

The two weeks for which she had been hired by Sons of the 

Saddle turned into a year. Leigh developed a repertoire and began 

playing cocktail drums so she could keep the beat for the band. An 

advertisement featured in the Toronto Daily Star on May 23rd, 

1961 for the El MocamboTavern at464Spadina inToronto,Ontario 

describes an upcoming pelformance by "Sons of the Saddle, The 

Great Western Show, TV and Radio Stars, with fabulous singing 
star, Dianne Leigh3" (38). In 1962, the same advertisement appears 

another five times: February 12th (18), February 18th (18), March 
5th (18), March 26th (30), and April 9th (20), but for these dates 

the "fabulous singing star" is "Diana Leigh." 

Image of a Nightclub Singer 

Before seeing Sons of the Saddle perform at the El Mocambo, 

Leigh laughs as she explains: 
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I always thought that nightclub singers were vulgar, 

dripping with make-up and boobs hanging out all over 

and tight f clothingJ ... and I was a skinny little kid, about 

85 pounds soaking wet. Oh, I could never ever go in to a 

nightclub to sing. You have to be really bad to do these 

things. 
But after seeing the band's female vocalist that first evening, 

her preconceived notion changed: "She was dressed in a very nice 

little dress and she didn't have to look like a tramp .... She just got 

up and sang these country songs and I thought, 'Hmm, I can do 

that. ... "' 

Attraction to Country Music 

Leigh was beginning to like country music: " ... at that 

time some of the girl singers were coming out that had the nice 

voices like Patsy [Cline] and I loved that kind of thing. So this is 

basically how I got into the country side because the music was 

changing." The "modern-sounding" Crystal Gayle was another of 

her favourites. Leigh found herself drawn to the music because the 

lyrics told stories: "It's real, it's not phony ... you could understand 

it. It had nice words and it had feeling." 

The Early Years 

After joining Siebert's band in the early sixties, Leigh recorded 

with them (Jackson). Sons of the Saddle on Canatal Records was 

produced by Art Snider4 with recording engineer Dave Newberry 

at Newberry Sound Studio, Toronto and lists "Diana Leah" as the 

"vocalist." The liner notes state: "At the present time, the band is 

appearing in Toronto at the well-known El Mocambo Tavern and 

Supper Club" where "Canada's number one country and western 

band ... have had a record breaking engagement of nearly two 

years." The album cover shows a professional-looking group of 
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5rniling musicians. The band consists of five men in matching suit 

jackets and western ties playing the pedal steel bass 6.ddJe, ·fiddle, 

accordion, and guitar. Diana Leah wears a beautiful short white 

chiffon evening dress and stands next to her cocktail drums and 

maracas (Russwurm ... ). 

Three months before Leigh turned 21, the Ladies' Temperance 

Society came to the El Mocambo and insisted she leave due to her 

age. Next she went to the Horseshoe Tavern, a famous country 
rnusic nightspot, especially in the 1950s and 1960s, located 

at 370 Queen Street in Toronto. Owned and operated by Jack 

Starr, it opened officially on December 9th, 1947 and remained 

an establishment for "country music" until the late 1970s. The 

Horseshoe was "once considered the Canadian mecca f sic] for 

country music" and "was home for Canada's top country touring 

acts of the day .... " Popular Nashville artists such as Loretta Lynn, 

Charley Pride, Bill Anderson, Waylon Jennings, and Willie Nelson 

also performed there ( Country Music News l 0). Immediately after 
arriving at the club to perform, however, the under-aged Leigh 

was asked to leave: "I hadn't even been there one night and I had 

my drums set up, all ready to play, and these detectives walked in, 
'Come on, little girl, off you go."' 

Since Leigh could not return to the clubs, she decided to 

tour the east coast of Canada with a group of Canadians which 

included June and George Pasher, Bill Gibbs, and Roy Penny. 
They had no money and no shows lined up but "a whole slew 

of us decided to put everything in together and we were going 

to make our fortune .... " From a hotel in Nova Scotia called The 

Dingle, they booked church halls and put up posters to advertise 

their performances. But they made little money ("The priest took 
most of it. .. ") and almost starved (" ... eating old fried-up spaghetti 
and pork and beans and baloney every day"). Regardless, Leigh 

exclaims with delight, " ... we had a ball!" After two cars broke 
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down, they finally arrived in Cornerbrook, Newfoundland where
they played the Air Base for a few days making enough money to
return to Ontario. 

1963 to 1964 

Leigh 's first solo recording sessions in Nashville took place 

in 1963 and resulted in several singles receiving Canadian radio 

airplay (Country Music News 14). Her first single, "Let Love Do 

the Talking" / "Little Boy Lost," was released on Quality Records 
in early 1964 and the second, "Biggest Hurt of All"/ "Three Red 
Leaves" came out later that year (Prague/rank's ... ). 

On February 15th, 1964, Al Boliska wrote about a newcomer 

on the music scene in Toronto: 
"Let Love Do the Talking" is the name of her new Quality 

recording. Her name is Diane Leigh and I first heard this young 

lady on Don Webster's Channel 11 House Party. She 's great! Lee 

Farley of Quality Records says an American firm has picked it 

up for distribution in the U.S. and the "Caravelles" manager .. .is 

interested in distribution rights for the U .K. (53) 

Written by Les Pouliot, the song was described as "country-

pop." (Roy 32). 
According to The Globe and Mail on April 17, 1964, Diane 

Leigh was scheduled to appear the following Thursday on Channel 

6's Music Hop with Gordon Lightfoot, Vince Egar, and The Four

Bugs (36). That same month, she participated in CKEY's Teenage 

Shower of Stars at Club 888 with proceeds going to the Easter 

Seal campaign (Feeny). 
In 1964, Canada was searching for a new flag that would

represent the nation. In support of a design that showed three 

red leaves on a white background with blue bars on either end, 

Torontonian Ben Kerr wrote "Three Red Leaves." The "All 

Canadian" effort (the flag, the song, the artist) was sung by a
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23-year-old Diane Leigh on Quality Records and received some 

airplay (Braithwaite). By December 23, however, a flag with one

red leaf and red bars on either end had been chosen and the song 

was deleted from Quality's catalogue (Hanlon). 

By August 1964, Fred Roy writes in Country Song Roundup: 

Diane Leigh, Toronto's lovely lovely has her first release out

on the Quality label tabbed "Let Love Do The Talking" which was 

cut in Nashville, Tennessee last autumn [19631 .... The Quality 

disc is breaking big in many parts of the country and it couldn't

happen to anyone more deserving than Diane Leigh. 

At the time, Leigh was still being featured nightly with Sons 

of the Saddle at the El Mocambo Tavern (25). 

I Quit 

Leigh's singing career " ... kind of branched out to television 

when the Carleton Show came on the air" but , by this time, she 

had become increasingly disappointed with the music business: 

I, basically, was getting married at the time. I was fed up with

it. I mean, you used to walk through farmers' fields, just to get 

$5, in order to sing ... , but nobody really listened to you. I mean 

Canadian country was the real pits. And they wouldn't play your

records or do anything like that. ... I was going to get married. I 

had gone back to office work. I quit. 

Leigh went back working as a typist and stenographer. 

The Phone Call That Changed Everything 

One day Leigh received a phone call from a man who, 

incidentally, later became her manager. He wanted the singer to 

audition for a new Canadian television show called Carl Smith's 

Country Music Hall. "I went to one !audition I and the guy asked me 

to sing 'Three Blind Mice' and then he said, 'I just wanted to know 

_if you could sing.' So that ticked me off." They set up three separate 

auditions and kept calling her at work. Finally, she agreed to go: 
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"Okay, I'll come!" At this point I didn't care -you know. So 
I went and got this guitar player and I said - his name was Johnny 
Guitar_ "Come on, Johnny, I got to go down and get this thing 
over with .... They're drivin' me crazy .... " Down I went and - I 
guess the fact that I was so relaxed and I didn't care ... - I belted 
out four songs just with the guitar. Next thing I know, they phone 
me and I had the show for five years. 

Dianne Leigh was back singing. 

Carl Smith's Country Music Hall 

In Country Song Roundup's "Canadian Scene" in November 
1964, Fred Roy writes that due to the success of "Let Love �o the 
Talking" and "Little Boy Lost" on_ Qualit�, also �ele�sed m_ the
United States on Fabor, Canadian smger Diane Leigh was given 
the steady weekly spot as featured femme vocalist on the new 
"Country Music Hall", [ al Canadian TV show, produ�ed �y Syd
Banks' Screen-Banks Productions. [The] Series, which 1s now 
being filmed, will run for thirteen weeks on the CTV Network in 
Canada and will be leased to other parts of the world." (32) 

Country Music Hall was a Canadian television show hosted 
by American country music star Carl Smith for a total of 19? 
episodes from 1964 to 1969 (Pugh). A Hillbilly an� Coun:,ry Hit
Parade article entitled "Carl Smith's Country Music Hall states 
that "popular demand" for an international country an� western 
format necessitated the creation of the show to fill a v01d. Taped 
weekly before a live audience at CFTO-TV Channel 9 in Toro�to,
the program was unique in that it consisted of "a �leas�nt �le�dmg
of traditional, old classic, western, French Canadian, mspuational 
and blue grass songs" and not just Nashville or hit parade mat�r�al.
Syd Banks, its Executive Producer, travelled widely to audit�on
performers in an effort to discover and promote new C�nadian
artists. The show combined the talents of both Canadian and 
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American performers: "An impressive list of guest stars from both 
sides of the border has been lined up. It includes Faron Young, 
Kitty Wells, Stonewall Jackson, Grandpa Jones and Tex Ritter in 
the first 13 week series. Canada's own Dianne Leigh ... and "The 
Maple Creek Boys" as house band are regulars on "Country Music 
Hall." (32) 

The popularity of the show and its affable host is documented 
by Irene Beeler of Country Music Life who states, "Country 
Music Hall is one of the highest rated TV shows in Canada; and 
when it comes to emceeing a show you just can't beat that tall 
handsome Carl Smith, and we are fortunate in having him as host" 
(4). Produced in Canada by Double B Productions, taping of the 
show was irregular and depended on when Smith could make the 
trip to Canada. Usually, three shows were completed at a time 
(Emmons 30). 

A Hoedown piece from June 1966 describes "The cast of the 
'Country Music Hall' TV showstopper from the CTV Network" 
going on their first cross country tour since the show began two 
years previously. Performers include host Carl Smith with regulars 
Roy Penny and The Maple Creek Boys and Diane Leigh (Roy 45). 
A photograph of "regular" performer, Dianne Leigh, singing with 
"guest," American country star, Faron Young, on Country Music 
Hall is found in a Fall 1966 issue of Hillbilly and Country Hit 
Parade (29).

In April 1967, Blake Emmons asserts that the Executive 
Producer's "choice of Diane Leigh as regular female vocalist for 
the show and Roy Penny as lead guitarist could only be classed 
as excellent and was further proven when they took top honors 
in the RPM poll for top female vocalist and top instrumentalist in 
Canada." (30) 

Having toured across Canada with the show, Emmons 
continues: " .. .I have found that many people enjoy seeing their 
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own home town artists on a national network and are quite happy 
that someone has finally seen the potential in Canadian Country 
Artists" (30). A May 1967 description of the television show in 
"Carl Smith and Company, Big Doings at CFTO" states: "Petite 
vocalist Diane Leigh fills out the regular staff of the show, which 
has also been an important showcase for many of Canada's most 
brilliant up-and-coming acts .... " ( Country Music L(fe 39). 

On October J 5, 1965, the Toronto Daily Star featured 
a "Carl Smith of Country Music Hall" advertisement for an 
upcoming show on October 26th with Diane Leigh, Faron Young 
and His Deputies, Red Savine, Blake Emmons and The Stoney 
Mountain Cloggers (23). October 22, Leigh appeared with Faron 
Young, Duke and Linda, and Carl Smith on TV Channels in 
Barrie, Toronto, Hamilton, and Buffalo (The Globe and Mail

TS). Between September 1967 and September 1969, the Toronto

Daily Star listed several Country Music Hall television programs
featuring Diane Leigh on Channels "9 CFTO - Toronto (CTV)" 
and" 13 CKCO - Kitchener (CTV)" with the following stars: Roy 
Clark and Bob Fuller on September 9, 1967 (29) and September 11, 
1967, (B22); Carl Smith, The Maple Creek Boys, and Dottie West 
on November 25, 1967 (35); Hank Thompson and The Mercey 
Brothers on July 20, l 968 (A 15); George Hamilton IV, Jack 
Bailey, and Merle Travis on October 5, 1968 (A26); Del Reeves 
and Merle Travis on December 28, 1968 (A22); Hank Williams 
Jr. and Merle Travis on February 1, 1969 (A22); The Stonemans 
and Merle Travis on February 22, 1969 (A22); Jimmy Newman 
and The Stoney Mountain Cloggers on May 10, 1969 (A26); The 
Stonemans, Merle Travis, and Jimmy Ordge on May 17, 1969 
(A26); David Houston and The Stoney Mountain Cloggers on 
June 7, 1969 (A22); and George Hamilton IV and Merle Travis on 
September 6, 1969 (A22). 
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Recording 

For almost ten years, the Canadian singer appeared on the 
RPM Charts with 17 different songs for a total of 151 weeks from 
Nov�mber 30, 1964 to June 29, 1974 on four different labels:
Qualt_ty, Capitol, Chart, back to Quality, and Marathon. Her songs 
were 111 the T�p�en a total of 60 weeks (RPM. "Database."). Leigh 
reached #1 six times with "Shadows of Your Heart" on Capitol, 
both January 3 and October 1, 1966; "Mr. Jukebox" on Capitol, 
September 9, 1967; "The Sound That Makes Me Blue" 011 Capitol,
both September 23 and September 30 1967·and"s· H " . , , rng appy on
Quality, July 1, 1972. "Why Can't He Be You" on Capitol peaked 
at #3 on January 21, 1967 while "Keep the Home Fires Burning" 
on Chart reached #3 on March 31, 1969 (see Appendix A). 

Capitol 

According to Leigh, after she returned from her first solo 
recording session in Nashville, "Sam Sniderman from Sam the 

�ecord_ Ma
,� ... says, "Let me hear that tape, Dianne." And I played

1t for him. I tell you what," he says, "Don't you do anything .... " 
So �e pho�ed Paul White at Capitol Records. He says, "I'm 
sendmg a girl over there. She's got a tape. I want you to hear it." 
So I took my little tape over there that I'd done in Nashville and 
they signed me up on Capitol from that tape. 

In 1965, Leigh signed a recording contract with Capitol 

�ecords (J�ckson)._ On July 2, 1965, Nathan Cohen writes:
Toronto

, _
smge� Diane Leigh's record 'Won't Be a Lonely

Summer 1s gettmg a rush release treatment in the United States"
(18). By August 31, 1965, the song had reached #16 on the RPM 
Charts, her only Capitol single not to achieve Top Ten status 
(RPM. "Database."). By October of that year, Leigh was singina 
a message song commissioned by the government-finance� 
Alcoholism and Drug Addiction Research Foundation for "today's 
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teen-age market" to encourage drinking responsibly and it was
"blaring out from 11 radio stations on which the foundation has
bought 60-second plugs" (Dowd All). 

Leigh's first album for Capitol was Shadows of Your Heart 
in 1966 (see Appendix B), produced by Louis Innis and arranged 
by Cliff Parman. Canadian Hall of Farner Ray Griff wrote the title 
track which became Leigh's first #1 hit. The album also contained 

several other songs written by Canadians such as Buddy Reynolds, 

Lennie Siebert (Sons of the Saddle), Fred Bennett, and Les Pouliot 

(Country Music News 14). 

Leigh reached #1 with Capitol singles "Shadows of Your 

Heart," "Mr. Jukebox," and "The Sound That Makes Me Blue." 

"Man and Woman" and "Why Can't He Be You" also became 

Top Ten hits (see Appendix A). Leigh's Capitol releases made the 

RPM Charts for a total of 52 weeks from November 30, 1964 to 

November 4, 1967 (RPM. "Database."). 

The singer recalls fondly her Capitol recording session in 

Nashville and tells how impressed she was with the quality of the 

production: "I had the Jordanaires which were the [Elvis l Presley 

singers behind me and I had all the top-notch musicians .... Oh, I 

loved it. It was heaven. I mean there's nothing greater than to be 

able to sing with someone who knows what they're doing .... These 

guys were pros." There were no mistakes. It was "the ultimate." 

She explains: "[Louis InnesJ would have the music - he would 

have the musicians do it - he would have it all down pat what he 

wanted. You'd just go in there and do it. What a thrill that is! -- it's 

all up to you now. And for some reason, you sound better when 

you've got it all behind you. It gives you the lift. 

Fairly new to the recording scene, Leigh remembers an 

amusing incident that happened during the session. While working 

on a song, she walked over to the piano player and said, "'Listen ... 
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do you think you could put some Floyd Cramer licks in there?' ... 

Be looked at me and smiled. 'Aw, I kind of think I could.' It was 

Floyd Cramer!" In a few days the album was completed. 

Chart 

Leigh recorded several songs with Chart Records, formed 

by Gary Walker around 1962 in Atlanta, Georgia (Chart Records. 

"Chart Records, The Beginning ... "). From September 16, 1968 

to September 6, 1970, she appeared on the RPM Country Charts 

with five different Chart releases for a total of 50 weeks (RPM. 

"Database."), the most successful being "Keep the Home Fires 

Burning" which peaked at #3 (see Appendix A). 

Leigh explains that most of the songs she recorded were 

chosen for her by the recording company: "They say, 'Now this 

is our publishing - you do this one or you do that one."' There 

was one song, in particular, that she disliked called "A Flat Tire 

Can't Roll Uphill." "Can you imagine ... ?" she remarks. Released 

in 1968, it was the B Side of the successful "Keep the Home Fires 

Burning." Leigh also recorded "The Wife You Save May Be Your 

Own" and "Happy Anniversary" that year. In 1969, Chart released 

"I'm Gonna Let George Do It," "The Big Three," "I'm a One Man 

Woman," and "Can't You Talk Me Out of It." "I'm Your Puppet" 

and "Gone to Mama" were released in 1970 (Chart Records. 

"Chart Records Singles Discography."). 

While signed with Chart, Leigh recalls almost recording 

a song that would later become a major country hit. One day, 

someone dropped by the office of Slim Williamson, producer/ 

owner of Chart Records, to give him a song. Williamson was out 

for lunch so the songwriter took it to another publishing company. 

That song happened to be "Harper Valley P.T.A." Leigh says 

Williamson told her, '"Dianne, if I'd ever had that song on my 

desk, it would have been yours.' He said, 'You had that song,' 
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without a word of a lie." "Harper Valley P.T.A.," written by

Tom T. Hall, became a #1 hit for Jeannie C. Riley on Billboard's

Country Singles Chart, debuting on August 24th, 1968 on the

Plantation label. The song was CMA Single of the Year and

Riley won a Grammy for Country Female Vocal (Whitburn). As

another example of a near miss, Leigh recorded "Heaven is Here"

on Birchmount around 1972 (Praguefrank ... ) and laments, "And

the next thing I know, I turn around and Anne Murray's recorded

it. So they played her, of course."

A 1970 advertisement in Country Music Scrapbook 19th

Edition lists "Chart Hit Sales in Nashville, Tennessee" with

Dianne Leigh among other artists such as Lynn Anderson, Bill 

Carlisle , Joe and Rose Lee Maphis, and Junior Samples. You

could buy three 45 RPM Records for $1.00 which included postage

and handling. Leigh's "I'm Gonna Let George Do It" / "The Big

Three" and "I'm a One Man Woman"/ "Can't You Talk Me Out

of It" were for sale (31). 

When Dianne was with Chart Records, they wanted her to 

move to Nashville but she refused. By that time, she was married

with two young children and was not willing to leave Canada and

uproot her family given the fact that success might be elusive. "I

thought if I don't do anything here [in Canada], I'm not doing

it. So that's - basically after that, I stayed with the clubs until I

decided that was enough."

Quality 

Leigh's first singles were on Quality in 1964: "Let Love Do 

the Talking," "Little Boy Lost," "Biggest Hurt of All," and "Three 

Red Leaves." "Biggest Hurt of All" reached #4 on the RPM 
Country Charts November 30th, 1964. After being with Capitol 

and then Chart, she later returned to Quality in 1972, making the 
charts a total of 26 weeks with "Devil to Angel," "Sing Happy," 
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and "Long Lonely Road (RPM. "Database."). "Sing Happy" 
reached #1 on July 1st, 1972 (see Appendix A). 

Others 

The al bum Diane Country Queen was released on Birchmount 

in 1972. Christmas at Home and the popular Two Shades of Blue

came out in 1973 on Marathon Records (Praguefrank ... ) with 
the title track for the latter written by Quebec's Dougal Trineer 
(Country Music News 14). Singles "Blind Jonathan" / "Make It 
Over the Hill" and "His Kind of Women" made the RPM Country 
Charts from July 14, 1973 to June 29, 1974 for a total of 22 weeks 
(RPM. "Database."). God's People are One was Leigh's 1974 
Marathon album, reissued in 1985 on Melrose Music and in 1988 
on Oak (see Appendix B). In an advertisement for "K-Days" in the

Toronto Star, January 29, 1975, Two Shades of Blue is for sale: 
"Long Play Albums, Excellent listening! .. . Kmart Price 1.44 Ea." 
An 8-track tape sells for $2.84 (B13). 

Personal Appearances 

"Canada's own Dianne Leigh" was a regular "for quite 

some time" at Wheeling Jamboree (Emmons 6). In The World's

Original WWVA Jamboree History-Picture Book, Official 1969 

Edition, Dianne Leigh is listed under the 1969 Jamboree Cast 

which includes artists such as Carole Lee, June and George Pasher, 
and Rose Lee Maphis (11). That same year, she attended the DJ 
C�nvention in Nashville with Canadians "Ralph Carlson, Dusty
Kmg, Chef Adams, Artie McLarren, Gary Buck, Lynn Jones, and 
the great Ron Mcleod" (Emmons 48). 

An advertisement in the Toronto Daily Star on February 
13, 1970 shows "Canada's Top Female Country & Western" 
singer performing at the Locarno Ballroom (31). In June of that 
year, as part of the line-up for the Boot County Jamboree at the
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same venue, James Bawden described Leigh as "one of the most
energetic belters around" (13). She is back with the Gleasonairs in

January 1971 (The Globe and Mail T3). A May 11, 1972 article
states Leigh would be "performing gratis" for CFGM Radio's

"nine-hour country music charity show for the Toronto Kidney

Fund" along with The Carlton Showband, Honey West, Gary

Buck, and Con Archer on Mother's Day (Toronto Star 36). 

"Dianne Leigh Celebrates Tenth Year at Horseshoe" is the

RPM headline on December 8, 1973. At the time, Marathon

Records' "top female country artist" had recently released "Blind

Jonathon"/ "Make It Over the Hill" which was climbing the charts.

In addition, a new Christmas single, "Christmas in the City"/ "I

Hear the Sound of Angels," produced at Eastern Sound in Toronto

by Marathon's Doug Taylor, was ready for release. The article

credits much of the singer's success not only to her own "dogged

determination to 'hang in' when most would, and did, throw in

the towel" but also acknowledges the efforts of her manager, Jack

Thibeault, "who guided his young Juno Award [previously known

as the RPM Gold Leaf Award.I winner (1965, 1966, 1967, 1968,

1969) into the winner's circle," making sure Leigh had the most

professional back-up groups available (11). 

On February 22, 1975, a Toronto Star advertisement states:

"Horseshoe Tavern: It made a star of Stompin' Tom and brings in

the big ones from Nashville - a Bourbon Street of the country and

western world. Diana Leigh takes over Feb. 24 to Mar. 1" (13). In

November, Leigh was back at the "Home of Country Music" on

Queen at Spadina (E22). The week of February 23 (18) through to

March 6 (26), 1976, Dianne Leigh was singing at The York Town

Restaurant and Tavern on Milvan Drive billed as "Top country

and western vocalist presents a versatile show" (The Globe and

Mai[). 
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The following advertisement for Diane Leigh appears in
"For Your Night on the Town" under "Country & Western" on
February 6, 1978 for Our Place Restaurant and Tavern on Queen
Street West, Toronto: "Recording artist entertains with her band 
Two Shades of Blue" and includes a photograph of the singin�
star (The Globe and Mail 15) By Apri'l the .. 5 t' . · , - 1me wmner
of the �old Leaf award in the mid-sixties" and her band were
performmg at "Molly N' Me Tavern," Bloor Street West, Toronto
from Thursday to Saturday (13, 16). 

:
' 

��
bruary 1998 issue of Country Music News under the

headmg Horseshoe Tavern Celebrates 50th Year ... Toronto Club
a Part of Canada's Country Music History" contains a photograph 

of the club from the street. Clearly seen in the front window is a
large poster

_ 
for an upcoming appearance by Dianne Leigh. The

photograph 1s undated (10). 

Television Performances 

The Toronto Star states that Diane Leigh, Jerry Cole and The
Countrymen appeared on Countrytime on Channels 3 6 8 10 
and 12, March 11, 1972 (A26) On May 13 1972 L. 'h ' ' '· , , e1g was on
Channel 11 as� guest of host Ron McLeod on Jamboree (Bl8).
It �as Good Tzme Country with Diane Leigh on Channels 6 and
22 lil A_ugust of 1974 (34) and again in January 1975 with host
Ray Gnff (39). March 29th (43), Diane Leigh was scheduled to
be a guest of the George Hamilton IV show on Channels 8 and
11 on �pril 3rd, 1975. June 7th of that year, Leigh was back on
Goodtzme Country !different spellingJ on Channels 6 and 22
hosted by Ray Griff (27). 

Diane Leigh was featured July 26, 1975 on the Harry Hibbs
show on Channel 11 (29), returning twice on August 2 (29) and
August 9 (29). Her beautiful voice can be heard on Harry Hibb 
at the Caribou 1972' Harry Hibbs Show 1975 Episode #1, an�
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Harry Hibbs Shoi 1975 Episode #2 (Harry Hibbs ... ). On 

September 13 a country music series hosted by Ronnie Prophet 
calJed Grand Old Coimtry includes guests 'Dolly Parton, Ferlin 
Husky, The Stoney Mountain Cloggers, Diane Leigh and Bob 
Ruzika" ( Toronto Star 41). Leigh appears on Grand Old Country 

with Narvel Felts in May 1976 (46). According to The Globe and 

Mail, in April 1977, Leigh entertained with Johnny Rodrigues and 
Rex Allen Jr. on Grand Old Country, Channels 9 and 13 (14). She 

was back on the show in March (041) and August (A53) 1980 

with Larry Gatlin. 

Image 

During her career as a singer, Leigh felt it was important to 

be "dressed" for the stage and to present yourself well. She asserts, 
" ... that's what you did if you were an entertainer .... And you went 
out there and you looked like you had some class and that you were 

a lady -you know? You projected a little bit of style ... you dressed 

for the occasion." On the stage, her image was one of a "star," as 
she explains: "You had to put on a bit of a "star air" of some type 

- whether you felt that way or not - you looked that way and you

were up there so people looked at you as a tar. Soy u had to go

along with that in your ways of talking with people. Everything
you did had to coincide witl1 the image you were on stage."

Yet there were times wben tb..is' star' persona was somewhat 
compromised. With a self-deprecating sense of humour, Leigh 
recounts the following story: 

One time I fell off the stage right flat on my face. No [I didn't 

hurt myselfJ but it wa so funny though. Opening a brand new club 

in Brampton !Ontario] - a real nice club - and they'd just put the 

stage up. My boys took one look at it - 'Hmmmm ... that's great!

Dianne's going to fall off the stage tonight.' I did - right the very 
first number. And here I am singing this love song, my evening 
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gown on, lights, action, and I'm singing that song, "Feelings, 

nothing more than feelings." I took one step forward and - ham 

- right off the stage - dress over the head - oh, a real lady. My
boys ... started to laugh. They were all crying up on the stage.

With all the funny things that happened, at times Leigh felt 

like the comedienne Carol Burnett. 

Life as a Country Music Singer 

Being a pe1former on Carl Smith's Country Music Hall was 
an exciting time for Leigh. When asked what it was like to be 

around so many popular entertainers, she responds: 
Well, they're all nuts. It's a different world. I couldn't - for 

a long time - ... communicate with ordinary people. They just 
had nothing in common with me. Everything was inside - jokes. 
Many times I'd come home and try to tell my husband something 
hilarious ... . He'd look at me - it wasn't funny. So you stopped -

you just didn't say anything anymore. You could only talk to the 
people who knew and understood. So like my world was basically 
with entertainers .... 

When touring with a show, Leigh found childcare and 

homecare challenging. She states, "Juggling around when I had 
to go on the road and things - that was hard. But my husband was 
really good. He would stay with the kids all the time night after 

night when I went out." Girlfriends, neighbours, her mother-in
law, and her own mother also helped. But it was difficult: 

There were nights when I don't know how I made it either 
'cause then you work till one in the morning and by the time you 

get home, it's two. And then you've got to get up for two kids in 

the morning - you don't get any rest so you're really exhausted. 
... I used to come home and cry. I was so tired. 

For years Leigh sang in smoky barrooms and kept late 
hours. When asked if her personal health had been affected by 
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being a country music singer, she replies, "The whole night life

scene is detrimental to your health." In fact, there came a time

when she decided she had to leave because "I knew it was either

going to do something to my health or kill me." For example,

she explains, it didn't matter if you were ill. The club owners

paid you to sing and that was what you were expected to do.

"You get up there - if you're dying, you've got to get up there

and sing." When asked the attitude of the club owners towards

her, Leigh confirms, "Oh, they were always very, very nice to

me - very nice. But they expected their money's worth. They're

paying - you get up there and sing." Leigh describes one time

having an abscessed tooth and her whole face was swollen: "I

mean - this is not funny. Not only do you look like a clown,

you're in pain!" Regardless, she had to get up on the stage and

sing. They didn't care what she looked like as long as she could

still sing! 

Leaving the Business 

Leigh decided to leave the business at the age of 35 and 

"retired from the limelight" in 1977 (Jackson). She felt she had 

been around for a long time and: "[IJ didn't want to be running all 

over anymore. It was a hard life. My kids suffered when they were 

little - I mean - I was never with them. And as you got older, you 

just kind of looked at it and thought, "Well, okay, it's time to -

okay - move on. Let the young ones come." 

Leigh quit and moved to Peterborough, Ontario. From then 

on she sang occasionally in shows such as the Country Music 

Reunion. For example, in the late 1980s, she recalls doing a 

"fantastic show" in Kitchener, Ontario with another Canadian 

female country music pioneer, around the same age - the talented 

Myrna Lorrie (see Daniel). 
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My Dearest Friend 

When Dianne went to the El Mocambo that first night, she 

met a patron of the club who was to become "my dearest friend." 

Night after night, the man would be at the club. Leigh says, "He 

felt sorry for me because I was so scared." A French chef by trade, 

they soon became good friends and he would drive her to and 

from the club to make sure she got home safely. "Then little by 

little, he started taking over with my bookings and different things 

to help me out until, finally, he became my manager and, well -

gee - he lived with my parents - he moved in with them. He's my 

daughter's godfather." 

After Leigh left singing, she and the French chef opened a 

restaurant in Peterborough which they ran together until his death. 

The Patsy Cline Connection 

American singer Patsy Cline has been described as "the most 

popular female country singer in recording history" and since her 

early death, at the age of 30, in a tragic plane crash on March 

5, 1963, she has become an icon (Jones). Leigh describes her 

relationship with the star whom she admired for both her singing 

and her personality: 

When [ClineJ came in, we used to back her- like the different 

groups - and I'd be in there and I'd back her up. She used to 

always ask me to sing her stuff, you know [laughs!, and she'd be 

on the show - "Are you crazy?" She was a real whipper, that one. 

But she was a great person. She had a lot of life and she was as 

foxy a lady as you ever want to meet. She could just ... call a spade 

a spade . ... she'd go on there and you wouldn't know she's had 

a drink - be cold sober - Day One,fantastic show. It would just 

make you cry .... 

Dianne recalls one event at the Palace Pier in Toronto. 

The promoters had brought Cline in, along with some other 
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entertainers, and there were thousands in the audience. But there
was a problem: 

rcJine_l walked out on the stage and she says, "I'm sorry, I'm 

not singing." She says, "These people have not paid us for any of 
the shows," and she said, "I will not get out here tonight. I'm very, 

very sorry but we're leaving and we're going back to Nashville." 

Everybody's just sitting there. And she did. She took off and left. 

She wasn't about to be taken one more time. 

Leigh remembers just how much fun it was to be with Patsy. 

One time, Cline was staying at the Royal York Hotel in Toronto 

when Dianne received a phone call: 

"Dianne, get down here quick. You got to see what I bought. 

Charlie's going to kill me!" Okay - so I went down. "What'd you 

buy, Patsy?" She brings out this great big gorgeous full length 

mink coat. She said, "Wait till Charlie gets a load of this!" She 

was too much! Oh, brother, she didn't care. 

Yet with all the adulation that came with being famous, there 
' 

was also a negative side which Leigh once observed firsthand: 

After one of the shows we did, we ended up at this guy's 

house partying. And everybody was scared of her - I mean - all 

the people that were there, they thought, "megastar" - you know. 

They were afraid to talk to her. And I can always remember her 

saying, "What's wrong with me? Nobody wants me to dance and 

they won't talk to me," and she was feeling kind of lonely because 

people were so in awe of her. 

Leigh also came to know Pearl and Carl Butler, the popular 

American country duo, very well through their performances 

together at the Horseshoe Tavern as well as on television shows. 

Their first charted duet, "Don't Let Me Cross Over," was #1 on the 

country charts for eleven weeks in 1962 and 1963 (Trott) . Leigh 

explains that Pearl was Patsy's friend and knew how much Dianne 

thought of the star, "So when Patsy got killed [in a plane crash 
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in 1963], she gave me Patsy's outfit that her mother had made 

for her and brought it all the way from Nashville for me." Later, 

when Gary Buck decided to initiate the Canadian Country Music 

Hall of Fame, Leigh generously donated the iconic dress to the 

museum: "I swore I'd never ever get rid of that thing. But what 

good is it sitting in my cupboard? It should be there for someone 

else to see." When visiting the Canadian Country Music Hall of 

Fame located in Swift Current, Saskatchewan in 1992, the author 

was thrilled to witness Leigh's extraordinary donation on display. 

In 1999, Greg Williams of the Calgary Herald wrote about 

the opening of a new Canadian Country Music Hall of Fame in a 

permanent log building on the Calgary Exhibition and Stampede 

Grounds. In the article, President Gary Buck describes its many 

displays of memorabilia and artifacts from country music artists, 

highlighting, in particular, "a Patsy Cline stage dress, donated by 

Canadian singer Diane Leigh." 

Being Canadian 

The difficulty for Canadian artists trying to get their records 

played on the radio during the time period in which Leigh started 

in the music business is placed within an historical context by 

Richard Green who writes: 
It is now hard to believe, with the success of Shania Twain 

'

Sarah McLachlan, Gordon Lightfoot, ... and countless other artists,
that there was a time when English-Canadian popular music
was rarely heard on the radio or promoted by Canadian record
companies. Yet in the 1960s, ... Canadian recording artists were
forced to turn toward the United States to establish their careers.

In fact, before 1970, some felt there was no need for a Canadian
music industry since the stars and hit songs were already being
developed by American record labels and radio which "shipped
them to Canada like so many Florida oranges" (Wheeler).
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Although many in the music and broadcasting industries
agreed with this opinion, there was one person who did not.
Born in Toronto in 1929, Walt Grealis was the main catalyst
in the evolution of the Canadian recording industry "from the 
indifference of the 1960s" to the "multi-million dollar industry with 
recognizable stars" that it has become today. Grealis started in the 

music business in 1960 with Apex Records, the Ontario distributor 

for the early Canadian record company Compo, and later worked 

for London Records. In February 1964, he left London to establish 
the weekly trade magazine RPM ("Records, Promotion, Music"). 
RPM documented the Canadian music scene for 36 years from 
February 24, 1964 to November 13, 2000 (Green). 

During her career, Leigh acknowledges the difficulty in 
being Canadian when she states, "It took a long time for them 

to recognize the Canadian entertainer. It's always American they 

wanted. Even the clubs brought all American acts in." Although 

usually paid more, sometimes "They bombed so bad they used to 

phone me to come in. I don't know how many times Jack Starr 

[at the Horseshoe Tavern-I said, 'Dianne, get in here, quick!' He's 

paying them all this money and they're just terrible." But today she 

knows it's different and reflects quietly, "I wish I was young today 

and starting today. I would give anything to start now. Really, I 

think I'd be all right. But it's too late now." 

Leigh recalls trying to get her records played in Canada. 

When she first recorded with Capitol, they took one of her songs to 

a Toronto radio station called CHUM. The song was described as 

more "beach blanket" than country and they had great expectations

that it would be a crossover. But CHUM, she says, "refused to play 

Canadian garbage . They put it on once and threw it in the garbage. 

And that was it." Even though her recording session had included 

some of the most talented Nashville musicians of that era, "I was 

a Canadian so that [she sighs] basically was the gist of it." Leigh
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asserts, "Back then they should have been playing us !Canadians I 

more" but it wasn't until Anne Murray came along "and knocked 

the socks off everybody that the Canadians really started to push 

and listen. She opened the doors, too, for a lot. I mean, they played 

our records but nothing-you know -they didn't push it like they 

pushed her." 

The "pushing" of Canadian artists like Murray may have been 

in large part due to the implementation of new regulations for the

music industry in Canada in the early seventies. Rowland Lorimer 

and Jean McNulty state in Mass Communication in Canada: 

The most important government action taken in Canada

to support the domestic recording industry and Canadian 

musicians was the CRTC's !_Canadian Radio-television and 

Telecommunications Commission's I 1971 establishment of 

Canadian content quotas for radio stations. (198) 

The CRTC required AM and FM radio stations specializing 

in popular music "to play at least 30 per cent Canadian selections" 

(45) or 30% Canadian Content (Cancon). Leigh believes this

ruling had a positive effect on Canadian music and states, "I think

[Cancon's l good because we've got just as much talent here .... if 

it hadn't have been for that we probably still wouldn't be getting 

the airplay!" 

When asked if Leigh felt women in Canada receive sufficient 

media attention, she replies : 

No, there's not that many female singers in Canada that are

getting airplay ... .  Where are they? I mean -you can go to any place 

and hear girls singing. But they're all in bars -no recognition, no 

airplay, no nothing. Maybe the recording companies aren't hiring 

them -I don't know. Mostly male. 

Leigh observes country radio only plays "a handful of girls

in Canada." Most of the females she hears are American. "I don't 

know where the hell the girls are from Canada." Of course, since
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this interview took place in 1993, several Canadian female country 
music singers have received more recognition such as Michelle
Wright, Terri Clark, Carolyn Dawn Johnson, and Shania Twain. 

Awards 

In a December 7, 1964 issue of RPM Weekly, there appeared 
a 4-inch by 9-inch ballot. Subscribers to the publication were 
asked "to help RPM pick our year-end notable Canadian artists 
and industry figures" by voting for the artists of their choice. The 
poll would be called the RPM Gold Leaf Awards and the results 

would be published later in the month. From then on, the RPM 

Gold Leaf Awards became an annual feature of the magazine 
(" J unos' ... "). The first female country singer to win the award 

was Pat Hervey in 1964. Diane Leigh won the Gold Leaf Award 

five times from 1965 to 1969 inclusive (Billboard 48). During an

interview with the singer in January 1993, the author was shown 

the five metronome-shaped awards. 

The first public presentations of the RPM Gold Leaf Awards 

were in recognition of the December 1969 poll results but the actual 

event did not take place until February 1970 at the St. Lawrence 

Hall in Toronto. During the show, George Offer, president of 

Apex Records, presented Diane Leigh with the top female country 

singer award as her current hit "I'm a One Man Woman" was 

being played (Junos' ... ). The RPM Gold Leaf Award later became 

known as the Juno Award, sometimes described as the Canadian 

equivalent to the Grammy. At  its first television broadcast on 

CBC, March 24, 1975, Diane Leigh was among the performers 

including Terry and Susan Jacks, Anne Murray, and Andy Kim 

(Krewan 11). 

In 2015, at 74 years of age, Dianne Leigh received Canadian 

country music's highest honour when she was inducted into the 

Canadian Country Music Hall of Fame and acknowledged by the 
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rnusic industry for her contribution as "one of the first Canadian 

country female artists to achieve national recognition with awards 

and television exposure" (Clifford). Leigh is the 13th individual 

female country artist to receive the award since they began in 1984 
(Canadian ... ).

Reflections 

The Canadian country star says she is always amazed that 

she had the singing career she did and asks modestly, "Why me? 

There 're millions out there who sing better than I do. To me, I was 

just an ordinary old singer, nothing great, nothing special." She 

started out earning next-to-nothing a night but eventually made a 

good living: "Back in those days, it was good money for a female 

to make. I don't even know today if they're making the kind of 

money I made then." 

Leigh enjoyed her time as a country music pe1former: 

I loved it when I did it.. .it was fun. I had experiences that 

you could never ever have - saw things - went places - travelled -

the west - all through the east coast, Germany, Vegas, Wheeling, 

West Virginia, Nashville . ... all the old timers, I worked with all 

of them - I guess. Tex Ritter, Waylon Jennings ... , Faron Young, 

Jimmy Dean, all those guys from back in my days. Nice - oh, 

really nice guys. A nd George Hamilton IV was a sweetheart. I 

loved George. He loved Canada. Tammy Wynette - I met her. I've 

met Loretta Lynn . ... Patsy was nuts. Dolly Parton is really nice. 

... Dotty West. .. she was just the nicest person. 

Looking back on all the television shows, club performances, 

tours, and recording sessions, Leigh reflects, "It's been a good life, 

really." 

Conclusion 

Dianne Leigh was among a few early Canadian country music 

females to achieve success at a national level. Larry Delaney's 
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"Canadian Country Ladies ... Charting History in the Early Years" 

shows that with her #1 song "Shadows of Your Heart" on Capitol 

in I 966, Leigh became only the sixth individual woman to make 

the list, following pioneers Betty Cody, Myrna Lorrie, Lucille 
Starr, Debbie Lori Kay, and Sandy Selsie (8). In a May 30, 1994 

issue of RPM entitled "Canada's Top Country Artists" from 1964 

to 1994, based on the success of #1 songs, Dianne Leigh is listed 
as #9 out of 57 artists. 

A February 1999 article in Country Music News states: 

"Diane Leigh, as a recording artist and TV singing star, helped 

open the doors for Canadian country female artists that have 

followed her path ... and the lady rightly deserves a prime spot in 

Canadian country music history and its Halls of Honour/Fame" 

(14). In 2015, the talented Dianne Leigh received that long

overdue acknowledgment when she became the newest inductee 

into the Canadian Country Music Hall of Fame. 
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Endnotes 

1. Unless otherwise indicated, the information found in this

article is obtained from a personal interview with Dianne

Leigh by the author on January 7, 1993.

2. In 1948, Vic Siebert started a musical group called Sons of the

Saddle in Calgary, Alberta with brothers Gene and Lennie, John

Allen, and Roy Warhurst. They moved to Winnipeg in 1956

and hosted a weekly TV show called Saddle Songs in addition

to a radio show. By 1960, they were in Toronto and toured

with the cast of Country Hoedown on the CBC (Jackson). Sons

of the Saddle on Canatal Records lists Lucky Ambeault in place

of Roy Warhurst (Russwurm ... ).

3. Dianne Leigh is also known as Diane Leigh, Diana Leigh, or

Diana Leah. Throughout this article, the spelling changes

depending on the reference used.

4. Art Snider was a piano player, music school owner, artist

manager, producer, record company owne1� record studio

owner, and musical conductor for CBC television's Country

Hoedown (1956-1965) and The Tommy Hunter Show (until

1970). Snider helped launch the careers of countless Canadian

artists, one of the best-known being Gordon Lightfoot whose

recording debut as a member of the Two Tones on the album

Live at the Village Corner was produced by Snider in 1962. Art

Snider was inducted into the Canadian Country Music Hall of

Fame as a Builder in 2002 (Canadian ... ).
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Appendix A* 

RPM Charts 

Peak Position of Singles by Dianne Leigh 

(Diane Leigh** or Diana Leight) 

Single Label Peak Date 
Position 

Biggest Hurt of All** Quality 4 Nov. 30, 1964 

Won't Be a Lonely Capitol 16 Aug. 31, 1965 

Summer** 

Shadows of Your Heait** Capitol l Jan. 3, 1966 

Shadows of Your Heart** Capitol l Oct. 1, 1966 

Man and Woman** Capitol 6 Jan. 3, 1966 

Why Can't He Be You** Capitol 3 Jan.21, 1967 

Mr. Jukebox** Capitol 1 Sept. 9, 1967 

The Sound That Makes Me Capitol ] Sept. 23, 1967 

Blue** Capitol 1 Sept. 30, 1967 

The Sound That Makes Me 

Blue** 

The Wife You Save May Be Chart 13 Nov. 25, 1968 

Your Own** 

Keep the Home Fires Chart 3 Mar. 3 1 , 1969 

Burning 

I'm Gonna Let George Do It Chart 13 Nov. 10, 1969 

I'm a One Man Woman Chart 23 Jan. 24, 1970 

I'm Your Puppet Chart 32 Aug. 29, 1970 

Devil to Angel** Quality 25 Apr. 29, 1972 

Sing Happy Quality l July J, 1972

Long Lonely Road** Quality 18 Sept. 2, I 972

Blind Jonathon/ Make It Marathon 12 Aug. 25, 1973 

Over the Hillt 

His Kind of Woman"!' Marathon 17 June 29, 1974 

*RPM. "Database."
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Appendix B* 

Albums 

Album/Label/Year Songs 
Shadows of four Yours; Woman and Man; Let Love Do
Heart the Talking; You'll Be Falling in Love
Capitol rcANI Someday; Day After Lonely Day; Little Boy

T-6185
Lost; Why Can't He be You; Two Shades of
Blue; My Someone is You; Come On In Mr.

1966 Heartache; Shadows of Your Heart; Wal kin'
with Me 

Diane Country Queen The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down; I'll
Birchmount ICAN] Count Every Hour; Stupid Cupid; You're 

BM-627 Not There; Long Lonely Road; On My Own; 

1972 Sing Happy; Tennessee Waltz; Devil to 

Angel; Heaven is Here; Where He Leads; 
Show Me the Way to Go Home 

Christmas at Home Christmas in the City; White Christmas; 
Marathon I CAN I TX- Here Comes Santa Claus; Silent Night; Oh 

1002 Little Town of Bethlehem; Oh Holy Night; 

1973 The Sound of Angels; Frosty the Snowman; 
Winter Wonderland; Santa Claus is Coming 
to Town; Silver Bells; Jingle Bell Rock ... 

T1110 Shades of Blue Much More Time; Memories for a Dime·'
Marathon ICANI Canadian Pacific; Two Shades of Blue; Cape
MMS-76006 Breton Colors; Sing Me a Song About Jesus;

1973 
Take Me Home; Blind Jonathon; His Kind
of Woman; Wishing It was You; Where You
were Last Night; Make It Over the Hill 

God's People are One God's People are One; Just a Closer Walk with
Marathon I CAN I Thee; LetYoulsicl Light Shine Lord; Why Me 

MMS-76038 Lord?; Get Together; Less of Me; Everything 

1974 is Beautiful; If God Called Long Distance; Try 
a Little Kindness; It is No Secret; Trouble in 
My Soul; We Thank Thee (reissued in 1985 

on Melrose Music MCD 15490 /with one song 

'
added I and in 1988 on Oak C-128) 

P1aguef,ank s Country Music D1scograplues
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Brad Paisley: 

Traditionalist Challenger to 

"Real Country" 

Anthony J Kosar 

Country music has always faced the dilemma of maintaining 

commercial appeal while preserving a distinctive "otherness" that 

separates it from mainstream popular music, and debate over what 

constitutes "real country" has raged for decades. In a 2013 CMT 

News article, "What Is and Isn't 'Real' Country Music," Edward 

Morris observes: "Country music is replete with complaints about 

how bad it is now and how good it was then. The problem is 

that 'now' keeps inching forward and turning into 'then."' In the 

introduction to the 2010 edition of Country Music, U S. A., Bill 

C. Malone admits, "I've let myself grow out of touch with what is

now called 'country music.' Except for a few people such as Alan

Jackson, Brad Paisley, and Patty Loveless, I like little of what I

see and hear on the mainstream Nashville scene." While "real

country" music seems to be constantly changing, we continue

to label artists "traditionalists." Both critics and scholars refer

to Brad Paisley as a traditionalist; I would like to examine some

of his recent music to explore how this very popular mainstream

artist challenges "real country" and remains a "traditionalist."

American Saturday Night (2009) appears to be the first 

indication that Paisley might be, in the words of critic Angus Batey, 

"a different kind of cowboy." While Batey's description in The 

Guardian is based on Paisley's outspoken pride in the election of 

President Obama and his interest in "cracking the British charts," 

American Saturday Night differs from his previous six CDs-it 
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is the first to contain only songs written or co-written by Paisley, 

it is the first to replace the traditional hymn or gospel song found 

on his CDs with a religious-themed original song, it contains two 

songs that fall outside traditional country themes, and it might
be considered his first concept CD. Judy Rosen quotes Paisley in 
a 2011 New York Times article about his next CD: "American
Saturday Night was sort of my 'The Times They Are A-Changin' 
album. It was, you know, telling the choir to think outside the box. 
But it didn't feel right to do that again. We're not asking people 
to go places where it's not comfortable. 'Cause at some point, the 
choir's gonna go to another church." 

Two of the songs on American Saturday Night, the title track 

and "Welcome to the Future," might be the uncomfortable places 

Paisley mentions. "American Saturday Night" is an up-tempo 

song about the international elements one finds in the United 

States. In the words of BBC critic Andrew Mueller: "The title

track of American Saturday Night shapes as a standard-issue 

goodtime anthem, but it also freights a delicious undermining of 

the bellicose patriotism that often blights mainstream country, as 

the lyric turns the ingredients of the traditional American gathering 

(pizza, margaritas, imported beer), into a celebratory defense of 

immigration: 'Everywhere has somewhere they're known for/And 

usually it washes up on our shore."' But the last two lines of the 

bridge before the final chorus-"Little Italy, Chinatown, sittin' 

there side by side/Live from New York, It's Saturday Night"

seem to indicate that the song is celebrating the cultural diversity 

of New York City. Both the topic and its geographic placement 

are themes foreign to country music. 

h F 
" 

The controversy is political in "Welcome to t e uture. 

Critic Dave Heaton writes: "Is 'Welcome to the Future' the first 

song out of the Nashville machine to express awe at the election 

of the first African-American president? It's the first to make an 
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impression, and without even mentioning Obama or the election." 

In verse 1 the narrator claims his childhood would have been 

better with the technology of his present time. The focus of the 

second verse initially seems to remain on technology-letters that 

took a significant time to travel from the Philippines to the United 

States during the early 1940s have been replaced by instantaneous 

and visual communication in the narrator's present; however, 

the claim that the world has changed could relate either to the 

technological advancement of a video chat or the possibility of 

someone in the United States communicating with someone in 

Japan. Technology is completely abandoned in the third verse, and 

the lyrics clearly focus on improvements in racial relationships 

in the United States. Before a performance at the White House 

on July 21, 2009, Paisley confirmed that his reaction to the 2008 

presidential election results was the driving force in the song's 

creation in his comments addressed directly to President Obama 

before his pe1formance: 

Very few things have moved me like the way that I 

was moved on November 4th. I was in Times Square-I 

had gone up there to tape some T.V.; I had a record come 

out that day. I am sure you were busy. I was up there to 

do some T.V.-second best place to be, I think, besides 

Grant Park. It was unbelievable to see from my vantage 

point as I stood there and watched the world turn on a 

dime in the way that it seemed to.And it got me thinking 

as I was preparing this new album and wanted to sing 

about some of these emotions that I had felt. 

Paisley may have taken some chances with American 

Saturday Night, but the CD sold well and produced three No. 

I hits-"Then," "Water," and "Anything Like Me." Even 

"American Saturday Night" and "Welcome to the Future" enjoyed 
success on mainstream country radio, but without reaching No. 
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1. In an interview with Stephen L. Betts, Paisley states: "I'm not

so worried about making the songwriters in town sit and take

notice as I am wanting people to feel like I really meant what
I said on this record." Critics acknowledge Paisley's sincerity. 
Dave Heaton describes the performances as "heartfelt," and Joe 
Heim: "his delivery is honest and true, free of mawkishness, full 
of feeling and fine-tuned to its emotional core." 

On his 2011 CD, This is Country Music, Paisley returns to 
traditional country themes and sounds, features numerous fellow 
country music stars, and pays musical tribute to the country 
artists who have influenced him. In his Slant Magazine review 

'

Jonathan Keefe states: "Normally, the reigning CMA Entertainer 

of the Year wouldn't need to shout his allegiances to traditional 
country-music standards and values as loudly as he does here, 
but Paisley rocked a few boats among his core fanbase with the 

more progressive politics of his last album, American Saturday 

Night. This Is Country Music is something of a course

correction, an appeal to the country genre's formal conservatism 

and a record that, in its best moments, showcases the depth and 

insight that country music can offer." This CD includes the 

title track- another genre-defining song, a traditional gospel 

song- "Life's Railway to Heaven," recorded with Marty Stuart, 

Sheryl Crow, and bluegrass legend Carl Jackson, duets with 

Carrie Underwood and Blake Shelton, and a song that praises 

the music of Alabama and includes the group on that track. 

Paisley contends that this CD is experimental when he states: 

"I'm trying to do something brand-new, utilizing the influences 

who made me who I am as a country artist. Some of them, 

surprisingly, are not necessarily right within country music." 

Most critics, however, tend to share Nick Barraclough's view: 

"there's nothing on this album that isn't fully representative of 

today's country music." 
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Brad Paisley released his ninth studio CD, Wheelhouse, in 

2103; critic Jason Shadrick describes it as "Paisley's most pop

sounding album to date." The CD begins with the outro from 

the 1919 recording of "How Ya Gonna Keep 'Em Down On 

The Farm (After They've Seen Paree)," suggesting a departure 

from traditional country themes and serving as an introduction 

to "Southern Comfort Zone." While "American Saturday 

Night" celebrates the cultural diversity found in the United 

States, "Southern Comfort Zone" emphasizes the importance of 

traveling to foreign places, and several tracks on this CD contain 

global influences rarely found in country music. Wheelhouse, 

like American Saturday Night, replaces the traditional hymn or 

gospel song usually included on his CDs with a religious-themed 

original song. Andrew Leahey quotes Paisley's comments about 

Wheelhouse in Rolling Stone: "I pushed that envelope about as far 

as I could push it, and I broke the edges out of it-in a good way 

and a bad way." 

The global references are evident throughout the CD. After 

an introduction featuring sound clips from events closely related 

to country music and a first verse describing how other parts of 

the world are not like the South, the second verse of "Southern 

Comfort Zone" contains specific references to foreign places

"the streets of Rome," "the Eiffel Tower lit up on a Paris night," 

and "the Northern Lights," as well as the narrator describing "what 

it's like to talk and have nobody understand" and being "the only 

one like me." The second chorus emphasizes the song's meaning 

by changing the line from the first chorus "and I've been away 

way too long" to "I can see the ways that I've grown." Liv Carter 

in Urban Country News, observes additional global influences: "I 

am not entirely sold on the production. It's the most 'pop' Paisley 

has ever sounded . . .  but the more open, international sound fits 

the song as it carries within it the very same message as the lyrics." 
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"Onryo" and "Karate" contain more explicit global references.
The title of the first song, written in Japanese characters, can be
translated as "ghost girl." When written in English, the title appears
as Onryo, which in Japanese folklore is the most dreaded type
of ghost-one that seeks vengeance on everyone it encounters. 
The two meanings-a girl seeking revenge-directly relate to 
the narrative of the next song in which an abused wife masters 
karate in order to protect herself from her abusive husband. 

"Onryo" contains virtuosic instrumental improvisation in an E 

minor pentatonic tonality, with background hand clapping and 

female voices on neutral syllables. The global influences are both 

thematic-the title and its relationship to the next track-and 

musical-the use of the pentatonic scale to portray Japan. The 

narrative in the up-tempo "Karate," ends with the wife defending 

herself against her husband in a fight that is described in spoken 

lyrics by Charlie Daniels. The global influences in this song are 

textual and may seem minor-the wife studies Japanese karate 

while her husband drinks Jose Cuervo and Tecate. The wordless 

female voices from "Onryo" return on the final line of the chorus, 

"She's gonna get that belt to match her eye," and then continue 

with neutral syllables similar to the previous track. Taken as a 

pair, the Japanese references in these two tracks are obvious. 

The next two tracks form another globally influenced pair. In 

"Death of a Married Man" the narrator dies of a heart attack while 

playing charades. The string opening during the first 15" of the 

track and the singing of English comedian Eric Idle (from Monty 

Python) are timbres rarely found in country songs. The next track, 

"Harvey Bodine," relates the story of how "Harvey Bodine died at 

11 :09 and he left behind a miserable wife." The story continues: 

"But at 11: 14 his heart came back on the screen thanks to that 

defib' machine he came back to life." Harvey Bodine must be the 

married man who died in the previous song; but if there is any 
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doubt, it is clarified in the third verse. As the verse begins, a tuba 

with a prominent bass line enters, and the final line of the verse 

sung by Paisley-"you're telling me I died"-is echoed by Eric 

Idle. The global influences are both thematic and musical-the 

English accents (and humor) and the unusual instrumentation 

occur in both tracks. 

The international references in "The Mona Lisa" are limited 

to the text. In this up-tempo love song, the narrator compares his 

relationship with the girl in the song to the frame holding the Mona 

Lisa and claims that Da Vinci's muse should have been that girl. 

The third verse mentions the Louvre in Paris (where the Mona Lisa 

is housed) and suggests a visit there. After the final chorus is sung 

and repeated, someone counts off in Italian-the only example I 

know of in the country repertoire-before the outro begins. 

The most controversial track on Wheelhouse is "Accidental 

Racist." This song, performed with rapper LL Cool J., explores 

racial relationships and racial reconciliation in the United States. 

Numerous writers have criticized Paisley's approach. Mychal 

Denzel Smith states in The Guardian: "In what is perhaps 

the worst musical attempt at racial reconciliation since Paul 

McCartney and Stevie Wonder teamed up for 'Ebony and Ivory,' 

country music star Brad Paisley and hip-hop legend LL Cool J 

have released a new duet aimed at healing the country's lingering 

racial divide. They meant well. Unfortunately, their earnestness is 

paired with a terribly shallow reading of American racism." Bob 

Paxman writes in Country Weekly: "No one wants to discourage 

this sort of subject matter, and country could definitely use more 

of it, but frankly, this has about as much sociological insight as a 

fortune cookie." 

Wheelhouse reached number 1 on the Billboard U.S. 

Country charts despite all of the non-traditional references, but 

it is Paisley's first CD without any No. 1 singles. While Gary 
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Graff, in the Oakland Press, claims: "Wheelhouse is as good a 
time as anything he's recorded," Ben Foster, in Country Universe
describes "Southern Comfort Zone" as "hardly country by any 
stretch of the imagination." A few fans seem to agree with such 
criticisms. When the music video for "Southern Comfort Zone" 

, 

with scenes of Brad Paisley in eight different countries, was 
premiered on Ustream in December 2012, fans from all over the 
world posted mainly positive comments; however, negative ones 
like this also appeared: 

"Don't forget your TRUE 'Roots' Brad---Sing and 
play real American country music without trying to be 
politically correct or trying to please the Urban Culture 
who really could care less about Rural People with their 
'God, guns, religion, and love for their Country and 
Real American Country Music' ----You forget where 
you came from and your real fans and you're toast!" 
Paisley's newest CD, Moonshine in the Trunk, released late 

last year, is another CD that reaffirms his traditionalism-most 
songs are based on country themes, including duets with Carrie 
Underwood and Emmylou Harris, and the final tracks include a 
patriotic song, a song about country music fans all over the United 
States, and a religious song-a cover of Tom T. Hall's 1972 "Me 
and Jesus." Andrew Leahey interviewed Paisley for Rolling Stone 
Country: "Wheelhouse was such a departure for me, and I felt 
like I didn't want to repeat myself. I didn't want to do anything 
that was the least bit predictable. This time, I said, 'Let's make a 
record that's everything l love about country music, in a modern 
sense with some new technology. We'll throw dub-step banjo 
on one song. We'll sample myself on one song.' The record is a 
largely positive take on life right now." 

Brad Paisley has established an interesting pattern with his 
last four CDs-alternating CDs that emphasize country tradition 
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(yet still have elements that expand that tradition) with CDs that

progressively challenge tl1e limits of country music more each time 
(yet till containing element, that r affirm bis traditionalism a 
pattern that makes me anxious to see what comes next. Two critics 
bave expressed interesting ideas regarding Paisley' traditionalism. 
Stephen Thomas Erlewine states: "Here s where Paisley's kills 
as a craftsman come iDto play. Always a traditionalist ... he builds 
a song with care but is keenly aware that he's living in 2011, not 
1965 ." Andrew Mueller writes: "Like all the most interesting 

country writers, Paisley regards the traditions of the genre as 
strictures to be challenged, rather than instructions to be followed. 
His takes on the familiar country subjects are therefore always 
at an intriguing angle to the predictable." For me, Brad Paisley 
combines tradition with challenges to "real country" to produce 
country music that remains relevant as "'now' keeps inching 

forward and turning into 'then."' 
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"Goodnight, Bill Walker!"

The Music Man and 

The Man In Black 

By Edward Morris 

In an industry too often blinded by stars, Bill Walker has 

succeeded in focusing the spotlight on the vital role of the music 

arranger and conductor. This job has enabled him to put his own 

distinctive mark on American popular music for the past 52 years. 

He is the man Johnny Cash, Eddy Arnold, the Statler Brothers, 

Chet Atkins, Ray Charles, Loretta Lynn, Tennessee Ernie Ford, 

Ann-Margaret and dozens of other show business luminaries 

relied on to make them sound brilliant on stage and record. In fact, 

he once came this () close to adding his musical luster to Luciano 

Pavarotti. 

As of January 2016, Walker was still at it, writing, arranging, 

conducting and performing music at venues from churches to 

trade shows, usually in league with his singing wife, Jeanine. 

His most durable legacy, though, will be the musical 

landscapes he enabled Johnny Cash to roam, not just for the two 

years Cash had his weekly TV series but for the dozens of Cash 

specials that followed as well. 

William Alfred Walker was born in Sydney, New South 

Wales, Australia on April 28, 1927. His grandfather was an 

Oxford-educated music critic who, instead of entering into the 

service of the church, as second sons routinely did back then, 

decided to leave England and chase his horizons in Australia. 

"I'll never forget the first time I stood on the stage at 

Carnegie Hall," says Walker, a sense of wonder still lingering 
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in his voice. "I grew up on a dairy farm. I used to have to milk 

20 cows each morning and each afternoon. Now here I was at 

Carnegie, working as Eddy Arnold's music director and pianist 

and conducting members of the New York Philharmonic 

Orchestra. To top it off, the place was filled with all these big 

names. How did I get here?" (1) 

Well, he started the journey by listening to his parents make 
music at home. His mother was a gifted singer, he says, and his 
father played the harmonica, enthusiastically if not always well. 
Thus, by the time Walker was five, he loved nothing more than 

picking out tunes on the family piano. For a while, it appeared 

he might have to take over the farm, but he cultivated a different 

dream. Working a variety of jobs, he scraped together enough 

tuition to enroll in Sydney University's Conservatorium of Music. 

"I played in night clubs and wrote arrangements for dance bands," 

he says, "whatever I could get to pay my way through." 

In 1957, soon after he earned his degree, RCA Records 

offered Walker a position at its office in Johannesburg, South 

Africa. Being young, hungry and adventurous, he took it. "Part of 

my work there," he explains, "was to put the RCA studio orchestra 

with visiting RCA artists from America. I did that for Jim Reeves, 

Floyd Cramer, Duane Eddy, John D. Loudermilk and a lot of 

others who came through." 

Another of Walker's tasks was to arrange, conduct and 

record cover versions of songs that had already become popular 

in America or looked as if they were about to. "If CBS, say, had 

a big hit, RCA in New York would send it to me. I would go into 

the studio and record it in maybe five or six different languages. 

Then I'd release it all through Europe-in Athens, Rome, Geneva, 

Barcelona, Holland, Belgium and France." 

By the time Walker went to work for RCA, Jim Reeves was 

already a star in South Africa. "I can't explain why," says the 
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amiable arranger. "He just was. African tribes used to play his 

records on these little wind-up phonographs in their kraals." After 

a remarkably successful tour in 1962, (2) Reeves returned to South 

Africa the next year to film the movie Kimberly Jim. Walker was 

hired to write the score, a connection that would soon transform 

his life. 

"When Jim came in one morning, New York had sent me 

a copy of Ned Miller's 'From A Jack To A King.' So I said to 

Jim, 'Why don't we go in and record this? I'll release it, and you 

can beat out the Ned Miller record. (3) What do you say?' He 

said, 'Let's go in and do it.' Well, we did beat the Miller record 

out. And I think within 10 days, Jim had a gold record in Europe, 

Africa and England." 

In 1963, NBC-TV proposed to Reeves that he host a variety 

show the following season to compete with the Jimmy Dean 

series then running on ABC-TV. Reeves accepted. There was one 

hitch, though, the network said. He would need to find a music 

director skillful enough to work with the show's producers and 

with guest artists who were accustomed to using formal musical 

arrangements rather than the on-the-spot charts Nashville 

musicians favored. Impressed by what he had seen, Reeves asked 

Walker to take the post. 

Walker arrived in New York just in time to learn that the 

private plane Reeves was piloting back to Nashville had crashed. 

"When I got to Nashville," says Walker, "the first thing I did was 

go to Jim's memorial service." Although RCA assured Walker it 

would welcome him back to South Africa, he decided to stay on in 

the U.S. and apply for citizenship. 

In spite of his alien accent and formal way of approaching 

music, Walker says Nashville accepted him instantly. "What 

happened, though, during my first six or seven months there, was 

that I had to 'job' around. I played for some of the worst bands 
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you ever heard. I played piano out at the country clubs-Hillwood 
and Belle Meade-wherever they needed a piano player. And 
I worked a lot down in Printers' Alley [then Nashville's rowdy
nightclub district]. I'll never forget the 'the Snake Woman.' That
was my first job in the Alley. There she was on the stage naked
except for the snakes-and I'm sitting there thinking,' What have 
I done?"' 

Walker was spared further encounters with serpents ( of the 

legless variety) when the mighty Eddy Arnold, one of RCA's 

loftiest talents, asked him to write arrangements for an album 

of "uptown country songs." One of those songs was "Make The 

World Go Away." The song had already been a No. 2 country hit 
for Ray Price and a No. 24 pop success for Timi Yuro, both in 
1963, before Arnold cut and released the weeper in 1965. Buoyed 
by Walker's ethereal arrangement, the song vaulted to No. 1 on 

the country charts, then went on to become a No. 6 pop hit and 

eventually was enshrined in the Grammy Hall of Fame. Suddenly, 

Walker was a very hot property on Music Row. (4) 

Propelled significantly by the popularity of "Make The 

World Go Away," Arnold toured steadily and became a regular 

guest on network television shows. "I went with him and did every 

television show on the West Coast and in New York," Walker 

recounts. "It got to where they would hire me to write arrangements 

for whatever show he was doing. Johnny Carson [of the Tonight 

Show] used to get Eddy to fill in for him the weeks he went away. 

His bandleader, Doc Severinsen, would sometimes go away, 

too, and I'd take over the orchestra. I got to know the producers 

and directors of all those television shows-the ones starring 

Danny Kaye, Glen Campbell, Andy Williams, Red Skelton, Dean 

Martin-all the big ones. I had a great four years with Eddy." 

It was on an Arnold show in Brockton, Massachusetts, that 

Walker met Jeanine Ogletree. Like Walker, she was a trained 
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musician, having already earned her degree from the University of 

Mississippi. Early on, she had attracted the attention of comedian 

Bob Hope during one of his tours of Mississippi. Thereafter, she 

often appeared on his shows, singing and feeding him straight 

Jines. 

Hope urged Ogletree to go to Los Angeles and audition for a 

spot in the popular vocal group, the Kids Next Door. She landed 

the job, and one of the Kids early gigs was opening for Arnold in 

Brockton. When the group left the stage, Walker made a point of 

stopping Ogletree to tell her how much he'd enjoyed the show. 

As it turns out, she had been watching him as well. During their 

conversation, she stressed how much she missed living in the South 

and asked him to keep an eye out for any appropriate opportunities 

in Nashville. Just such a one occurred in 1965 when Anita Kerr, 

of the world-famous Anita Kerr Singers, left the group to start a 

new phase of her career in California. Walker gave Ogletree a call, 

and she got the job. To telescope the action considerably, the two 

mutual admirers were married in 1971 and have worked closely 

together ever since. (5) 

Thanks to his association with Eddy Arnold, Walker earned 

a reputation among network television producers and directors 

even as he was establishing solid credentials with the top country 

stars. "The producers would hire me to do their shows because I 

understood country artists-and the country artists trusted me," he 

says. "In those days when they did network television, the country 

singers didn't bring their own bands. They had to sing with the 

house orchestra. They knew I wouldn't murder them by trying 

to make them sound like Frank Sinatra-that I would honor their 

country feel and country sound." 

Because of this sensitivity, a parade of big name artists was 

soon tapping into Walker's musical imagination. "We worked 
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three and four sessions a day back then-every day," he recalls. 

"Nashville really was Music City. Those were golden days for 

me." In more ways than one. Besides being a prominent figure 

in recording and television studios, Walker also found himself 

on the golf course alongside some very big names. Generally, 

he played in a foursome with Chet Atkins, pianist Floyd Cramer 

and comedian Archie Campbell. Occasionally, singing idol Perry 

Como would fly the four down to Florida in his private plane to 
play in one of his charity tournaments. 

"In 1968 or '69-I can't remember which," says Walker, 

"ABC-TV in Los Angeles called me and said they were going 

to do at least a three-year series with Johnny Cash. They asked if 

I would be music director for it. I said 'Let me think about it."' 

The reason Walker needed the mulling time was that Atkins was 

urging him to take over his A&R duties at RCA so he could play 

more guitar, travel and function as a full-time artist. 

"I came close to taking the job," Walker says. "But Chet had 

huge shoes to fill. The idea sort of intimidated me. So I decided to 

take the ABC offer." 

Up until then, Walker had never worked for Cash. But he 

had seen him in action, and it hadn't been pretty. At the time, he 

was still working as Arnold's arranger and orchestra leader. They 

were in New York in October 1965 to do a "Nashville Comes 

To Broadway" episode of The Steve Lawrence Show. It was 

Walker's first TV special and would also include performances by 

Cash, Minnie Pearl, Boots Randolph, the Jordanaires, the Statler 

Brothers and fiddlers Benny Martin, Shorty Lavender and Tommy 

Vaden. (6) 

Here is how Walker recalled his first encounter with Cash in 

the book I Still Miss Someone: Friends and Family Remember 

Johnny Cash: 
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Johnny Cash and the Tennessee Three were to 

begin the closing segment of that show and were to 

perform "I Walk The Line." This would lead into a 

medley of popular country songs by various country and 

Broadway artists. In the rehearsal, it went well. When 

we started the dress rehearsal, Johnny had gotten very, 

very high (that was during the time of his most severe 

substance abuse). Because I had never met him before, I 

had no idea what to expect from him. 

The show director counted down to the start of the 

segment. The Tennessee Three started the well-known 

vamp to "I Walk The Line." I was poised in front of 

the orchestra waiting for the segue into my orchestral 

arrangement. Johnny hummed the start of the song. 

Johnny hummed again. He hummed again, and then 

again, but he never did start the actual song. The director 

yelled into the headset system for me to get Johnny 

started, but my part of the segment did not begin until 

the end of Johnny's song, and I, of course, had no control 

over his humming performance. He was too 'out of it' to 

make in through the song and, unfortunately, had to be 

taken out of the segment completely. (7) 

Fortunately, Cash had reformed in the interim. So Walker's 

accepting the offer to be his musical director turned out to be an 

exceedingly wise choice. Working with Cash-the series ran for 

58 episodes from June 7, 1969 to March 31, 1971--gave Walker 

more fame than he could have ever imagined. To begin with, Cash 

attracted some of the most famous pe1formers in the world as 

his guest stars, people like Bob Dylan, Louis Armstrong, Linda 

Ronstadt, Eric Clapton and Ray Charles. Better still, Cash soon 

fell into the habit of closing his shows by shouting, "Good night, 

Bill Walker!" That was the best. "The camera would pan over and 
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there I'd be conducting the orchestra," Walker beams. "I suddenly 

became a celebrity-and it got me into all the golf tournaments." 

The Cash show was shot in Nashville at the ancient Ryman 
Auditorium with the Carter Family, Carl Perkins, the Statler 
Brothers and the Tennessee Three (Bob Wooten, W. S. Holland 
and Marshall Grant) serving as Cash's backup corps. Somehow the 

resourceful Walker was able to transcend the Ryman's primitive 

recording facilities. W hen Cash debuted Kris Kristofferson's 

"Sunday Morning Coming Down," Walker 's arrangement 

undergirded the live performance in all its spellbinding 

despondency. It was the actual recording for the TV show that 

Columbia Records released as a single in 1970, yielding Cash yet 

another No. 1 hit. 

Walker admits that network producers considered him "some 

kind of horror" for insisting on matching material precisely to the 

artist. "They thought one song was just like another-and it's not. 

A country song is a country song. You've got to understand the 

feeling. It's like me going out and trying to play bluegrass on a 

ukulele. I wasn't brought up on that." 

Even so, Walker had to defer occasionally to his boss and 

compromise his musical propriety. There was the time, for 

instance, when Ray Charles was booked as a guest. He instructed 

Walker to secure the residual members of the Anita Kerr singers 

to provide his vocal backup. Being familiar with the group's 

versatility, Charles concluded that "they can sound black." When 

Walker conveyed Charles' request, Cash nixed it on the spot, 

ruling that the Carter Family could do the backup job quite nicely. 

"I knew the Carter Family couldn't do it," Walker says, 

"because they couldn't sing anything but real hard country. 

They were excellent at it, but they just couldn't change." Walker 

continued to argue the case, but on this point Cash was adamant. 

In retreat, Walker asked if he could bring in Jeanine to add her 
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voice to the Carter sound. Cash agreed, and, in the end Charles 

conceded. 

After a two-year run, when it finally seemed Cash's show 

was secure, the network axe fell. More than 20 once-popular 

series were terminated, including Cash's and the venerable Ed

Sullivan Show. Walker attributes the media massacre to the 

Federal Communications Commission's push to open up prime 

time for more local programming. But most historians say it was 

a "rural purge," designed to shift the focus from sedate, family 

oriented subject matter to more urban and socially conscious fare. 

Whatever the cause, it meant that Walker was back to freelancing. 

Over the next 10 years, however, Cash would do several specials 

annually, and always with Walker at the musical helm. 

Walker says he used to have a complete collection of Cash 

show scripts but lost them when someone during the infant years 

of The Nashville Network borrowed but failed to return them. 

Cash also involved Walker in recording his albums after 

his weekly show ended. Occasionally the two had musical 

disagreements. Once Cash decided he wanted to do a Christmas 

album backed by a full orchestra instead of by his regular band. 

Walker suggested that even if the singer did use an orchestra, he 

should include his band to add that signature thumping bass line 

sound. But the Man in Black would have none of it. "So we did it 

his way," Walker sighs, "and it turned out to be a very good record." 

From 1971-73, Walker worked as an independent producer 

for Capitol Records, masterminding sessions for Roy Rogers, 

Billy Walker, Ferlin Husky and Wanda Jackson, among several 

others. 

It was during this period that he found himself strapped to a 

rocket called "The Happiest Girl In The W hole U. S. A." Donna 

Fargo's manager called Walker from California and reported that 

the chirpy young singer was attracting a lot of local attention with 
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her music. He asked if Walker would consider producing an album 
for her and help get her a record deal. Walker invited them to meet
with him at his home in Nashville. 

"Donna and I went downstairs," Walker remembers, "and we 
went through all the songs she'd written. I picked out 'Happiest 
Girl' and 'Funny Face' and whatever else it was that finally came 
out on her first two albums. We went back upstairs and I told her 
manager, 'Here's the songs I think we ought to do. He said, 'But 
you don't want to do 'Happiest Girl.' That's a novelty. I said, 'It's 
the best novelty I've heard in 20 years."' 

Walker was right on target. His contributions to the 
productions of "Happiest Girl" and "Funny Face" helped propel 
Fargo to two consecutive No. ls and thus launched her career. 

Throughout the '70s and '80s, Walker concentrated primarily 
on writing, arranging and conducting music for network and 
syndicated television. Among his credits are 15 years of the CMA 
Awards Show for CBS-TV, Perry Como And His Nashville Friends, 
Nashville Remembers Elvis On His Birthday, The Grand Ole Opry 
At 50, Lynn Anderson & Tina Turner In Nashville,Ann-Margaret's 
Rhinestone Cowgirl, Opryland In Russia, That Great American 
Gospel Sound (with Tennessee Ernie and Della Reese), Conway 
Twitty On The Mississippi, The Tenth Anniversary Of Ford's 
Theater, The Music City News Cover Awards Show (also for 15 
years), A Celebration Of Country Music At Ford's Theater (a two
hour special for President Jimmy Carter), Crystal [Gayle! In Sweden 
and George Burns In Nashville. (8) To date, he has arranged and 
conducted music for shows attended by three American presidents. 

Music Hall America, a syndicated series for which Walker 
served as music director, was another gem in his crown. Debuting 
in the mid-'70s, the variety show featured a stable of prominent 
rotating hosts, among them Arthur Godfrey, Steve Allen, Pat 
Boone and Tennessee Ernie Ford. 
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Walker also found time to guest-conduct some of America's 
major symphony orchestras, including those in Dallas, Atlanta, 

Nashville, Hartford, Phoenix, Tampa and Boston. He became 

friends with John Williams, the great movie-theme maestro, 
when that gentleman was still conducting the Boston Pops, He 

sometimes sat in with that group as a pianist. 
In the late '70s, Walker ran his own independent label, Con 

Brio Records, serving as its talent scout, arranger and producer. 

Under his leadership, Con Brio racked up a total of 35 Billboard

charted singles for such artists as Don King, Dale McBride and 

Terri Hollowell (who is now his daughter-in-law). 

Throughout the '80s and 90s, the then-flourishing Nashville 
Network , with its abundance of musical programming, kept 
Walker occupied. For seven years he served as music director of 
The Statler Brothers Show, TNN's highest-rated series during that 
period. (In a throwback to the Johnny Cash glory days, the Statlers 

put Walker on camera each week during the gospel segment that 
closed the show.) 

A master storyteller, Walker spouts the names of celebrities 
as nonchalantly as the rest of us might refer to the drones laboring 
in surrounding cubicles. He recalls having to "wing it" on the 
piano for George Burns when he played the Grand Ole Opry 

simply because the ancient raconteur couldn't decide in advance 
which song he was going to sing. Then there was the time Walked 

watched helplessly as the exacting Ann-Margaret elbowed Perry 
Como black and blue-during a TV special-because Como 
hadn't bothered to learn the songs as Walker had arranged them 
for him. 

As often as not, Walker is the butt of his own stories-like 
the one about the hit that got away. "We were doing a guitar album 

with Chet. We were going to do 12 songs, and we still had one to 
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go. These were all popular, middle-of-the-road type songs. So we
had to select something that would fit in just right. Chet called me
and said, 'Bill, I've just heard a record of a thing called 'Hey Jude,'
The Beatles have just released it. I'm going to send it over for you 
to listen to and tell me what you think.' So I got it and played it. I 

must have been in a bad mood. Or maybe I was writing and didn't 

really want to listen to it then. Anyway, I called him back and said, 

'Chet, this is the worst thing the Beatles have ever done.' So we 

didn't cut it. We cut something else. Two weeks later, 'Hey Jude' 

became a No. 1 record and stayed there for weeks and weeks. Chet 

never let me forget it. Sometimes, I'd walk into his office and he'd 

look up and say, 'Hey, Jude!' Of course, I could always remind 

him that he'd let Bobby Gentry's 'Ode To Billy Joe' go. He didn't 

think it was very good." 

Regrets? He's had a few. But none as disappointing as 

missing out on performing with Pavarotti, whose every vocal 

inflection Walker adores. Still, he came close. "I was booked to do 

a show at Disney World with Pavarotti and Mikhail Baryshnikov," 

he explains. "Baryshnikov was going to do Swan Lake with Big 

Bird of Sesame Street. Pavarotti dictated what was to be in the 

orchestra, and he OKed me as music director. He'd checked out 

to see what television specials I'd done. We went down there [to 

Florida] and worked everything out, and I came back to Nashville 

and started writing. But then NBC and Disney got into a big fight, 

and they cancelled everything. They sent me a check for the work 

I'd done, but what I really wanted was that credit." 

Now here's Page Two of the story: "A few months later, 

Jeanine and I went to Australia to see my dad. On our way back a 

couple of weeks later, we found ourselves waiting at the Sydney 

airport because of some kind of holdup with the plane. While we 

were waiting, I saw Pavarotti walk up to the ticket counter. I'm not 

usually a person who does this, but I went over to him. I said, 'Mr. 
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Pavarotti.' 'Yes,' he said. I said, 'My name's Bill Walker.' And 

he responded, 'Oh, you were supposed to work with me at Disney 

World.' I said, 'You actually remember my name?' He said, 'Of 

course I do. I was looking forward to it. It was going to be such 

great fun. They loused it up, didn't they?' I'm quoting his exact 

words. I said, 'Yes, sir. I just really wanted to work with you.' He 

said, 'Well, maybe we'll do it again some time. If we get that sort 

of opportunity, I'll ask for you.'" 

Even as he undertakes new projects and improves his golf 

game, Walker is putting his papers in order. Not for any morbid 

reason but just to make them available to students of country and 

pop music. He's already donated his 30 years of Johnny Cash

related arrangements to the Center for the Study of Popular 

Culture at the University of Mississippi, his wife's alma mater. 

And he's considering a request from the University of Southern 

Mississippi for his Tennessee Ernie arrangements to go into the 

school's Tennessee Ernie Ford Collection. 

"It's been a very nice sojourn in the music business," Walker 

reflects. That's like saying the Beatles wrote some "nice songs." 
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For the Sake of the Song: 

Townes Van Zandt 

and the Ballad Tradition 

Jim Clark, Barton College 

Critics have often commented upon the "literary" nature 

of Texas singer-songwriter Townes Van Zandt's songs, from 

the carefully crafted metrical formality of his ballads to the 

experimental, high-flown imagery and wordplay of his lyrics. John 

Kruth, in "Struck by Lightnin', Touched by Frost," the cleverly 

titled second chapter of his biography To Live's to Fly: The Ballad 
of the Late, Great Townes Van Zandt, explores many of Van 

Zandt's early literary and musical influences. Among the literary 

influences Kruth discusses are Shakespeare, Robert Frost, Emily 

Dickinson, Dylan Thomas, Robert Service, Tennessee Williams, 

and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Van Zandt apparently studied many 

of these under the guidance of one of his teachers ("Masters," as 

they were called) at Shattuck Academy, Frank Below, "a serious, 

serious old English teacher," as Van Zandt later described him. 

Marshall Froker, Van Zandt's friend and fellow classmate at 

Shattuck, recalls their class with Mr. Below: 

Mr. Below, whose first name was Frank, but everyone called 

him Buzzy but not to his face - was a white-haired Shakespearian 

scholar who had us read the classics and memorize soliloquies. 

We spent a lot of time studying Samuel Taylor Coleridge's "Rime 

of the Ancient Mariner" and "Kubla Khan." Later on when I first 

heard Townes' "Silver Ships of Andilar" it reminded me of old 

Buzzy. It sounded like our senior-year English class, but on acid. 

Indeed, "The Silver Ships of Andilar," from Van Zandt's 

1972 album The Late, Great Townes Van Zandt, is clearly in the 
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genre of the "literary ballad," and owes a great deal of its imagery,
tone, and setting to Coleridge's "Rime of the Ancient Mariner."
However, it is a later comment Kruth makes that set me on my 
path for this essay: "Influenced by old English folk ballads," 
Kruth observes, "many of Van Zandt's first lyrics possessed an 
underlying formality that few of his peers could match." Robert 
Earl Hardy, in his biography A Deeper Blue: The Life and 

Music of Townes Van Zandt, has less to say about Van Zandt's
literary influences, though he does mention Shakespeare, Robert 

Frost, Nikos Kazantzakis, Tennessee Williams, and "the modern 
poets that Townes had been reading since his school days." He 

also describes "Our Mother the Mountain" as "a beautiful, dark, 

minor-key ballad in the style that Townes had been cultivating 

of songs that seemed as though they could be Elizabethan folk 

ballads." For the remainder of this study, I will focus on three of 

Van Zandt's ballads (I use the term loosely here) - "Our Mother 

the Mountain," "The Hole," and "St. John the Gambler" - which 

seem definitely to be influenced by a sub genre of the English 

ballad tradition, that of the "Demon Lover." 

The "Demon Lover" motif ( or in some cases the more benign 

"fairy lover") is a fairly prevalent one in the ballad tradition. 

Sometimes, particularly with ballads featuring a female temptress, 

there is a definite supernatural element, and sometimes, more 

commonly in ballads featuring a male lover, the seducer is merely 

a mortal villain. In those ballads with a supernatural element, the 

character of the "demon lover" seems rooted in ancient notions 

of the incubus and the succubus - male and female demons, 

respectively, who come to humans during sleep to have sexual 

intercourse with them. Several of Van Zandt's songs feature such 

demon lovers, both male and female: "Our Mother the Mountain," 

"The Hole," and "St. John the Gambler," most notably. Van Zandt's 
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songs are influenced by the ballad tradition in other ways, as well,
such as featuring conversations between the protagonist and his or
her mother, and a question and answer structure; in some songs,
Van Zandt even occasionally adopts a stilted, archaic, "poetical"
style as in this line from "St. John the Gambler": "So mother, think
on me no more." Another device Van Zandt occasionally borrows
from the ballad tradition is the use of wordless vocalizations 

'

such as the "Too-Ra-Loo-Ra-Li-0" vocalization repeated in "Our
Mother the Mountain." 

In the 13th Century Scots ballad "Thomas the Rhymer"
(Child Ballad #37) the basic story is that Thomas either kissed or
slept with (depending on which of the many versions one follows)
the Queen of Elfland and is transported with her to Fairy Land. In
some versions, she turns into a hag immediately after sleeping with
him, and then ultimately turns back into a beautiful fairy queen.
Thomas stays for a while at a party at the fairy queen's castle and
then she returns him to the mortal world, whereupon he finds that
seven years have passed. He asks for something to remember her
by, and the fairy queen grants him the gift of prophecy. In the
19th Century, the British Romantic poet John Keats (to whom Van
Zandt is sometimes compared) famously employed the Demon
Lover or Fairy Lover motif in his ballad "La Belle Dame Sans
Merci" in which a "haggard and . . .  woe-begone" knight tells the
fabulous story of his encounter with a "full beautiful" lady - "a
fairy's child." The knight courts her, showering her with gifts, and
she sings for him, feeds him "roots of relish sweet,/ And honey
wild, and manna dew," and professes her love for him. She takes
him to "her elfin grot" where they apparently make love, and then
she lulls him to sleep, whereupon he dreams "Ah! woe betide!
I The latest dream I ever dream'd I On the cold hill's side." He
dreams of "pale kings and princes too,/ Pale warriors, death-pale
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were they all," who warn him that "La Belle Dame sans Merci 1
Hath thee in thrall!" These "pale kings and princes" appear to be
the living dead, whose "starved lips in the gloam, / With horrid 
warning gaped wide." The knight then wakes from this terrible 
dream, but it appears that he himself has fallen under the spell of 
the lady, since he remains "on the cold hill's side," and tells the 

unnamed listener "And this is why I sojourn here, / Alone and 

palely loitering." 

Townes Van Zandt's ballad "Our Mother the Mountain" 
' 

from his 1969 album of the same name, is clearly in the "Demon 

Lover" tradition, more so than the "Fairy Lover." In it, the speaker 

is visited by his lover one moonlit night, in a pleasant reverie: 

My lover comes to me with a rose on her bosom 

The moon's dancin' purple 

All through her black hair 

Her "ladies in waiting" accompany her, standing beneath the 

window. The black-haired lover then "silently slips from her throat 

a medallion" which she "slowly ... twirls" before the speaker's 

eyes. Thus hypnotized, and apparently under the dark-haired 

lover's spell, the speaker tell us, "I watch her, I love her, I long for 

to touch her." As mentioned earlier, Van Zandt here employs the 

archaic "for to" syntactical construction. The enchanted speaker 

forsakes his normal earthly pursuits, as he tells us "My dogs have 

gone hunting / Their howling is through." However, when he 

reaches for her hand, she metamorphoses into a horrible hag and 

flings a curse upon him: 

So I reach for her hand and her eyes turn to poison 

And her hair turns to splinters, 

And her flesh turns to brine 

She leaps 'cross the room, she stands in the window 

And screams that my first-born 

Will surely be blind 
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With that she flings herself out the window "to the black of 

the nightfall." The frightened speaker rushes down the stairs and 

out to the garden, but "No trace of my true love I Is there to be 

found." As with so many of these ballads, the speaker ends with 

a warnmg: 

So walk these hills lightly, and watch who you're lovin' 

By Our Mother the Mountain 

I swear that it's true 

Love not a woman with hair black as midnight 

And her dress made of satin 

All shimmering blue 

"The Hole," a later song (or perhaps "recitation" would be 

more accurate) from Van Zandt's 1995 album No Deeper Blue, 

features an even more sinister and frightening demon lover, a 

terrible subterranean hag from beginning to end: 

The old woman finally caught me 

Sneakin' 'round her cave 

Her hair looked just like barbed wire, boys 

And her smile just like the grave 

She asked me could I stay awhile 

I said I'd better go 

She slid her arm around my neck 

And sweetly whispered no 

What follows is a traditional sort of question-and-answer 

ballad, wherein the speaker brings up various people - friends, 

mother, father, a girlfriend, his little boy - as reasons why he 

should leave, but the hag has a chilling answer for each reason. For 

his mother, whom he says he "can't just leave ... there to mourn," 

the hag replies, "You don't have to think about her / Just forget 

you were ever born." When he fears "I'll disappoint my father/ 

You know he worked so hard for me," she cruelly advises, "If you 
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have to pay your father back/ Just send him some misery." For his 
girlfriend, whom he says he "can't just leave . . .  there to pine," the 
hag tortures him with notions of betrayal and faithlessness: "She's 
still got plenty of men to go I I'm sure she' 11 do just fine." Finally, 
and perhaps most chillingly, the hag replies to his question "What 
about my little boy?" with the stark prediction: "He's just like you 

/ Let a few short years roll by / He' 11 end up down here too." 

At this point the hag, presumably tired of all the questions 

and hesitation, makes her move: 

Then her pale green eyes began to glow 

She placed her hand on mine 

She smiled and said don't worry 

You'll get used to me in time 

"As her cold tongue flickers" toward him, the speaker 

desperately makes "a dive for the passageway / But the walls 

come crashing down." He falls "down to fhis] knees" and 

beseeches "the gods of men" but the only reply is silence. Then, in 

a moment very similar to the climax of Coleridge's "The Rime of 

the Ancient Mariner" when the Mariner finally finds beauty in the 

slimy sea creatures and blesses them, thus expiating his curse for 

killing the albatross, Van Zandt's speaker hears "A whisper deep 

within" telling him to "Embrace the god of love." "I lifted my face 

and through the tears/ I saw light fall from above," he says, and 

hurls himself into the wall, ripping and clawing his way "Through 

the stinkin', clingin' loam / Back to the light of day," where he 

feels "the wind again" and "The sky upon my face," as he hears 

"the earth sigh patiently / As it slid back into place." Luckier 

than Keats's knight, Van Zandt's speaker returns "back among 

the ones I love / I'm loved by them in turn," the memory of his 

hellish, subterranean nightmare recurring only occasionally: "And 

it's only on the darkest night / That green-eyed memory burns." 

"The Hole" ends with the speaker's warning to his listeners: 
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So walk my friends in the light of day 

Don't go sneakin' round no holes 

There just might be something down there 

Wants to gobble up your soul 

Knowing Van Zandt's tormented and often unhappy biography, 

it is easy to read "The Hole" as a metaphor for depression, insanity, 

and substance abuse. And with its claustrophobic, subterranean 

imagery, coupled with the demonic temptress, "The Hole" falls 

in line with one strand of psychoanalytic theory which posits that 

stories of incubi and succubi, who are often portrayed as sitting 

on their sleeping victims' chests, arise from relatively common 

episodes of "sleep paralysis," where a person awakens from REM 

sleep, in which paralysis is normally present (to keep us from being 

overly active and possibly harming ourselves while dreaming), 

and is for a time fully conscious but still completely paralyzed. It 

is also reported that vivid hallucinations often accompany sleep 

paralysis. The more contemporary manifestation of encounters 

with incubi and succubi appears to be stories of alien abduction, 

in which a person is typically abducted by aliens and transported 

to a space ship where, conscious but immobilized and powerless, 

he or she is subjected to frightening, inexplicable, and sometimes 

painful medical procedures, often of a sexual nature. 

Probably the best known example of a male Demon Lover 

is Child Ballad #243, "James Harris (The Daemon Lover)," 

the American version of which is usually called "The House 

Carpenter." It also goes by "The Gosport Tragedy," and is most 

likely the source of the bluegrass ballad "Pretty Polly." In it a man 

(usually the Devil in disguise) returns to a former lover after some 

years, during which time the lover believes him to be dead. She 

remarries, usually a carpenter, and has a baby. The demon lover, a 

sailor with a magnificent ship, persuades her to leave her husband 

and child by making her feel guilty: "I might have had a King's 
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daughter, / And she would have married me" he tells her, "But I
forsook her golden crown / All for the love of thee." She is also
impressed with his ship, with its "sails of the finest silk/ And the
mast of shining gold." They sail away (in some versions she is 

surprised to find that the ship has no crew) and she soon begins to 

regret her decision to leave her husband and her baby. But then she
is heartened by the sight of a beautiful bright hill in the distance,
which she hopes is their destination. However, the demon lover 

tells her that this is the "hill of heaven," where they are not bound; 
she then sees "a black, dark hill," and the demon lover tells her, "O 

it is the hill of hell . . .  where you and I shall be." Then he breaks 

the ship apart with his hands and feet and it sinks. In other versions, 

the ship springs a leak and sinks or is wrecked by a storm. Other 

similar, less supernatural, ballads would include "Pretty Polly," 

"The Knoxville Girl," "The Ballad of Omie Wise," "Banks of the 

Ohio," and the old campfire standard "Tom Dooley." In the world 

of contemporary literature, Joyce Carol Oates' often anthologized 

short story "Where Are You Going? Where Have You Been?" is 

a notable treatment of the Demon Lover theme, and the original 

title of Shirley Jackson's short story collection, The Lottery and 

Other Stories, which included several stories featuring sinister 

men, was The Adventures of James Harris. 

Though Van Zandt's "St. John the Gambler," also from 

his 1969 album Our Mother the Mountain, is not explicitly 

supernatural, it does have a supernatural aura about it: the young 

female speaker tells her mother "I've given my soul to St. John 

the Gambler," and as we all know the Devil often purchases or 

otherwise acquires people's souls; there is something innately 

mysterious and mythical and alluring about a professional 

gambler; and at the end of the song, when the speaker falls down 

the mountain to her death, she mysteriously hears "his laughter 

right down from the mountains." The song begins with the twenty-
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year-old speaker telling her mother "I've given my soul to St. John 

the Gambler I Tomorrow comes time to leave." Adding to the 

song's mysterious undercurrent is her reason for taking up with 

St. John: "For the hills cannot hold back my sorrow forever/ And 

dead men lay deep 'round the door." What are her sorrows? And 

who are those "dead men" and are they literal or figurative? At 

any rate, St. John the Gambler seems to afford "The only salvation 

that's mine for the asking," and so she resignedly counsels her 

mother to "think on me no more." 

In the second verse, the young woman sets out to find St. John 

in the midst of a winter snowstorm - "Winter howled high 'round 

the mountain's breast/ And the cold of a thousand snows" -dressed 

only in fancy calico - "But she dressed in calico /For a gambler 

likes his women fancy/ Fancy she would be." Though she is cold, 

we find that "the fire of her longing would keep 'way the cold." 

The mountain road is treacherous, however, and "long beneath her 

feet" as "She followed her frozen breath / ln search of a certain 

St. John the Gambler/ Stumbling to her death." As she stumbles 

and falls, "She heard his laughter right down from the mountains/ 

And danced with her mother's tears/ To a funeral drone of calico/ 

'Neath the cross of twenty years." It's hard to know what to make 

of the line "To a funeral drone of calico," but repeated listening 

and other research confirm it as correct. However, it would not be 

Van Zandt's only use of synesthesia. Finally, back to Van Zandt's 

biography, he was himself an obsessive and reckless gambler, and 

quite fond of any number of young girls who came under his spell. 

Perhaps "St. John the Gambler" is a cautionary tale wherein Van 

Zandt himself plays the role of the demon lover. 

Although the songs discussed in this paper hew fairly closely 

to their traditional ballad roots, Van Zandt also wrote other, 

more modern and more divergent, types of ballads. There is the 

heartbreaking conventional narrative "Tecumseh Valley"; the 
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raucous, inventive, logorrheic poker ballad "Mr. Gold and Mr. 

Mudd"; the somewhat affected, overly literate "The Silver Ships 

of Andilar," mentioned previously; and of course what is probably 

his best known song, the immortal, oblique, and oft-covered tale 
of friendship and betrayal "Pancho and Lefty." Van Zandt was by 
any reckoning a maverick and a sport. Though one can trace the 
strands of his influences, their sum is significantly greater than the 

parts. My purpose here has been to shine a light on only one small 

aspect of Van Zandt's impressive body of work - the handful of 

his songs most clearly influenced by the "demon lover" genre of 

the ballad tradition. 
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A Brief History 

of Music Row 

By Don Cusic 

That phrase is known all over the world. It is certainly well 

known in Nashville, the "Capitol of Country Music." It's been 

around a long time, dating back to the 1950s, and the phrase 

continues to resonate with country music fans all over the world as 

well as with Nashville residents. It is a place, but it is also a state 

of mind because when people say "Music Row," they are actually 

referring to two different things. 

First, there is the physical property, generally what was 

formerly 16th and 17th Avenues South, now Music Square East 

and West, from Demonbreun Street on the North to Grand Avenue 

on the South. That definition is not a hard and fast one; 18th and 

19th Avenues South may also be considered, and 16th and 17th 

Avenues South from Grand Avenue to Wedgewood Avenue on 

the South may also be considered part of "Music Row." 

"Music Row" is also shorthand for the music business

particularly the country music business-in Nashville. That term 

sums up the history of the country music recorded in Nashville. 

The Bradley Studio 

The start of both of those definitions began when Owen 

Bradley and Paul Cohen signed a deed to purchase a house at 804 

16th Avenue S. That sale was recorded in the Register's Office on 

January 5, 1955. In December, 1958,Owen Bradley, Harold Bradley 

and Paul Cohen purchased additional property and in May, 1961, 

Owen and Harold Bradley, with their wives Katherine and Eleanor, 

purchased property that extended the lot at 804 to Hawkins Street. 
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Early in 1955 Owen Bradley purchased a Quonset Hut and 
erected it on the property behind the house. This was "Bradley's 
Film and Recording Studio." 

Bradley's original idea was that the Quonset Hut would be 
used for films. Al Gannaway began filming "Stars of the Grand 
Ole Opry" in February, 1955 and filmed through 1956. Gannaway 
needed a movie set for filming so he built a stage in front of a 
barn door with scattered hay bales around it at the west end of the 
building and then put wood on the walls extending back towards 
the control room. Those wooden walls remained and helped the 
acoustics of the building. 

While the Quonset Hut was originally intended for filming, 
the studio for recording sessions was in the basement of the house. 
Bradley had knocked out the middle floor in the house so the studio 
was located in the original basement. 

After Gannaway, there wasn't much film business so 
increasingly there were recordings made in the Quonset Hut 
until it came to the point that the Quonset Hut was used almost 
exclusively as a recording studio. 

Owen Bradley 

Owen Bradley was born in Westmoreland, Tennessee. He

moved to Nashville with his family when he was a boy and began

his career as a professional musician at 15. He began working as

a musician in the house band at WSM in 1935. In 1940 he formed

the Owen Bradley Orchestra and became one of three band leaders

at WSM. In addition to performing on WSM, Bradley's orchestra

performed during the evening at country clubs, dance clubs and

other venues. 
Vocalists in his band included Kitty Kallen and Snooky

Lanson, who later became pop stars; Lanson was a star on "The

Lucky Strike Hit Parade." Lanson's hits included "On a Slow Boat
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To China" in 1948 and "The Old Master Painter" in 1949. For thelatter song he was backed by Beasley Smith and Hi's o - h 1c estra 
anot�er staff band at WSM. Kallen starred as the female singer fo:
the big bands of Jack Teagarden, Jimmy Dorsey and Harry James.
She had a number one hit with "Little Things Mean A Lot" in
1954 (it remained at number one for nine straight weeks). She also
had top ten hits with "The Abba Dabba Honeymoon" and "In the 
Chapel In the Moonlight." 

Bradley was co-writer of the Roy Acuff hit, "Night Train to 
Memphis" and recorded as "Brad Brady and His Tennesseans" for 
Bullet Records. As recording sessions began in Nashville during 
the mid-1940s, Bradley was often hired to play piano; he also 
occasionally traveled to Chicago for recording sessions. 

As a recording artist, Owen Bradley had hits for Coral (a 
subsidiary of Decca) with "Blues Stay Away From Me" in 1949 
and "The Third Man Theme" in 1950. Owen's first hit as a producer 
was "Chattanoogie Shoeshine Boy," which was a number one pop 
and country hit for Red Foley in 1950. 

Owen's brother, Harold, was born January 2, 1926 in 
Nashville; he was 11 years younger than Owen, who suggested 
Harold learn guitar in addition to banjo. Harold loved jazz and 
played jazz guitar before World War II until he was drafted in 
1944. After his discharge from the Navy in 1946, Harold played 
in Owen's dance band and his first recording session as a guitarist 
came in 1946 when he recorded with Pee Wee King's Golden 
West Cowboys in a Chicago studio. 

Paul Cohen 

Paul Cohen was head of Decca Records' country division, 
based in New York. Decca's roster included some of the biggest 
acts in country music, including Ernest Tubb, Red Foley, Webb 
Pierce and Kitty Wells. He first recorded in Nashville at the Castle 
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Studio in 1947 when he supervised a session for Tubb and Foley.
Owen Bradley credits ErnestTubb's decision to record in Nashville
as a key factor in Nashville becoming "Music City U.S.A." Tubb 

could have recorded anywhere, according to Bradley, but he 

decided to record in Nashville. 

Paul Cohen hired Owen Bradley to set up recording sessions 
in Nashville, book the studio and hire musicians. Cohen was not a 
musician so he depended on Bradley to direct the other musicians 
during the recording process as well as find songs for the artists 
to record. 

Cohen and Bradley discussed the possibility of Cohen 

recording in Dallas and Owen told him that if Cohen guaranteed 
100 sessions a year for Decca, Owen would build a top recording 

studio; Cohen agreed. 

The Dallas studio, owned by Jim Beck, was popular with acts 

in the southwest and Don Law often recorded acts for Columbia 

there. The turning point came when Jim Beck died on May 3, 1956 

after cleaning his recording heads with carbon tetrachloride. Beck 

did not open the windows for ventilation and the poison entered 

his system and he died after several weeks. 

Studios in Nash ville 

Although Bradley's studio was the first recording studio on 

what became known as "Record Row" and then "Music Row," it 

was not the first recording studio in Nashville. 

The first professional recording studio in Nashville was 

the Castle Recording Studio, which was started by three radio 

engineers at WSM, Aaron Shelton, Carl Jenkins and George 

Reynolds. The first recording session was an advertising jingle for 

Shyler's Jewelry Store written by Hank Fort. The name "Castle" 

came from the WMS logo, "The Air Castle of the South." The 

engineers soon moved to the Tulane Hotel on Church Street, 
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between Seventh and Eighth Avenue North wher th , e ey set up 
their equipment in a former dining room. 

The next professional studio in Nashville was established b 
d. . y 

Brown Ra 10 Productions. Around 1950 they set up a studio at
240 ½ Fourth Avenue North, where RCA first recorded regular 
sessions on Eddy Arnold, Johnnie and Jack, Chet Atkins and other 

RCA acts. By 1953, the Brown Brothers had closed their studio 

and moved to Springfield, Missouri where "The Ozark Jubilee" a 

popular TV show was first broadcast in December, 1953. 

After the Brown Brothers studio closed, Cliff Thomas, a 

former engineer at Brown Brothers, opened Thomas Productions, 

at 109 13th Avenue North. The facility has been described as a 

"garage" and a "warehouse." 

In mid-1954, Thomas built a building at 1525 McGavock 

Street, on the north side of Demonbreun Street and just off 

16th Avenue South. The building housed the Radio and Film 

Commission for the Methodist Church and RCA Victor. The 

Methodist Church and RCA had worked together with RCA 

pressing recordings made by the Radio and Film Commission. 

The new building had separate studios for the Film and Radio 

Commission and RCA Victor. In the RCA section of the building 

was an office. Supervising the move for RCA were Steve Sholes, 

head of A&R, engineer Jeff Miller and RCA executive vice

president Roy McClay. This was RCA's first permanent office and 

studio in Nashville. Sholes hired Chet Atkins, who had an office 

in the building, to help organize and play on session for RCA. 

Sessions began at the McGavock Street studio in late 1954. 

When Owen Bradley purchased the house at 80416th Avenue 

S., it was only a few blocks south of the studio used by RCA.

The Bradleys had operated several studios previously. They 

first rented a lodge hall at Second and Lindsley but, after the first 

year, the landlord tripled their rent so they moved to space in 
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Hillsboro Village, near the Hillsboro Theatre where they remained 
for several years. 

The Board of Directors at the National Life and Accident 
Insurance company was concerned about conflicts of interest from 

employees who had outside businesses in the music industry. 

These could cause problems with WSM's broadcasting license so 

the Board decided that employees should either get rid of their 

outside businesses if they wanted to remain at WSM or leave 

WSM if they wanted to pursue their outside interests. This was a 

deciding factor in the three WSM engineers shutting down Castle 

Recording Studio in 1955. 

There were several other factors, including the need to 

upgrade the equipment at Castle (an expensive outlay) and the 

fact that WSM-TV had begun in 1954 and television was a new, 

exciting venture and the WSM engineers wanted-and needed

to direct their energies to this new venture. 

Jim Denny, manager of the Grand Ole Opry, had Cedarwood 

Publishing but he refused to either relinquish the studio or 

resign from WSM and the Opry. Finally, in September, 1956, 

WSM president Jack DeWitt fired him. Denny then formed 

a booking agency, "The Jim Denny Agency," and moved his 

Agency and Cedarwood publishing company to a building 

across 16th Avenue South from the Quonset Hut. Owen Bradley 

credited Denny's move as an important part of the established of 

"Music Row." 

The Location 

The land where Bradley's studio is located had belonged to 

Judge Oliver Bliss Hayes (1783-1858) who purchased a home at 

1908 Grand Avenue called "Rokeby" and 50.5 acres of adjoining 

property in 1827. The Upper Room in the United Methodist Center 

on Grand Avenue now sits where Rokeby once stood. 
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Adelicia Hayes was 22 when she married Isaac Franklin, a 

wealthy plantation owner. After his death in 1846, she inherited 

his estate, which included the Fairvue Plantation in Gallatin, 

Tennessee, 8,700 acres of cotton plantations in Louisiana, over 

50,000 acres in Texas, stocks and bonds and 750 slaves. By the 

time she was 30,Adelicia was the wealthiest woman in Tennessee. 

In 1840 Adelicia married Joseph Acklen; in 1849 she 

purchased 65.5 acres of her father's land and built the Belmont 

Mansion, which was a center for Nashville social life for 30 years . 

A gravel road, Belmont Avenue (now 16th Avenue South) was 

the entrance to the Belmont mansion. Joseph Acklen died in 

1863, during the Civil War, and Adelicia continued to manage the 

plantations in Nashville and Louisiana. 

Judge Hayes died in 1858 and the original property was 

inherited by his children, except Adelicia, who had agreed she 

would not inherit any. The property the Hayes children inherited 

was to the North of the Belmont mansion, which is where Music 

Row is located. 

The Hayes' heirs began selling parcels of their property in 

1871 and for the next 30 years they sold to residents who built 

large, two and three story Victorian homes enclosed by iron 

fences. During the period 1880 to 1920 Nashville was a growing 

city; its population increased from 43,500 residents to 118,343. 

In 1873 Vanderbilt University was founded and the residents 

of Nash ville began to move west from downtown. In 1890 Belmont 

College was founded on Adelicia Acklen 's former estate. 

In 1889 the introduction of an electric powered public transit 

system encouraged development further west from downtown. 

What became the Music Row area had churches, a fire hall, a 

grocery store and drug store. The first residents were predominately 

middle class white collar professionals; however, as time passed 
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and more residences were converted to rentals for student housing, 

property values declined and white collar middle-class residents 
moved away. 

The area continued to grow along Belmont Avenue, Addison 
Avenue (now 17th Avenue S.), Laurel Street (now 19th Avenue 
S.) and Corrine Street (now 20th Avenue S.) In 1904, a city 

ordinance was passed that changed the streets on the west side 
of the Cumberland River running north and south to numbered 

avenues. 

In 1913, Belmont College merged with the Ward Seminary, 

which had been formed in downtown Nashville as the Ward 

Seminary for Young Ladies in 1865, and the new school became 

Ward-Belmont College, a finishing school for young ladies. 

Music in Nash ville 

Like most cities, Nashville had a music culture with musical 

performances and theatre productions prior to the Civil War. The 

first book published in Nashville was a gospel song book, Western 

Harmony, published by Allen D. Carden and Samuel Rogers. 

Venues in Nashville that featured music included the Masonic 

Hall, City Hotel, Nashville Female Academy, Adelphi Theater 

and the National Academy of Music. 

In 1851, one of the most famous singers of the day, Jenny 

Lind, known as "The Swedish Nightingale," performed two 

concerts at the Adelphi Theater. 

The Fisk Jubilee Singers 

The most important development linking Nashville as a 

music city came during the 1870s when the Fisk Jubilee Singers 

toured the country to raise money for their university, which had 

financial challenges. 

Fisk was formed in 1866, the year after the Civil War, by the 

American Missionary Association to educate former slaves. By 1871, 
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they had run short of money and were near bankruptcy when music 

teacher George White took a group of singers to Cincinnati, then 

through Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, Rhode Island and other states 

in the East and gave concerts. The group left Nashville on October 
6, 1871 and those first concerts were not successful; the singers did 

not make much money and had difficulty finding housing or meals. 

In Columbus, Ohio, the group named itself the "Jubilee Singers" and 

decided to concentrate on singing the old Negro Spirituals. 

As the group travelled, singing those spirituals, things 

improved to the point that they were welcomed and, for the first 

time, people outside the South heard those spirituals. On that first 

trip, the group made $40,000, which kept the school afloat. 

In 1873 the group traveled to Europe where they sang before 

Queen Victoria, who was so impressed with the group that she 

commented "with such beautiful voices they had to be from the 

Music City of the United States." This is the first known instance 

of Nashville being referred to as "Music City." 

The Fisk Jubilee Singers raised enough money for Fisk to 

build Jubilee Hall, which still stands proudly on the campus of 

Fisk University. 

The Fisk Jubilee Singers made recordings during the early 

history of the recorded music industry. In 1909 they recorded 

"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" and that recording is in the Grammy 

Music Hall of Fame. 

WSM and the Grand Ole Opry 

An important landmark in the musical history of Nashville 

occurred in 1925 with the establishment of radio station WSM by 

the National Life and Accident Insurance Company. 

In February, 1923, National Life and Accident began 

construction on a 60,000 square foot building in downtown 

Nashville at the corner of Seventh Avenue and Union Street to 
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serve as their headquarters; the top floor of the five store building 
housed the radio station. 

On Sunday, October 5, 1925, WSM it went on the air. 

George D. Hay: The Solemn Ole Judge 

George D. Hay had been at the opening of WSM because he 

was one of the leading figures in radio at that time; he worked in 

Chicago with WLS and the National Barn Dance. In 1924Hay was 

awarded the prestigious "Radio Digest Cup," signifying him as 
the most popular radio announcer in America. WSM offered Hay 
at job at WSM and on Saturday night, November 28, 1925-about 
three weeks after Judge Hay arrived--he invited Uncle Jimmy 

Thompson, to play for an hour on WSM. Hay knew of Thompson, 
a 78-year old fiddler of old time tunes, because Thompson's 

niece, Eva Thompson Jones-a graduate of Ward-Belmont-was 

a pianist on WSM. Thompson's performance proved popular and 

he returned the next week. Sometime in December Hay decided 

to start a barn dance like the National Barn Dance on WLS in 

Chicago. 

Nashville society preferred to see Nashville as "the Athens of 
the South" because of the many colleges and universities. Jazz was 

frowned upon and "country" music was more than distasteful; it was 

an insult to be associated with it. Socially prominent Nashvillians 

preferred the NBC program "Music Appreciation Hour," hosted 

by Walter Damrosch, which projected refined taste. One night in 

1927, Judge Hay reportedly announced, as Damrosch's program 

ended, "For the past hour we have been listening to music taken 

largely from Grand Opera, but from now on, we will present The 

Grand Ole Opry." 

Thus was born the name of what became the most popular 

radio show on WSM (at least among its rural listeners) and which 

gave the city its musical identity. 
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Insurance and Country Music 

In 1928, National Life and Accident Insurance Company 

developed a strategy to sell life insurance whereby they 

changed their policy of selling insurance for annual or semi
annual premiums to selling for monthly premiums. This opened 

the market for working class and rural customers to purchase 

insurance. Insurance agents were given tickets to the Opry to hand 

out to customers and a pamphlet, "Fiddles and Life Insurance" 

with pictures of Opry stars, were given to agents who made their 

pitch to customers by linking the insurance company with the 

Grand Ole Opry. 

The Grand Ole Opry 

The first broadcasts of the Grand Ole Opry were held in 

the WSM studios on the fifth floor of the insurance company's 
building. The station then built an auditorium studio that could 

seat five hundred. 

The Opry performed in the WSM's auditorium, then moved 

to the Hillsboro Theatre and then, in 1936, to the Dixie Tabernacle 

in East Nashville, where it stayed for several years. By 1939 it was 

held in the War Memorial Auditorium in downtown Nashville, 

across Seventh Avenue from the National Life and Accident 

building. The War Memorial Building seated 2,200 and this is 

when tickets began to be sold for the Opry. 

In January, 1939, the Grand Ole Opry went on the NBC 

network; by October they were regularly on Saturday nights. 

Roy Acuff joined the Grand Ole Opry in 1938 and Bill 

Monroe, considered the founder of bluegrass, joined in 1939. In 

1937, Pee Wee King and the Golden West Cowboys, managed by 
J .L. Frank, joined the Opry and King insisted his band members 

become members of the musicians' union, which initially rejected 

their request. However, King prevailed, which led country 
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musicians to become part of the musician's union, an essential 
step for The Grand Ole Opry to broadcast on the NBC network. 

(Networks required musicians to be members of a musician's

union.) This later made it possible for major record labels, who 

also had union requirements, to record in Nashville. 

World War II 

During World War II, there were significant changes with the 

music industry in Nashville. In October, 1942, Fred Rose moved 

back to Nashville; he had been living in Hollywood and writing 

songs for Gene Autry. Fred Rose had lived in Nashville during 

the 1930s and had a show, "Freddie Rose's Song Shop," on WSM 

radio. He married a young lady from Nashville and that was the 

major reason he returned to Tennessee. When Fred Rose moved 

back to Nashville, Roy Acuff approached him about starting a

publishing company and on October 13, 1942, Acuff-Rose was 

officially formed. This was the first major music related company 

not connected to the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville. 

In 1943, the Grand Ole Opry moved from the War Memorial 

Auditorium to the Ryman Auditorium, which had been built in 

1892 by Thomas Ryman. The Grand Ole Opry remained at the 

Ryman, often called "The Mother Church of Country Music," 

until 1974. 

Bullet Records 

After World War II ended in 1945, Jim Bulleit and C.V. 

Hitchcock, owner of the Hermitage Music and Novelty Company, 

formed Bullet Records, the first independent label in Nashville. 

The first hit was by Owen Bradley and his band, who recorded 

under the name Brad Brady and his Tennesseans. The record was 

"Wave To Me My Lady" backed with "Zeb's Mountain Boogie" 

by Zeb Turner. In 1946, Chet Atkins made his first recordings for 

Bullet. 
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In 1946 Roy Acuff quit the Opry and Red Foley moved 

to Nashville from Chicago with his guitar player, Chet Atkins. 

Foley became the host of the Prince Albert segment of the Opry 

broadcast on NBC. 

The first million-selling record recorded in Nashville was 

"Near You" by the Francis Craig Orchestra for Bullet Records in 

1947. That recording became the theme song for Milton Berle's 

popular television show. Also in 1947, Ernest Tubb opened the 

first all country music store in downtown Nash ville. 

In September, 1946, Hank Williams came to Nashville and 

met with Fred Rose with Acuff-Rose Publishing and they began 

to work together. On April 12, 1948, Hank signed an exclusive 

contract to write for Acuff-Rose. 

Zoning Regulations 

Nashville passed the first neighborhood zoning regulations 

after World War II, allowing residential areas to be zoned for 

commercial development. This later had the effect of opening 

up the 16th Avenue area for Owen Bradley's recording studio a 

decade later. 

The residential neighborhood in what later became Music 

Row found itself in decline as it transitioned from an area with 

family homes to a neighborhood dominated by rental properties. 

On the western edge of the neighborhood there were apartments for 

students attending Vanderbilt, Belmont and the George Peabody 

College for Teachers. A grocery store, drug store, service station 

and other businesses moved into the area. On the eastern side of 

the area-from Villa and 15th Avenue eastward, were African

American families. The once middle class and upper middle class

neighborhood became more diverse, with blue collar families and 

workers moving in while property values declined. 
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Music City U.S.A. 

Sometime in 1950, WSM announcer David Cobb introduced 
Red Foley's NBC show by saying "From Music City USA, 
Nashville, Tennessee, the National Broadcasting Company brings 
you 'The Red Foley Show'." It was a spontaneous remark that 
became timeless. 

During the early-to-mid 1950s, downtown Nashville was the 
center of music industry; in addition to the WSM radio station 
and studios, the Cumberland Lodge Building at 319 7th Avenue 
North had offices available. In the coming years, the Cumberland 
Lodge Building housed offices for Tree Publishing, Bill Lowery's 
publishing companies, the Wilburn Brothers and their Sure-Fire 
publishing company, a studio owned by Sam Phillips, Mercury 
Records and some booking agencies, 

Early Music Businesses Formed 

In 1951 Tree Publishing was formed by Jack Stapp and Lou 
Cowan; the two met during World War II when both were in 
the Army. In 1954 they hired 21-year-old Buddy Killen for $35 
a week to find songwriters, make demos of songs, and pitch the 
songs to recording artists. In 1955, Killen was at a nightclub in 
Daytona Beach when he met Mae Boren Axton, who had written a 
song, "Heartbreak Hotel." This became the first number one song 
for Elvis Presley. 

In 1951, Ernest Tubb opened the Ernest Tubb Record Shop 
at 417 Broadway. 

Murray Nash, who worked for Acuff-Rose promoting songs 
to radio disc jockeys, approached Jim Denny in the fall of 1952 
about bringing disc jockeys to Nashville so artists and promotion 
men could socialize and develop personal relationships, which 
would help Opry artists obtain radio airplay. Many disc jockeys 
promoted concerts so this would help country artists obtain 
bookings. 
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Nash mailed out invitations two weeks befoi·e tll h'l e event w I e Harrianne Moore, secretary to Bill Daniel, head of public relations
for WSM, worked to pull the event together on November 22
1952. Less than a hundred DJ's showed up at the Andrew Jackso� 
Hotel where George D. Hay, "The Solemn Ole Judge," cut a 
birthday cake for the Opry. 

In November, 1953, the second "Disc Jockey Festival," as 
it was generally called (the official name was "The Grand Ole 
Opry Birthday Celebration") hosted over 400 DJs, BMI gave its 
first songwriting awards, organized by Frances Williams (later 
Preston) and BMI president Carl Haverlin spoke. For the first 
time, songwriters received awards from the music industry. 

In Nashville the DJs formed the Country Music Disc Jockeys 
Association, the first "booster" organization for country music. 
This convention is the beginning of what became an annual 
event and eventually led to the formation of the Country Music 
Association, the CMA Awards, Fan Fair and then CMA Music 
Fest. 

The year 1954 came to a close with the death of Fred Rose 
in December. This was the end of the first era of Nashville as a 
major center for country music. Rose and Roy Acuff had created 
Acuff-Rose Publishing in 1942 and during the twelve years 
since that founding, Fred Rose had signed Hank Williams as a 
songwriter and produced his recordings.Acuff-Rose had published 
"Tennessee Waltz" and "Chattanoogie Shoeshine Boy," which 
were both number one songs on the pop chart. A number of pop 
singers recorded Acuff-Rose songs, including Rosemary Clooney, 
Frankie Laine, Tony Bennett, Joni James and Louis Armstrong. 

Fred had hired his son, Wesley, an accountant living in 
Chicago, to move to Nashville and oversee the administration of 
the company. When Fred died, Wesley assumed leadership of the 
company. 
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In 1955, the Nashville Association of Musicians, Local 257, 
built a new union hall on Division Street, a couple of blocks from 
Bradley's studio. Led by bass player George Cooper, the Nashville 
musician's union first accepted African-American musicians as 
members during the 1950; they were among the first in the nation 
to do so. 

Elvis and Rock'n'RoH 

In November, 1955, El vis Presley attended the fourth annual 
Country and Western Disc Jockey's Convention and an agreement 
was reached that RCA Victor would purchase Elvis's contract 
from Sun Records in Memphis for $35,000. On January 10 and 
11, 1956, Elvis made his first recordings for RCA Victor at the 
studio on McGavock Street that was leased from the Methodist 
Radio-TV-Film Commission. During that two-day session Elvis 
recorded "Heartbreak Hotel" and four other songs. 

Music Row Studios 

After the Bradley Studio was established, the music industry 
began to coalesce around the 16th and 17th Avenue S. area. In 
1957, RCA authorized the building of a studio on the corner of 
17th Avenue S. and Hawkins Street, a block from the Bradley's 
Quonset Hut; the studio was built by Dan Maddox, who leased it 
to RCA. The first session was held on November 7, 1957. Chet 
Atkins was named manager of the studio; he produced and played 
on sessions by RCA artists and recorded his own albums there. 

During the 20 years it was part of RCA Victor-1957-1977-
the studio hosted approximately 35,000 sessions. Artists Elvis 
Presley, Don Gibson, the Browns, Al Hirt, Dolly Parton, Jim 
Reeves, Eddy Arnold, Chet Atkins, Porter Wagoner, Willie 
Nelson, Waylon Jennings, the Everly Brothers, Connie Francis, 
Roy Orbison, Roger Miller, Ann-Margaret and Perry Como all 
recorded there. 
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On March 1, 1957, the Everly Brothers recorded "B e B 
L " . b 

y ye 
ove, wntten y the Boudleaux and Bryant, the first full-time 

songwriters in Nashville. The Bryants also wrote "Wake u 

Little Susie," "All I Have to Do Is Dream," "Bird Dog," "Devot:� 
To You," "Take a Message to Mary" and "Sleepless Nights," all 
hits by the Everly Brothers as well as "Rocky Top," which was a 
hit by the Osborne Brothers. 

The Bryants eventually had about 900 of their songs recorded 
by artists such as Roy Orbison, Lynn Anderson, Tony Orlando, 
Elvis Presley, Linda Ronstadt, Chet Atkins, Dottie West, Charley 
Pride, and The Judds. 

In 1958, BMI hired Frances Williams (nee Preston) as their 
Nashville and southeastern representative. Williams, who had 
worked out of her house, then moved to a downtown office in the 
L&C Tower. 

Owen Bradley & Decca Records 

Paul Cohen left Decca in 1958 and the job of A&R for country 
music was handed to Owen Bradley, who headed the Nashville 
division of that company from 1958 until 1974. Artists produced 
by Owen Bradley include Patsy Cline, Brenda Lee, Conway 
Twitty, Webb Pierce, Loretta Lynn, Ernest Tubb, Red Foley, Bill 
Monroe, Kitty Wells, and Johnny and Jack. 

The Nash ville Sound 

The term "the Nashville Sound" was first used in an article 
in 1958 in Music City Reporter, a music business trade magazine 
based in Nashville. In 1960 an article in Time magazine used the 
term again. 

The period 1956 to 1960 was a time of turmoil for Nashville's 
music industry. On one hand, Nashville's recording studios and 
publishing companies benefitted from the early years of rock 'n 'roll 
because a number of early rock hits were recorded in Nashville and 
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many songs came from Nashville publishing companies. On the 

other hand, most of the early rockabilly performers were signed 

as country artists and they dominated the country charts, knocking 

off the more traditional country artists. Demand for concerts by 

traditional country artists decreased during those years. 

Seeking radio airplay for country records, country producers, 

led by Chet Atkins at RCA Victor, Owen Bradley at Decca, 

Ken Nelson at Capitol and Don Law at Columbia, found that a 

"crossover," or a record that crossed over from the country chart 

to the pop chart, received airplay on pop radio. These "crossovers" 

helped enlarge the base of fans for country music. 

"The Nashville Sound" has several meanings. Producers 

and musicians said it was the result of "head" arrangements in 

the studio as opposed to musicians playing from sheet music. The 

Nashville studio musicians heard a song first in the studio, ran it 

down a time or two, then recorded it, working out an arrangement 

in the studio. During the 1960s the studio musicians developed 

a number system for learning songs after Neal Matthews of the 

Jordanaires developed one for the singers while Charlie McCoy 

adapted it for the musicians. This differed from the pop music 

recorded in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles where musicians 

played from written arrangements. 

For some "the Nashville Sound" meant the jingle of coins in 

the pocket because it was profitable. Pop recordings required 20 

to 40 musicians, a musical arranger and conductor but Nashville 

recordings used five or six musicians with "head" arrangements. 

For those who emphasized the "sound," it was a smooth sound 

that used violins instead of fiddles, a piano instead of a steel guitar, 

and sounded much like the "pop" music of the late 1940s and early 

1950s with orchestras part of the sound. 

From 1956 to 1958 there was a struggle between rock'n'roll 

and the Nashville Sound. There were number one records on the 
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country chart by rockabillies like Elvis Presley, Carl Perkins, Jerry 

Lee Lewis and the Everly Brothers. Music executives in Nashville 

lobbied the trade magazines to put only "country" records on the 

country charts and leave rock'n'roll to the pop chart; by 1959 the 

rock'n'rollers were no longer on the country chart. 

The "Nashville Sound" was a sound for middle America. 

For those who disliked country music because it was too 

"whiney and twangy" the Nashville sound offered an alternative 

that was palpable to the ears of middle class Americans. This is 

how country music became part of the mainstream of American 

music. 

There were some huge crossovers from country to pop with 

"The Battle of New Orleans" by Johnny Horton, "Waterloo" by 

Stonewall Jackson, "El Paso" by Marty Robbins-all recorded in 

the Quonset Hut--and "The Three Bells" by The Browns (recorded 

in the RCA studio) all reaching the pop chart. 

There were only four records that reached the number one 

spot on the Billboard country chart in 1960: "He'll Have to Go" 

by Jim Reeves, "Please Help Me I'm Falling" by Hank Locklin, 

"Alabam" by Cowboy Copas and "Wings of a Dove" by Ferlin 

Huskey. Only "Alabam" was a throwback to the traditional 

country sound of pre-1956. 

In addition to the records mentioned, the recordings that 

defined the "Nash ville Sound" during the 1958-1960 period include 

"Send Me the Pillow That You Dream On" by Hank Locklin, "Last 

Date" by Floyd Cramer, "I Really Don't Want To Know" by Eddy 

Arnold and "Scarlet Ribbons" and "The Old Lamplighter" by the 

Browns. This was the sound of middle America. For those who 

disliked country music because it was too "whiney and twangy" 

the Nashville sound offered an alternative that was palpable to the 

ears of middle class Americans. 
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Formation of the Country Music Association (CMA) 

During an industry convention for NARM (National 
Association of Recording Merchandisers) in June, 1958 in Miami, 

several Nashville executives in attendance decided to form the 

Country Music Association as a reaction against rock'n'roll and 

to promote country music. 

"The purpose of the CMA," according to a press release, 

"is to further promote and publicize country music and to do 

everything to maintain its individuality. Every effort will be made 

by the association to add more country music to the programming 

of radio and TV stations throughout the country, and to act as a 

governing body for country music as a whole." 

A "Caretaker Committee" was announced in August and 

Wesley Rose was named temporary president and chair of the 

committee. W.D. Kilpatrick, head of the Grand Ole Opry, was 

named treasurer, Hubert Long, personal manager of Faron Young 

and Ferlin Huskey, was named secretary and publicity director. 

Committee members Don Pierce with Starday, Chet Atkins with 

RCA Victor, Jim Denny with Cedarwood and The Jim Denny 

Agency, Ken Nelson with Capitol, Connie B. Gay, a radio station 

owner and TV producer in Washington, and Georgia disc jockey 

Cracker Jim Brooker were given the task of drafting a set of 

bylaws. 

There was no money to run the organization; Hubert Long 

provided a small office in the old Exchange Building on lower 

Church Street and lent a typewriter to the new organization. 

Harry Stone, former general manager at WSM, was named 

the first executive director but only lasted ten months because 

there was no money to pay him. The Board decided to keep his 

secretary, Jo Walker, because she earned less money and she 

could oversee the office. As she noted, "Harry couldn't type and 

I could." 
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Urban Renewal 

After World War II "urban renewal" became a popular 

venture for cities. There had been a lot of displacement during 

World War II with people moving from farms into cities where 

there were jobs in defense plants. After the War, the idea of mass 

produced housing, pioneered by William Levitt in Long Island, 

gave rise to the development of the suburbs, a ring around a city 

where whites moved out of cities and into new developments 

where African-American were barred. Blacks moved into the 

inner cities and property values went down as, increasingly, the 

suburbs became "white" while inner cities became "black." This 

all happened without extensive government planning, although 

governments increasingly built roads out to the suburbs and then, 

beginning in 1956, interstate highways. 

Urban Renewal, which sought to keep cities alive and vital, 

led to the passage of The Housing Act in 1949 which decreed 

that the government had the power of eminent domain, which 

allowed the government to take homes and property, demolish old 

buildings, and build new roads, public housing and public parks. 

In Nashville, the State Capitol sat on a large hill; on the Northside 

of the hill were 97 acres of run-down housing that lacked running 

water and electricity. In 1962, the Nashville Housing Authority 

and State of Tennessee enacted the Capitol Hill Redevelopment 

Plan, the first federally funded urban renewal project in the nation, 

which bull dozed those houses and buildings off the hill. Part of 

that urban renewal project was the Municipal Auditorium, which 

gave Nashville its first large venue when it was completed in 1962, 

especially for conventions and entertainment. 

The City of Nashville also presented "The Boulevard Plan" 

for Music Row, or Record Row, as it was popularly called, during 

the early 1960s. The area already had the RCA Studio (later known 

as RCA Studio B), the Bradley Recording Studio, often referred to 
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as "The Quonset Hut," Cedarwood Publishing, and the Jim Denny 
Talent Agency. 

The Music City Boulevard 

During the 1960s, plans called for the Music City

Boulevard to be a six lane road from Hillsboro Road south of

Hillsboro Village to Wedgewood (that part was built and is now

Magnolia Avenue) and then all the way down the alley east of

16th Avenue South to Broadway, although other plans called

for the Boulevard to run on the west side of 17th Avenue S.

It would be a tree-lined road with statues and markets. Plans

for a Music City Boulevard led Music Row to become a real

estate venture and a building boom began with additional plans

for office buildings and other facilities centered on the music

business.Music Row Grows 
In 1962 Columbia Records purchased the Bradley's studio

and in 1965 Columbia expanded the offices and added another

studio (named "Columbia B") while they kept the Quonset Hut. 

Decca Records, whose office had been in Bradley's building,

established an office at 805 South (now 29 Music Square E.).

In addition to the record label, there were offices for Decca's

publishing companies, Northern and Ch�mpion Mus�c. In June,

1962, the talent agency, Music Corporation of Amenca (MCA),

purchased the majority stock in Decca (as well as Universal

Pictures) and, in 1966, Decca became a division of MCA. 
. 

In 1962 the Dutch electronics company Phillips Corporation

merged with the Germany company Deutsch Grammophon to

create Grammophon-Phillips, which owned Mercury Records, led

by Shelby Singleton. Singleton hired Jerry Kenne�y as an A_&R

representative to help find artists and songs; later, Smgleton hired

Ray Stevens and Jerry Reed to work in A&R for Mercury. Roger

Miller recorded for Smash, a Mercury subsidiary.
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In 1963, construction began on a building for BMI, the

performance licensing organization, on 16th Avenue S, two blocks 
north of the Bradley's studio. The building was completed and 
staffers moved in during 1964. 

At the end of 1964, there were a number of music related 
businesses on Music Row: RCA, Columbia, Decca, Capitol, 
Mercury, Capitol and ABC-Paramount record labels and publishers 
Cedarwood, Hill & Range, Tree, Al Gallico, Moss-Rose and New 
Keys. The talent agencies Wilhelm and Hubert Long were also on 
Music Row. 

Jim Denny, one of the most powe1ful men in country music 
with his booking agency and publishing company, died in August, 
1963 and his agency was taken over by one of his former agents, 
Lucky Moeller. The pe1forming rights organizations BMI, 
ASCAP and SESAC also had offices on Music Row. SESAC, the 
only privately owned PRO, was established in New York in 1930 
to represent European composers. It developed a strong gospel 
catalog and in 1964 opened an office in the building at 806 16th 
Avenue S ., next door to Columbia, where the offices of Capitol 
Records were located. SESAC was headed by artist Roy Drusky 
and his assistant, steel guitarist Lloyd Green. 

In July, 1964 there was a ground-breaking for a new studio 
and office building for RCA. Chet Atkins wanted a studio that 
was equal to RCA's studios in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles 
and Rome. In addition to the studio, the RCA building-built by 
Chet Atkins, Owen Bradley and Harold Bradley--was available
for rental and during the years it had offices for AS CAP, United 
Artists Records, Chart Records, the Imperials (a gospel group) and 
musician Floyd Cramer. On March 29, 1965, the grand opening 
for the RCA Studio A and office building was held. 

In 1964, Tree Publishing moved out of their offices downtown 
at the Cumberland Lodge Building on Seventh Avenue North to a 
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building at 905 16th Avenue S. on Music Row. Tree had published

Elvis's first hit, "Heartbreak Hotel" and in 1963 had their first

year when they earned $1 million. In 1964 Roger Miller broke

with his hits "Dang Me" and "Chug-a-Lug." In 1965, Miller had

his biggest hit, "King of the Road" and Porter Wagoner hit with

"Green Green Grass of Home"; two years later that song became

a worldwide hit by Tom Jones. In 1969, Tree purchased Pamper

Music, which had the songs of Willie Nelson, Hank Cochran and

Harlan Howard. It was a boom time for that publishing company.

The building at 812 16th Avenue S., a few doors down from

Capitol Records, had offices (at vari us times) for Al Gallico

publishing, the Aud-Lee Booking Agency (owned by Audrey

Williams and Buddy Lee), SBSAC (headed by Roy Drusky

with Lloyd Green), Bob Neal's booking agency, Screen Gems/

Columbia Publishing (headed by Tony Moon) and Johnny Cash's

office. 

At the end of 1964 it was reported that during the previous 18

months there were 75 music-related firms in the Music Row area

and property values had doubled, then tripled.

Bob Dylan Arrives 

In February, 1966, Bob Dylan came to Nashville and recorded

his Blonde on Blonde album at Columbia Studio A on Music Row.

He was joined by a number of Nashville "A Team" musicians.

This marked the opening for Nashville to host a number of rock

and pop stars because Dylan made it legitimate for rock acts to

record in Nashville. 

Music Row Organizations 

In 1961 the Country Music Hall of Fame was established by 

the Country Music Association and the first inductees were Hank 

Williams, Jimmie Rodgers and Fred Rose. The plaques for the 
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Hall of Fame members were on display at the Tennessee State 

Museum. In 1964 the Country Music Foundation, a non-profit 
organization whose mission was to preserve and teach the history 

of country music, was formed by the Country Music Association. 

The Country Music Hall of Fame opened in 1967; it was located 

at the northern head of Music Row on land that was formerly the 

Tony Rose Park. 

In 1967 songwriters Eddie Miller, Buddy Mize and Bill 

Brock formed the Nashville Songwriters Association (now the 

Nashville Songwriters Association International). There were 80 

songwriters in Nashville at that time and 42 of them signed on 

as founding members, including Felice and Boudleaux Bryant, 

Marijohn Wilkin and Kris Kristofferson. Founding member 

Lorene Mann coined their motto, "It All Begins With a Song." 

In 1968, Mike Curb merged his record company, Sidewalk, 

which he started in 1962, with MGM and became president of that 

record label, headquartered in Los Angeles. MGM established 

an office in Nash ville in the building Hubert Long built for his 

talent agency and publishing companies on Music Circle South. 

Curb signed Hank Williams Jr. and co-wrote "All For the Love of 

Sunshine," the first number one record for Hank Jr. 

The first Country Music Association (CMA) Awards were 

held in November, 1967 at the Municipal Auditorium. Entertainer 

of the Year was Eddy Arnold. 

In 1969 ASCAP moved into a new building at the north end 

of Music Row on 17th Avenue S.; the building was owned by 

Chet Atkins and Owen Bradley. 

Country Music in the 1960s 

Musically, the 1960s began for country music with the 

"Nashville Sound" of smooth vocals and a middle-of-the road 

sound and then a return to the more traditional sound of country 
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music with rock'n'roll moving over to the Billboard "Hot 100" 

chart. During the 1960s Nashville became synonymous with 

"country music." 

In the United States, the pop world had a British invasion 

but there was a "Nashville Invasion" of England during that 
same period. Country artists Jim Reeves, Eddy Arnold and Roger 
Miller all had hits in England while acts like Elvis Presley, Roy 

Orbison and Brenda Lee had hits in England that were recorded 

in Nashville. 

There was tumult and change during the 1960s; there was the 

Cold War, the fear of an atomic bomb being dropped, Civil Rights 

and the Vietnam War with anti-war protesters. The counterculture 

dominated the news with young people taking drugs, communal 

living,free love and an anti-establishment message. Country music 

was a counter to the counterculture, the "conservative" America 

versus the "liberal" America. Instead of songs about free love, 

country music had "Stand By Your Man" by Tammy Wynette, 

which reinforced traditional values. 

Many southern white country music fans were not supportive 

of Civil Rights during the 1960s, but in 1968 Charley Pride had 

three top five records and the following year began a string of 

number one hits. The country audience embraced him and, in its 

own way, accepted civil rights. 

Bob Dylan was "the voice of the generation" of Baby Boomers 

in the counterculture; in country music it was Merle Haggard with 

"Okie From Muskogee," a song that defined the beliefs and values 

of the country audience. 

In 1969, three shows premiered on television; "The Johnny 

Cash Show," "Glen Campbell's Goodtime Show" and "Hee Haw." 

"Hee Haw" and Johnny Cash both filmed their shows in Nashville. 

Cash filmed his at the Ryman Auditorium, which led the National 
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Life and Accident Insurance Company a d 
. n execut1 ves at the Grand

Ole Opry to see the possibility that Nashville c Id b 
. 

. ou e used m the 
future as a location for TV tapings. This eventuall I d Y e to the Opry
House being built with facilities for TV tapings. 

The Beatles and Nashville 

In 1970 former Beatie Ringo Starr came to Nashville and 

recorded his country album, Beaucoups of Blues, at Studio 19, 

located on 19th Avenue. This was the same studio where John 

Wayne recorded his album in 1973. 

During 1970 the Nashville Audio Recorders studio opened 

at 1307 Division Street. The studio recorded a number of hits but 

their most famous client was former Beatie Paul McCartney who 

brought his group, Wings, to Nashville in 1974 to rehearse. While 

here they recorded "Junior's Farm" (which became a number one 

pop record) and "Sally G." 

From Muscle Shoals to Nashville 

In the early 1970s, a number of studio musicians in Muscle 

Shoals moved to Nashville and joined the "A Team." These 

included Kelson Hurston, David Briggs and Norbert Putnam. 

Briggs and Putnam built Quadrophonic Studios on 19th Avenue 

South and hosted pop artists Neil Young, Joan Baez, Jimmy 

Buffet, the Pointer Sisters and Dan Fogel berg 

Country Music and Tourism 

By the early 1970s, it was widely known that, if you wanted 

to get into the music business, Music Row in Nashville was the 

place to be. 

In 1971 the Country Music Association and the Country 

Music Foundation separated; during the years ahead the 

Foundation acquired over 200,000 recordings, 10,000 books, 

150,000 photographs and thousands of songbooks, films and 
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business documents to preserve the history of country music and 
provide an archive for scholars studying country music. 

The Country Music Wax Museum opened in 1971 and artists 

such as Hank Williams, George Jones, Johnny Cash, Minnie 

Pearl, Conway Twitty and Barbara Mandrell had their wax figures 

dressed in authentic clothes, most of them donated by the artists. 

The area along Demonbreun Street soon featured an Elvis-a-Rama, 

a collection of vintage cars and a Hank Williams Jr. Museum.
The area, located close to the Country Music Hall of Fame, soon 

became a tourist destination. 

In 1973 the first hotel was built on Music Row by Jack 

Spence; the Spence Manor Motor Hotel at 711 16th Avenue south 

was a nine store "executive type" hotel with 50 "super deluxe" 

units and cost $1 million. 

The first International Country Music Fan Fair was held April 

12-15, 1972 and 5,000 fans gathered at Municipal Auditorium

where they met stars, obtained autographs, and heard performances.

In 1973 it was announced that Music Row's first High Rise 

office building would be constructed on Music Row. United 

Artists was the first tenant, so the building, owned by Gordon 

Stoker and Neal Matthews of the Jordanaires, named the building 

the United Artists Tower. Another office building, six stories tall 

was announced for Music Row that would have 65,000 feet of 

space, a four story garage, two studios, a mastering studio, full 

gourmet restaurant and a penthouse and suites for lease. The $3 

million building was backed by Joe Johnson, who owned Four 

Star Records. 

In 1975, Music Square Park was created at the intersection of 

Division Street, Demonbreun Street and 16th Avenue S. 

National Life and Accident Insurance Company constructed 

Opryland and the Opryland Hotel about 15 miles east of Music 
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Row; it opened in 1974. The Opry House was d 
. 

M . . opene rn arch 
with a special appearance by President Richard N' h . k . 1xon, w OJO ed 
with Roy Acuff and played the piano on the stage of the Opry.

Music Row Becomes Music Square East and West 

In 1975 16th and 17th Avenues South became Music Square 

East and West. Metro Councilman James Hamilton, who owned 

the Pilcher-Hamilton House at the corner of 17th Avenue South 

and Demonbreun, wanted his property to be the one and only 

"Number 1" so after "Number 1" was established, the numbering 

then went across the street so ASCAP became Number 2, then 

instead of going south down Music Square West, with the odd 

numbers on one side of the street and the even numbers on the 

other side, it jumped to the park on Music Square E. for Number 

3, then to the former Hall of Fame on Music Square E. for Number 

4 and on and on, back and forth across two blocks in a dizzying 

array of numbers. 

Chet and Owen Step Aside 

During the early 1970s, Chet Atkins relinquished his role of 

running day-to-day operations at RCA; instead, he concentrated 

on his own recording career, produced a few acts, and took on the 

role as active figurehead. Over at MCA, corporate politics ousted 

Owen Bradley from the head of the Nashville division. Owen no 

longer had an office on Music Row, but he continued producing as 

an independent producer. 

Country Music in the Early 1970s 

Musically, the first half of the 1970s was an extension of the 

1960s, with the Nashville Sound dominating. The era of the singer/ 

songwriter in pop music entered the 1970s; in country music the 

most prominent singer/songwriter was Kris Kristofferson who 

had written "For the Good Times" for Ray Price (1970), "Sunday 
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Morning Coming Down" for Johnny Cash (1970), "Help Me Make 

It Through the Night" for Sammi Smith (1971) and "Me and Bobbie 

McGee" for Roger Miller (1969), which was covered by Janis 

Joplin for a pop hit (1971) before he began his recording career. 

Country Music During the Second Half of the 1970s 

The second half of the 1970s is known as the time of the 

"Outlaw Movement." 

The name of the movement originated with the album by 

Waylon Jennings, Ladies Love Outlaws, and then Hazel Smith, 

who worked at the Glaser Brother's office, captured the moment 

by labeling Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson, Tompall Glaser 

and others as "outlaws," stating that they went against the grain 

of "business as usual." Headquarters for the movement was the 

Glaser Brothers offices and studio on 19th Avenue South. 

The movement coincided with a trend in pop music where 

the artists had control over the songs they recorded and the studios 

where they recorded them. Many of the songs from the outlaws 

had a heavier beat and appealed to the young Baby Boomers who 

had cut their musical teeth on the Beatles, Rolling Stones, Bob 

Dylan and other rock acts. 

The album, The Outlaws, featuring Waylon Jennings, Willie 

Nelson, Jessi Colter and Tompall Glaser, was the first country 

album to achieve platinum status (one million units sold). The 

anti-establishment message fit well with that generation and the 

sound was an anti-Nashville sound, but most of the artists were 

signed to Nashville labels and Nashville is where the business of 

country music was conducted. 

By this time, the business of country music was so entrenched 

in Nashville that Music Row would not be dislodged. 

Country had been a counter to the counterculture, but now 

it became its own counterculture and adapted the free spirited 
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independence of the 1960s with a country music that was new, 

exciting, and had a heavy beat. In the audience were both hippies 

and rednecks. 

Contemporary Christian Music 

Nashville isn't only the center for country music, it is 

also the center for Contemporary Christian music. The roots of 

Contemporary Christian music go back to the "Jesus Movement" 

of the 1960s. Christianity had its own counterculture during the 

1960s led by music and musicians. 

In Nashville, Belmont Church on Music Row was a leader in 

the Contemporary Christian music. Pastor Don Finto embraced a 

living faith and regular attendees at Belmont, who were also regular 

performers at the Koinonia Christ Bookstore and Coffeehouse next 

door to the church, were Amy Grant, Michael W. Smith and others 

who became leaders in the contemporary Christian movement 

from 1977 on. 

Music Row During the Second Half of the 1970s 

In 1977, RCA Studio B closed due to a lack of an agreement 

between the union representing engineers and the label. RCA 

Studio A also closed but Owen Bradley purchased it and re-opened 

it as "Music City Music Hall." 

In 1977 Jimmy Bowen moved from Los Angeles to Nashville 

and brought the world of digital recording to Music Row. Bowen 

was controversial within the Music Row community-some 

disliked his tactics-but he moved Nashville forward by allowing 

artists to co-produce their own recordings and increased the budgets 

on albums to make them competitive with albums produced in Los 

Angeles and New York. 

In 1979, a local newspaper ran a story that announced there 

were 270 music publishers, 120 record production agencies, 
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80 record manufacturing companies, 80 booking agencies, 10

music organizations and unions, 20 radio commercial and jingle

companies, 20 album cover photographers, 2 radio broadcast 

stations, several music-oriented newspapers and magazines, and 

the Country Music Hall of Fame in the Music Row area. 

Urban Cowboy 

In 1980 the film, Urban Cowboy, starring John Travolta and 

Debra Winger was released, which created a huge national demand 

for cowboy boots , blue jeans and hats. Sales of country music 

received a sales boost, but the sound of country was increasingly 

pop. 
. . 

In 1982, Rolling Stone magazine reported a dechne m 

overall album sales by as much as 50 percent from the previous

years. In 1985, the New York Times ran an article, "Nashville

Sound: Country Music in Decline" that stated, "Stars who were

selling a half a million to more than a million copies per album 

in the late 1970s are lucky to be selling half that today. Having a 

No. 1 country single used to mean around 350,000 records; now a 

country No. 1 sells an average of 100,000." 

This article came at the tail end of a recession in the country 

as well as the music industry; country music soon rebounded. 

In 1982, Amy Kurland opened the Bluebird Cafe in a strip 

mall in Green Hills; this would become the small stage singers 

and songwriters appeared on before they stood on bigger stages. 

Also in 1982,Amy Grant released her album, Age to Age, the first 

Christian album to go platinum. 

The following year saw a return to a more traditional country 

sound with artists like George Strait and Ricky Skaggs and then 

Randy Travis began his string of hits in 1985 with "On the Other 

Hand." Country music had gone back to its roots with "new 

traditionalists" bringing back the steel guitar and fiddle. 
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Development During the 1980s 

In 1981, the Metro Development and Housing Agency agreed 

to sell a triangular shaped lot where Division and Demonbreun 

met. It had been announced that this would be the site of the

Gospel Music Hall of Fame, but that organization could not raise 

the money to build. However, a developer built a building that 

housed five theaters that featured the Rocky Top Review, Hillbilly 

Holler, Coonskin Corner, Rockabilly Ridge and Gospel Junction. 

Within a year, that attraction was closed and Barbara Mandrell 

took it over for a museum and souvenir shop. Meanwhile, down 

Demonbreun from Music Row to 1-40 a number of gift shops and 

tourist attractions sprang up. 

Tourism was growing, a direct result of the debut of The

Nash ville Network and Country Music Television (CMT) in April, 

1983. The Nashville Network (TNN) quickly became a favorite of 

country fans, particularly Ralph Emery's show, "Nashville Now." 

The year before, Fan Fair moved from the Municipal Auditorium 

to the Tennessee State Fairground and attracted record crowds. 

By the mid-1980s, country music competed with rock, pop, 

R&B, urban and other popular formats on FM radio. 

Music performance rights organization SESAC moved its

headquarters from New York to Nashville in 1985 and built offices

at 55 Music Sq. E. 

In November, 1989, Acuff-Rose Publishing, now owned by 

Opryland Music Group, set up shop in a new building on Music 

Row. 

The overall music industry was growing and major record 

labels were being purchased. During the 1980s, RCA Records was

purchased by a German firm, Bertlesman Music Group (BMG), 

the CBS Records group (Columbia and Epic) was purchased 
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by a Japanese firm, Sony; in 1990 Matsushita purchased
_
MCA 

Records; also in 1990 Warner Brothers Records merged with the 

Time magazine group. 

Music Row During the 1990s 

There were significant moves away from Music Row by 

the music community during the 1990s; the Country Music Hall 

of Fame agreed to build a new facility downtown. Music Row 

was growing up and out during the 1990s by enlarging existing 

buildings where they did business. In 1990 BMG, which had 

purchased RCA, built a four story complex on Music Circle 

North. In 1992, Mercury Records moved into office space on 

Music Square West and Sony Music enlarged their building again; 

it was much bigger than the original house. Also in 1992, ASCAP 

enlarged and expanded their building. 

In 1992, Thomas Nelson Publishers purchased Word Records, 

a leading gospel and Christian music company that began in Waco, 

Texas in the early 1950s, and moved their offices to Music Row. 

In 1993, Sony/Tree renovated their offices at 8 Music Square 

w. and the following year acquired the old fire hall that had housed

Fire Engine Company 7 for their songwriters. Also in 1993, Sony/

Tree acquired the Acuff-Rose Publishing Company, which housed

the Hank Williams catalogue; they also acquired the catalogues of

Buck Owens, Merle Haggard, Roy Orbison and Conway Twitty.

Mike Curb Moves to Music Row 

In 1992, Mike Curb moved the headquarters of Curb Records 

from Los Angeles to Nashville. Curb first purchased a building at 

47 Music Square E. and also purchased the building at 48 Music 

Square E. formerly owned by Mel Tillis who had purchased it 

from radio station WENO for his publishing companies Sawgrass 

and Cedarwood Publishing. Cedarwood, once owned by Jim 
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Denny and Webb Pierce, was the first music publishing company 

on Music Row. 

In 1992, Curb Records had the first chart records on Tim 

McGraw; in 1994 they released McGraw's first top ten hit, 

"Indian Outlaw" and followed that with a string of number one's. 

Curb had a production agreement with RCA that saw The Judds 

have a string of hit records beginning in the mid- l 980s. In 1992, 

Wynonna released her first single on Curb, and it went to number 

one on the Billboard chart. 

A production agreement between Curb and Capitol saw 

Sawyer Brown release hit records from the mid- l 980s and then 

fully on Curb beginning in 1992. A co-venture with MCA for Lyle 

Lovett saw that singer have chart records beginning in the mid-

1990s and receive critical recognition for his songs. LeAnn Rimes 

had her first chart record for Curb in 1996, the same year Jo Dee 

Messina made her chart debut on Curb. 

Mike Curb has a love of the history of music and the music 

business. He loved having his offices on Music Row, close to 

where historic recordings had been made. Donna Hilley, president 

of Sony/ATV/Tree, alerted him to the danger of Music Row 

disappearing and asked him to help "save" Music Row. Curb 

began looking for ways to do that. 

In 1993, the Maddox Family Foundation donated RCA Studio 

B to the Country Music Foundation and the Hall of Fame opened 

it for tours and special educational programs. However, the cost 

to renovate the studio and provide upkeep was steep, especially 

when the Hall of Fame incurred debt from their move downtown. 

Therefore, in 2002 the Curb foundation purchased RCA Studio 

B and completed the renovation, which allows fans to toure the 

facility in connection with the Country Music Hall of Fame. 

In 1994, Warner Brothers Records moved into a new 

40,000 square foot building on Music Square East. Further to the 
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South, MCA moved into new offices at Music Square East. Two 
publishing companies, Warner Chappell and EMI Music moved 
into renovated buildings. 

The Ocean Way Recording Studio opened in 1996 at Edgehill 
and l�th Ave. S. They renovated a building that was originally 
an Episcopal Church built in 1910-1911. That same year, Sony 
Publishing merged with ATV and became Sony/ATV while 
Thomas Nelson sold Word Records to Gaylord Entertainment. A 
state of the art studio, Starstruck, was built by Reba McEntire and 
her husband/manager, Narvel Blackstock, at 40 Music Square W.; 
the grand opening was held on September 4, 1996. The building 
was constructed on the site of an apartment building where Kris 
Kristofferson used to live, the former office building of Combine 
music and Back'ere Studio, which had been owned by Bill Justis, 
and offices for the Gospel Music Association. 

Opryland is BuHdozed 

Opryland closed in 1998 after the Gaylord Board of Directors 
made the decision to bulldoze the theme park and build a shopping 
center. Opryland was a great training ground for young performers 
and a number of country artists as well as musicians had gotten 
their start at Opryland. The destruction of Opryland was a crushing 
blow to the music industry as well as the tourism industry, not to 
mention locals who enjoyed visiting the theme park. 

Musically, the story of the early 1990s was Billy Ray Cyrus 
with his huge international hit, "Achy Breaky Heart," and Garth 
Brooks, who had his first chart records in 1989 but dominated 
the country charts during the 1990s, outselling every other artist 
during that decade. Right behind Brooks in sales and airplay was 
George Strait, then Alan Jackson, Clint Black, Reba McEntire, 
Alabama, Brooks & Dunn, Vince Gill and Tim McGraw, who all 
recorded on Music Row. 
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By the end of 1999, many of the tourist atti·act· ions m the
Music Row area of Nashville were gone; there was no m 01e wax 
museum, no cars-of-the-stars museum, and the small businesses 
that sold tourists souvenirs had all but disappeared. 

Fan Fair to CMA Music Fest 

In 2001, Fan Fair changed its name to the CMA Music Fest 
and moved from the Tennessee State Fairgrounds to downtown, 
where fan club booths were set up in the Convention Center. The 
Roundabout at the head of Music Row also opened that year. 

Curb Records and Belmont University 

In 2001, Curb Records, an independently owned record label, 
was named Billboard's Country Label of the Year, beating out 
major label powerhouses BMG, Sony, Universal, Capitol and 
Warner Brothers. That same year, the Warner Music Group and 
Curb Records bought Word Records from Gaylord and Curb 
became Chairman of the Board of Word, which is the oldest gospel 
label in the music industry. 

In 2003, the Mike Curb Entertainment and Music Business 
College became a stand-alone college at Belmont University; that 
made it the first University in the nation where a Music Business 
program had its own college. The Mike Curb Family Foundation 
contributed $10 million to Belmont University, allowing that 
institution to become the largest single music business program in 
the country, which spurred the growth of Belmont. 

In 2001 the Curb College and Belmont purchased Ocean 
Way Recording Studio through a grant from Mike Curb. In 2002, 
the Mike Curb Family Foundation purchased RCA Studio B., 
renovated it with equipment and "look" of the early 1970s, then 
partnered with the Country Music Hall of Fame. 

The building that had housed RCA Records in its heyday was 
now comprised of rental offices. The studio in the building, RCA 
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Studio A, was leased by Ben Folds and named Grand Victor Sound. 

In 2015 Studio A was purchased by a partnership consisting of 

Curb,Aubrey Preston and Chuck Elcan. 

Musica 

In 2003, a 40 foot tall statue named "Musica," but known to 

local residents as "the naked people," was erected in the Music City 

Roundabout at the head of Music Row. Many questioned whether 

it was appropriate for a sculpture that celebrated high culture to be 

the entrance to an area known for country music. In 2016 it was 

announced that water would be added to the roundabout and a group 

was formed to raise money for the proposed dancing water display. 

Big Machine Records 

In 2005, Big Machine Records was started by Scott Borchetta 

and some investors. His first signing was 14-year old Taylor Swift. 

Her first single, "Tim McGraw," was released in 2006 and was a 

top ten record on Billboard's Country chart. Big Machine's offices 

are on 16th Avenue, south of Edgehill Avenue. 

Curb Purchases the Quonset Hut 

In 2007, Mike Curb purchased the former headquarters of 

CBS Records, which had been purchased and renovated by Sony 

and housed the space that was the site of the original studio built 

by Owen Bradley in 1955. In the ensuing years, Sony replaced the 

studios with offices and had the art department where the Quonset 

Hut was located. In 2005 Sony, which had merged with BMG, 

moved out and re-located on 18th Avenue S. Curb renovated the 

building, including the legendary Quonset Hut and Columbia 

Studio A. Belmont faculty moved in during 2007 and classes were 

held there that Fall; in 2009, the Quonset Hut was fully renovated 

and Curb partnered with Belmont so that students could learn in 

the historic studios of Music Row. 
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Development During the 2000s 

Two legendary studios with Beatie connections were 

destroyed; Studio 19, on 19th Avenue South, where Ringo 

Starr recorded his country album, and Sound Shop, where Paul 

McCartney recorded "Junior's Farm" and "Sally G." Both went 

down to the wrecking ball. Other studios demolished were Fireside, 

where Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton recorded, the Pete Drake 

Studio and several others, replaced by high rise condos. 

Sales of physical product declined and in 2003 a number of 

record stores closed. The iPod and iTunes were introduced in 2001 

and became the place where people bought music- if they bought 

it . During the 1990s many songwriters could make a good living 

with just album cuts. People may have bought the hit single when 

they purchased an album, but they paid for 10 or 11 other songs, 

which each earned the same amount of money as the hit when an 

album was sold. When digital file sharing came in, if someone 

paid for a song, they paid for a single. Record companies made 

less on singles, artists made less and songwriters (except those 

who wrote the single) were virtually eliminated. Ten years after 

Napster, income from sales of recordings was less than half of 

what it was in 2000. 

Technology was both a friend an enemy to the recording 

industry. Recording equipment, which used to be cost-prohibitive, 

became affordable and musicians set up home studios that could 

record quality recordings. This put a number of studios on Music 

Row out of business. Studios, publishing companies, and record 

companies disappeared and left empty houses and offices behind. 

During the period 2012 to 2015 about 30 buildings were 

demolished on Music Row for redevelopment projects. Vanderbilt 

and Belmont Universities had always been close neighbors, 

making the area desirable for student apartments as well as family 

housing. The Gulch, where trains had entered and left Nashville 
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until the trains stopped running, was a run-down eyesore but it was 

developed during the 2000s with restaurants, offices and high rise 

condos located there. Then 12th Avenue South was re-developed 

from a run-down part of the city to an area with restaurants, offices 

and high rise condos. Sitting right in the middle of all this re

development was Music Row and developers eyed it to capitalize 

on the re-development in nearby areas. 

Music Row in the Second Decade of the 2000s 

Music Row was still alive and well with the offices of ASCAP, 

BMI, SESAC, Word Records, the Warner Music Group, Sony/ 

ATV publishing and Curb Records but preservation of the historic 

area was primarily due to the efforts of Mike Curb. Curb Records 

was headquartered on Music Row at 48 Music Sq. E; across the 

street Curb owned the building at 47 Music Sq. E. and the Studio 

at 43 Music Sq. E. He had purchased and renovated RCA Studio 

B, the former headquarters for CBS Records and the Quonset Hut 

Studio, and had a second studio at the corner of Music Circle S. 

and Music Circle E. In 2015 he purchased the building at 38 Music 

Square E., next door to the building housing the Quonset Hut. The 

new purchase had housed the first permanent offices for Capitol 

Records in Nashville. At the time of the purchase, Buddy Lee 

Talent Agency was a long time tenant. Additional construction 

had enlarged the building for offices and the Shorty Lavender 

Talent Agency, the trade magazines Record World and Cashbox, 

and Roger Miller's publishing office were once housed there. 

Changes in Music Row 

Universal Music, the largest record label, relocated to 

downtown Nashville; that corporation housed the labels Mercury, 

Decca, and MCA. Sony, which housed the labels RCA, Columbia 

and Provident Music Group, re-located to a $97 million office 

building in The Gulch. 
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Acuff-Rose moved to Music Row after Gaylord purchased 

it; that building was used for Sony/ ATV's administrative offices 

after the purchase but in 2014 Sony/ATV sold the building to the 

BBR Music Group, which housed the independent label Broken 

Bow Records. 

A number of people watched and lamented the historic music 

business buildings being bulldozed for high-rise condos and offices 

on Music Row and in the Music Row area, but it seemed useless 

to raise a voice or object. However, the proposed destruction of 

the former RCA Building and RCA Studio A galvanized a group 

into action. 

In June, 2014, the former RCA Building and studio was 

purchased by developer Tim Reynolds, who announced plans to 

destroy the historic landmark and replace it with a six-story luxury 

apartment and restaurant. After protests were held and voices 

were raised objecting to the project, Reynolds set a deadline for 

someone to purchase it or demolition would begin. 

Ben Folds, who leased the former RCA Studio A, raised 

the alarm; he wrote letters, gave interviews, posted on Facebook 

and announced the destruction at his concerts. He gained media 

coverage and word spread which led to a group formed to save the 

building. 

Songwriter Trey Bruce, a member of the group trying to 

save the building, contacted his friend, Aubrey Preston, a major 

developer of Leiper's Fork, a rural area south of Nashville, and 

informed him of the situation. Preston, a long-time music fan, 

agreed to purchase the building from the developer; he was joined 

by Chuck Eclan and Mike Curb and the trio purchased the building 

at the last minute. At the end of December, 2014, the former RCA 

Building and Studio A had been rescued. 

A survey in 2015 showed that, within the Music Row 

boundaries, there were 187 music-related businesses, including 49 
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recording studios, 65 music publishing/media services, four radio 

broadcast stations, five union halls, nine record label association 

headquarters, 11 gathering places/performance venues, 30 

professional services offices and 14 housing facilities. 

In 2014 the historic Pilcher-Hamilton house was demolished 

to make way for a Virgin Hotel, owned by Richard Branson's 

company; problems with the contractor caused a delay and in mid-

2016 it remained an empty, bulldozed lot. In 2015 the buildings 

that formerly housed Mercury Records, Raleigh Publishing, 

Cedarwood Publishing and Combine Music publishing (later, 

EMI Music Publishing) were demolished to make way for a new 

building by the performance rights organization SESAC. The 

Country Music Association announced that it would move its 

headquarters to the new five story $20 million SESAC building. 

Mike Curb remained committed to the preservation of Music 

Row. In 2015 he announced that he had purchased 38 Music 

Square E., which was the first permanent home of Capitol Records 

in Nashville. Later, it housed the trade publications Record World 

and Cash Box as well as the Shorty Lavender Talent Agency and 

Buddy Lee Attractions. At the time of the purchase, the Buddy 

Lee Agency was housed there. 

In 2016 Mike Curb purchased Word Records (Curb Records 

had owned 20 percent with Warner Brothers owning 80 percent) as 

well as the building it is housed in across the street from Historic 

RCA Studio B. That building was originally built for Capitol 

Records. 

The country music industry had certainly changed since 

1955, when the Bradleys build the Quonset Hut on Music Row. 

The major problem country music faced then was the rise of 

rock'n'roll; now the major challenge is how to survive in a digital 

industry that allows people to obtain and copy music for free. 
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music remam synonymous all over the world. 

Music Row as a Creative Center 

In this article I have emphasized the connection between 

Music Row and country music, but Nashville is the home of other 

genres of music, not just country. The section of 16th and 17th 

Avenues South, between Music Square and Wedgewood, houses 

a number of music related firms, from publicity firms to attorneys 

offices to publishing companies to studios and independent record 

labels. Music Row is more than just Music Square East and West 

and country music isn't the only genre of music created and 

nurtured in Nashville. Even the country music heard on country 

radio today isn't the same country music heard during the 1940s, 

50s, 60s or 70s. Just like all genres of music, country music 

continues to grow and evolve. 

Country music is a music that is loyal to the market; it is 

not loyal to a sound. Country music has always incorporated the 

sounds of pop and rock music-although it is usually some years 

later-because that is what is commercial. Music Row has also 

been loyal to the market and not to the past. Historic preservation 

is not a priority for developers; their primary concern is seizing 

opportunities and profits for the preservation of their businesses 

and investments. 

There are many people-past and present--who are part of 

the history of Music Row and Nashville's Music Industry. Stars 

are easy to remember; however, there are key business people and 

innovators who were involved in the development of Nashville 

as Music City U.S.A. WSM and the Grand Ole Opry, record 

companies (major and independent), publishing companies, 

booking agencies, songwriters and A-Team musicians all played 

important roles. 
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Music Rows is where the music business in Nashville made an 

industry out of a creative community. The stars aligned for Music 

Row to be where it needed to be when music-particularly country 

music-needed a home for the music business in Nashville. 
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